$500 Reward.
Custom house? officials seized at Baring, Nov.
Matters,
If you suffer from dull, heavy )ien<larhe,obstruc10 yesterday, a large amount of hemlock lumber
tion of the nasal passages, discharges falling from
NT.'VS AND CiOKSir FROM ALL OVER THE STATE.
owned l>v II. J. Baton & -Sons for
violathe head into the throat, sometimes profuse, wations of the revenue laws. When Baton's
tery, and acrid, at others, thick, tenacious, mueoiis, ! Till-: Dill MAINE (ilTTVSIHIKi MON EM ENT. mills were built
they were on the American side
punilent, hloody, and putrid : if the eye- are weak,
but the dams and
have changed
watery, and iullained: and there is ringing in the
Col. A. 1C Sumner, of Lubce, member of tlio the course of the improvements
river. Some sixteen years
car**, deafness, hacking or coughing to elear the
Sixth Maine liegiment Association, lias for- ago, the question of location arose and the
throat, expectoration of offensive matter, together
with seabs from ulcers; the voiee being ehanged
authorities decided that the mills were on the
w a riled to the executive Committee of the
and having a nasal twang; the breath offensive;
American side and present move is a great
smell and taste impaired; experience a st illation i Maine Cettyshurg < ommission a design for the
surprise.
of di/./iness, with mental depression, a hacking
monument «>f that regiment to be erected at j
It has been
settled that the *21 st ancough and general dchiliry, then you are suffering
nual encampment of the Grand Army, departi! is twenty-one feet high, the
from ehrotiic nasal catarrh. Only a few of Uic i (iettysbuig.
ment of Maine, will be held in Portland the
above named symptoms are likely to be present
shaft of polished wliite granite js twelve feet second week of
in am one case at one time, or in one stage of the
February, 1.SS8. The council of
disease. Thousands of cases annually, without
and eight inches high, resting on a die and base administration will meet at the Falmouth Hotel
of
the
above
manifesting half
on the evening of February s.
symptoms, result in'
On the 9th the
of red granite. It i- surmounted with a double
consumption, and end in the grave. No disease is intersecting rro—.
being the badge of the First encampment "ill assemble at Park AV inter
so common, more
deceptive and dangerous, less
Garden
at
*2
o'clock,
I*.
M.,
Division 01 the Sixth Corps, made of red polcontinuing through
understood or more unsuccessfully treated by
of the 10th a grand
ished granite, two u.cL in height. On the fact* tin? 10th. On the
physicians. The manufacturers ot i>r. Sage's ( a
tarrh Remedy offer, in good faith, £5ue reward for
»>t the-haft will appear the following legend:
camp fire will be held in the City Hall.
It is reported that parties holding the bonds
a case of catarrh which they cannot cure.
The
“Sixth Maine Iniantry duly 3. 1^(53,’* and on
of the consolidated European & North AmerRemedy is sold by druggists at only f>0 cents.
tin- opposite fact "Third Brigade. 1st Division
>ixth Corps.** Tie* 1m.on-* regiment, raised ican Railroad Company in and out of the State
A
Hoonvillc sclmol teacher had a great deal of
will contest their rights, claiming that the real
in the «\i-tern pan of the Mate, uuder thecomtrouble making a boy understand his le--i>n. Final
issues and merits of the case have not been
he
and
a
suereeded,
niand
of < nii'iiel Hiratn Burnham, of Cherryhowever,
long
ly,
drawing
breath, remarked. “Il it wasn't for me you would lield. arrived at <lefty slmrg. at dusk of the reached or considered by the court. The bill
he the biggest donk< \ in Hoonville.
in the name of Marcus P. Norton was
• veiling ot th*
second day ol the battle, having
dismissed by Judge Coll upon the ground that
made :t tore(%! march ot over thirty miles that
“Golden at morning, silver at noon, and lead at
the
had no real interest in the bonds,
night.” is the old sa\ ing ahout eating oranges, lint • lay irom W e-tmiiister, and went into position
and for this reason and not upon the question
there is something that is rightly named Golden,
on the iefi of uur line of battle in season to
at
issm
was
the
the bill dismissed.
and can be taken with benelit at am hour
the
from
-top
breaking the right center,
nrmy
day. This is 1 »r. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis- where tin tierce tide of battle had rolled durcovery. literally worth its weight in gold to any
ing tin- air* rn-wiii again-t the 3.1 Corps under
The
mie suffering with scrofulous affections, impurities
siekle>. the Fitt!i Corps umler Sykes and porof the tdood. or diseases of the ii\ *-i and lungs, it
tions of the Second Corps under Hancock. MEETING OF THE NATIONAL FISHEKY ASSOis unfailing. Ry druggist.
CIATION.
This regiment was moved on the third day to
Making -iiiv “What mak'
you thinking Mr.
our extreme h it to prevent Loiig-tre« t from
New A’okk, Nov. lb. Tin* National Fishery
Merritt is in love with me?" asked fora. **P»c
moving
around
our h it Hank, and although not
Association met in tbi** city to-dav, its first ancause," replied her mother, “he asked \our little
suiloring from I*---* e pial t«* other Maine regbrother it it w a- true j mi would ha\« ten thon-and
iment-. did equal service by the confidence its nual meeting. Representatives from all over
on tin; dav of \ our marrige.”
the country were present. The object of the
presence mu acted t«» those in tin; front of ’oatbeautiful woman, from whence came thy bloom,
tie. w hen ii in came known that the < *!d Sixth
was to adopt means for a proper
T hy beaming eye. the features fair?
gathering
Maine** vv:
on the ground.
The monument,
What kindly hand on thee was laid
ad'-igned is n«*tieeahh; for it* simplicity representation of the fishery interests of the
l-.ndowlug thee with beaut rare?
and eha>ieuoss, will not fail to atlraet the Fnited States in all matters pertaining to NaI'was not ever thus,” tin* dame replied.
Its loca- tional and State
“tMice pale thi.- face, these features bold,
eye when it is placed in position.
legislation.
tion is in an open Held, where the bright green
The‘Favorite Prescription’ of Hr. Pierce
Among those present were President BabWrought the wonderous change which v»*\i be- sod will bring out the contrast of its di Herent
hold."
color-. The design of the Sixth Corps cross son, of Gloucester, Mass., Luther Maddoeks,
which surmounts the monument, is novel and of
The Herald says, “since March *20, eight octoBoothbay Ale., It. C. Green, of Bastport,
artistic.
have
Sanddied
on
the
between
road
genarians
Me., and N. B. College, of Lamoiue, Ale.
wich and Yarmouth.” Gape tod octogenarians
lit i:.x> sum. in di mness.
w*>uld better take warning and stay at linin'*.
President Babson called the meeting to order
An Augu-ia special to the 1’ortiand Press
ami delivered an address upon the wrongs suf“I have had a troublesome cough for more than
>av-: T*!h-re i- much interest stili manifested in
ered by American fishermen. He claimed the
liv e ears, and lun c had tin* ad\ ice of three ot tie.flic imported liquor question in this section.
nio-t skilleil physicians, imt I found nothing to ie
fishermen of the Fnited States had no proteclic\e and cure me till 1 Use Adamson's Itoi.a
Burn- i- selling his imported goods openly at
tion while in foreign countries, lie was op("iigh balsam. Mrs. t.eorge A. bobbin Ri\«*rW
tiie
noith
end
of
ater
of
a
street, disposing
side, Me.” Trial si/.e loe.
posed to the action taken on the fishery quoslarge
quaiii a>. and the Prohibition law i- niilliMiss Hattie Itrink, ol' I nion ( ounty, Dak., re
tion by the government. Commercial intertied practically.
It will perhaps he years be< ei\ed a
cloak as a present from her father, and
course was a farce*.
American fishermen, lie
fore a •ieej-ion i- obtained from tin* courts in
committed suicide because ii did not lit her. I; apsaid, did not want the inshore fisheries of Canthe
Burns
a
ea.-e
aid
most
determined
pears, therefore, that people may die both of ills
• tVort
will be made at the coming session of ada. All they desired was the right to buy bait
and misiits.
Congres-io obtain the *. na« :ment of a section and not to be imposed upon. Foreign fisherRules
which shall prevent clashing between the Fuit- men were given rights in this country which
for tin* rare of the *dck. Iin\v to cure disease, it
e-l State.- cu.-tom- regulation.- and the State our fishermen were not given in foreign counsymptom- ;ititi causes, and other infoimat'<oii oi
prohibitory law,-. Congressman Boutille of tries. American markets arc open to all fisherP"«:ii value will l»c found in old Dr. I\autmaun'Bangor, when in the city recently, said he men of the world, and ail the speaker a-ked
Semi
luo
tine
colored
jrreat. hock;
papes,
plaits.
should do all m hi- power to -ecure proteetion was to have American rights looked after propthree
cent stamps in pay postage to A. 1*. <hd
through < ou-are— against imported liquor deal- erly. When Canada has our markets open her
llo-ton, Mass., ami receive* a copy uve.
way A
< "iiillv
ers.
Attorney Carleton said In-should fishing fleet rapidly increases, while ours deNnboily will deny that tlie Kuropcan immiprant s. eoniinm t«> press the enforceiuein of ihe prohi- creases. Reciprocity is not an axiom of the
who brinp a larpc stock of assorteil di'easc- to
bitory i .vv at the Deeember term of the Super- American system ol government and reciprocithi- country even year ami trade them lor naturalior < ourt. and Deputy Sheritl' Hill of Wai-r- ty treaties would impair out* commerce.
ization papers ami public ollires, rather have the
Air. Babson declared it was the object of the
v ille. ha.- ju-t visit- d Portsmouth for the purbest of the bargain.
Tory government to give Canadian fishermen
pose of revising a copy of Colli «tor Page’s reto
free
markets in the Fnited States and drive the
ami
color
restore*
1
weak
ami
are
cord of retail liquor dealers in Kennebec counVitality
pray
Americans entirely out of the Atlantic fishhair, by the use of Ayer's Hair Vipor. Through ty who pay a special tax.
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THE CUISINE AS A FAIR CRITERION OF TIIE
NATION'S CIVILIZATION.
TIIE
MEXICAN
MENU. QUEER KITCHEN WAYS. TIIE TAI.E
OF A CAKE, AND HOW A FAIR SENOlIA DISTINGUISHED IIERSEI.F AS A 1 ULCE-MAKER.

Correspondence of the Journal.
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correspondent asks tin* New York .Journal
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corner of an envelope."
How ignorant they are
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Twice around the World,
dipper sliip William .1. Kotc.b, Capt. 1*.
ii!»l»-. of New Ih dford. has arrived in New
'i n k. having ju>t completed one of the most
remarkable voyage- in marine history. The
-hip l< ft I’hilinlelphia for lliogo, Japan, about
!1 Miontli« ago. and sailed *21.400 miles in 137
-.
''In- was unloaded and a new cargo taken
M.oard. and June TtIi she started homeward
and made the return passage, eovering 21.137
"
!• in 1.70 days. In the round trip she c.overl
distance equal to nearly twice the cireum" m e of t he
globe in 10 months and 25 days,
hieh includes the time of lying in port*at
liio-o. and discharging and loading cargoes.
^ bile the direct run outward or inward bound
•*■
m»t remarkable, the time of making the
i"iiu<l trip is considered wonderful.
i

i’.

thrown
Its charm 1 -w n

thy pure and pearly teeth
lips- Thy pcrtuuicd l»f**atn?"

i*aim

ro-\

-aid,
oidv

m accent.- ,-wect and clear.
>< i/.OIM »NT. m\ dear."

The

Atmosphere

of

Love

This desideratum
one
.mi/i »l>* »NT. which not
III
invigorate- and plcscrvcs tin* teeth, hut lvh
lm«l
dec- tin mouth as Irapranl a- a rose.
Iof

■

I nr<\ sweet breath.
iln
results of u-inp

j

V*uiiip pirls, it you desire to keep your beau on
sirinp, don't bend liiiii too much. Remember that

a

tin

strongest b*»w

once

broken

cannot

be re*truup.

For three weeks 1 was sull'erinp from a sever**
■■Id m in', head, accompanied by a pain in die
temple-. I tried sonic ol the many catarrh reiue
die- without any relief. Fly’s ( ream Halm was
re
nunemled
me.
Afti-r only six application'
d iIn balm
every trace of tin cold was removed.
H- ui v * ( lark. 1-t Division New York Apprais**rs

Fly-

(

balm give- satisfaction (oevery one
usiiip ’t be.- catarrhal troubles.- *.. h
Mellor,
“w4*»
Druggist. Worcester, Mass.
ream

Wo like the business character of the young man
ho alter he had been kicked down stairs, earn**
back tot lie irate kicker to limt out wlm made iiis
!»■ n*t
w

<

>

Hev. |»|-. j. K. (iowlier has informed the
Trustees of the Woman’s College at Haltiinore
that In- and his family, who gave the land upon
"bi ll tin* college is now huildimr, will also
•m et l he entire cost of the
building, provided
i!.« Trustees will secure within two
years an
addition of $30,000 to the eollege endowment.
I’iie Trustees have agreed to the proposition.
The I’residt nt has not yet e.oinmenced writinir his annual message. Ife has received a
dr:ifi of the suggestions of his cabinet officers’
:,nd has discussed in a cabinet
meeting liis contemplated recommendations.

WASH 1 Nt;

IN

|

<

>\

col

\ | V.

it 1;;«-1>ti• >n«■ <l i!i:»t tin* coininir season
is to witness ;i re\ ival T*f tin- shipbuildinir interest in i!i.- western part ol tin* county.
It is
stated tiuii ( 'apt. .1. \V. Sawyer A; Sons of Milbridsre have about derided jo start business in
litcir yard, and wili build two tour hundred
ton schooners, one of which i- intended for
donesport parties. At < In rr\li<*ld Messrs. («.
li. < 'ampin i! »V Co. are irettin^ the material
reads for a centre board schooner of WO tons,
and doc! Hinklry, formerly an
extensive
builder of that place, has h-umi the work of
tiie
irrinie
for
a
coaster
of
putting up
seventylive tons. In Ilarrinjilon there is talk of ^ettimr out the frame for a packet to run Ik tween
this point and rortlaud.
Aim there is a probability that the boom will rcacli Addison, as
parties arc already •rivinjr tin ir aftt ntion to the

suI»jeet.

[Machia- IP-publican.

a jrravetown ame to be a horror
lo the t'ln.d on account of a white lie'lire that
had I»con s«-eii to ri-r from the earth on >» veral
oeea^ioii... and also to lie oil the fence ill jjffOt ~«i !•
attitude*.
I!m u tin: stronir-minded
hi
tated to pass the place after nulit-t ill.
util ii a Armtl old sea captain who came to visit
Iri' tids m town, tin>P took to lay the jrhost.
U'til .ul niakiii:: his inp-nlion known to any
<
he I
d-, a -tout
^oad and -1rolled over
to iIn- haunt) 1 sp«»i. IP* saw the ;;host. «*h:tsed
it aid laid i: -omt his knee.
No jJ»ost was
>•» n
atie ward, but a .•« rtain youth in lie* viila.c
hi- nil ;.;s standing P»r the next three
W ei k-.

aid in

a n,

i_:hboldii.lt

c

s\\

i*

in

ins i.ii ii

r imm;.

ampia !!. of l\iii::si’tiry, had a fiirht
with a b. ar Iasi week, ami was badly bitten.
I lie bear. a!ier bei!u audit, draped the
trap
•some
tsii’ei- miles into tin* “New Kurland
b d

<

IPre Mi-. ( ampbeil. accompanied by
.1- i_rln.e• a in, ■.
w it li him. aid lindini;
i•:i entae _•d i.i i!.■•■
aim Campbell ail, mpled ■> (• ::i il:«
r, ;it;:i«* w ?PlV an aw.
Made furi"
b\ list blow, tie- bear cleared itself from
th*
;«u i -pram: upmi Mr. «
ampin li. knorkIIIA fe a
;tnd i• ]• ii: r iiilli severely ill tile
Pm? p-r t! a til;:, ly inlerbronre ol a little
; ii;i\
d".-. It. wI>eeii killed.
1'he d<< ati! :icie«l tiic anun.d*.-attention io-er eiio;c_ii for
voii.com
;
-ira^' *• ampbel! from under him.
Pittsfield A l\ laiser.
woo

7‘uik
<

■

!.ii;ki:iv” in i:\sTPoin.
I’er-oiiai lib, rty i- w oefully curtailed in Kast<
now.
iti/.eiis
and temporary residents
port
a;-, driven to tie- extr, me ol
huyimr all their
di ink* on foreign soil. There doesn't appear to
be a -sen w loo-,
anywhere. and Campobello
is the last and only resort in the
enierireiley.
I? the liquor law was enforced in the Dominion
terrib>rv on the eastern side of our harbor half
ae.irei11JI\ a* tile customs laws and lisliinir
reuidat ions, it woulii a leant ruin the hiisiin-ss at
our Police < ourt.
[Kastport S-.ntinel.
••n:nsi.\\i.

**

.maim;\s iikii i' and km KKri.isi:.
The very general adaptation of n liable system-of waterworks in all the larger villages
of Maine, promises to « au-e a sharp reduction
in rate- of insurance.
It is also a standing advertisement of thrift, safely and convenience,
which lin n of means do not fail to lea I when
they arc seeking places for investment. Maine
water works, natural a- well as artificial, area
•rood deal above the average.
[Hiddeford
.loiirnal.

-.

SKI I IM.

Brace Ip.
Y ou ar»* feeling depressed, your appetite is poor,
arc
ith
bothered w
Headache, yon arc lidgctty
>ou
nervous, ami p«*m*rally out of soi*ls, ami want to
brace lip, but not with -timulant-,
up.
sprinp im*dieim*s or bitters, which ha\** for their
basis very cheap, ba*i w hi-key, ami w hich stimulate you tor an hour, and then leave you in worse
condition than In*for**. \\ hat you want i** an alterative that w ill purifv your blood, -tart healthy ae
tion of Liver ami kidneys, restore your vitality,
and pive renewed health ami strenptli. Sm*ti a
unaiicine you will timl in Kl**etric bitters, and only
>h cents a bottle at R. li. Moody
l>rup St*»re.
'i’ln* body of a re*I squirrel was found in a 4‘*
pound pickerel taken at * ixtord. Mass., the other
day. The ijuestion now is, “do squirrels swim, or
do pickerel climb trees?"
Their

Business

(looming.

no one tiling li is caused sucb ;i general
revival of trade at K. il .Moody's l»rug Siorc a>
their giving away t" tin ir customers of so many
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Mothers.

Mks. Winslow's soothini;
i:i i* for children
te- thmp is the prescription of out of the best female
nurse: ami physicians in the l nited >tat* -,aml has
lieen used :<■!• forty \ears w ith ne\er laiblip success
by millions of mollier- for tin ir children. Dur!n_
the process of teei i»i 11 vr its able i- inea lei liable. I
relieve- viie child from pain, cures d\-• nteryau i
diarrlnea, griping in the bowel-, and w iml-coli.lty pivinp healtb t" the child it re-ts the mother.
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pimples ami blotches. The-e
liislipurinp eruptions are easily remov* il by ti c
use of Ayer's sarsaparilla.
This medicine is perfectly safe to take, ami is a thoroughly reliable
blood purilier.
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free trial bottle.'-‘of I)r. King s Now Discovery for
Consumption. Their trade is simply enormous in
tliis very valuable article from tin- fnet that it al
ways cure*and never ilisitppoints. Loughs. ( olds,
Asthma. Bronchitis, Croup, mid all tin oat ami lung
diseases quickly cured. You can lest it before
buying by getting a trial bottle free, large si/e $1.
Kver\ bottle warranted.

Brighten tattle Market.
KltlGIITON, Nov. lb, IssT.
Amount of live stock at market—Cat! le, Wil;
sheep amt Lambs, 3380; Swine, ll>,:<17; Horses,
170; Veal calves, 1(15.
Number from the different States: Western cattle, 34*2; Massachusetts entile, 1&>; New York cattle, 231; Northern and Kasteru cattle 100; Conneeti
cut cattle, f>: Western sheep and lambs, 24tMi;
Canadian sheep and lambs, 880; Maine sheep and
lambs, 100; Western swine, 10,000; Massachusetts
store pigs, 230.
Prices of Iteef Cattle ¥ 1(M) lb live weight—
Choice quality, $5 40 g 5 50; first quality, $.‘> 00 yf.
25;
second, $4 Tog4 00; thin! quality, $4 5og4
fit); poorest grades of coarse Oxen, Hulls, Qfcc.,
$3 .jo a4 00.
Brighton Hides, CJ-* g7c. ^ tl»; Brighton Tallow,
3J6g334'c ¥ lb; Country Hides, (inline ¥ .1*;Country
Tallow, 1&S2&C. ¥ ‘lb; Calf Skins, fig 7c ¥ lb;
Sheep and Lamb Skins, 7agi)5c, each; Lxtra heav\
wool skins $1 75g2 each; Sheared skins 70y80c
each; Cow hides lie ¥ lb.
Working Oxen. The demand during the past
week for working oxen was fairly active, and
drovers having this class of stock could not give
any reason for complaint. Sales were made: I pr.
girth fi feet 0 inches, live weight 2750 tt>, $102; 1 pair,
girth (• feet 10 inches, live weight2800 lb, $H5; 1 pair
girth 7 feet 2 inches, live weight .‘IKK) lt>, $144; 1
pair, girth fi feet 11 inches, live weight 3000 It*, well
matched, best pair in the market, $|.j(). (Quotations
l*er j >a i r, $ I .jo g i 40 «130 g 120 a 100 a 1HI.
Milch i*ows and
Trade during the
past week has been active in the demand and
values received satisfactory to the selling interests.
Among the offerings were some extra choice dairy
cows and springers, and drovers found no difiieuity in finding purchasers. Sales noted: 14 new
milch cows, $40 per head; 1 uew milch row, $07;
3 new milch cows, $45each; 1 springer, $37; I newmilch cow, $85; 2 new milch cows, $70 each; 1
springer, $3*; 1 new’ milch cow, $44; 2 new milch
cows, $42.50each; 3 milch cows, $40 each; 1 new
milch cow, $05; 2 milch cows, $50 each; 1 new
milch cow $55; 7 new milch cows, $45each;. (Quotations Choice, $00g80; ordinary, $45g55; common

springers.

$2Sg.L.
Swine.

The arrivals from the West

were con-

signed w holly to home slaughterers,and were taken
directly from the cars to the slaughter-house.
Quotations: Western fat hogs, 5g.Vac ¥ ft. live
weight; country dressed, ftc ¥ •»- store in light
supply; the demand slow; those on offer brought
to market from the neighboring cities ami towns,
and disposed in all manner of wrays from $1.90 to
$10 per head, and from fie to 10c f ft, live weight.
Veal Calves.—Trade was fair, and the offerings
were taken at a decline from last w’eek. Quotations: Choice, 5K*fi‘4 per lb; ordinary, 4&«5tfc
per lb; common, 2>4*3>ic per lb; bobs, $l.25§l.d>
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Cattle.—Receipts light, demand dull. The
offerings in fair condition for slaughtering. Quotattoos: Yearlings, $12415; 2-year olds, *11*21,
3-vear-olds, $17 §33
Sheep and -Lambs.—'The rarrlvals were nil from
le West and consigned to slaughterers; taken dithe
rect from cars to slaughter-hoiiHe, costing, landed:
Sheep, 5*6c per lb; lambs, flgfi>i per lb, live

<
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11 is refreshing l,, see the sympathy certain
paper- iia\e for the farmers, on account of the
cider law taking away half the income of their
orchards, etc. The fact i* the law docs not
prohibit a farmer or am body else from selling

idrr,

<piantit\. except for drinking
It one wants |(. keep a eider tippurpo-es.
then
the law is just a little hard:
pling place,
tmt for making \ ineuar or iloiiicstie use the
-ale is perfectly Ic -d. [(iardiner Home .lourmi

mi\

IN

CKNKIMI..

Joseph M. Brooks, u lending citizen of Biddel onl. dicil of paralysis !;»-! week.
11m- Wnicrvilie Flcctrie Light Company has
increased its rapilal from $15,000 to £30,000.
Tin* ‘Mil of logs at lIk* headwaters of the
kenneb<
this season will he about an average
-between one hundred and one hundred and
t W' ‘iit % -live millions.
ll( ii. Nathan Cleaves has (pialilied as surveyoi "I the port of Portland and has entered
upon tlie discharge of hi* duties.
I In-re is an exivllent prospect of raising the
svJO.iMMi needed to start an iron ship-building
plant in Bath.
’I he estate ol the late George <Richardson
and the Lewiston Mills will jointly pay a dividend of 55 per cent, on the indebtedness.
Tiie Maehias I nion reports that the people
in it> region are preparing to agitate the questiou of having a law for buying and selling
eggs

by Weight.

The Pcmaquid Monument Association of
Wiseasset is pu-diing its work for the erection
of a tower oil the site of the old fort at lYin-

aquid.

I’(.-tit ions are being circulated throughout the
State, addressed to Gov. Bodwell. and asking
that a representative hoimeopalhic physician
be appointed upon tin.* state board of health.
The Dominion and Allen line of steamers
are to make Baltimore their winter port in a
short time. Only two steamers of each line
will come to Portland this season. The reason
for leaving Portland is that they cannot make
advantageous terms with tlx* Grand Trunk.
The late Mrs. Sarah S. Belcher of Farmington. Me., bequeathed to Hates College the bulk
of her estate, amounting to about $75,000. The
will was contested by relatives on the ground
of undue inlluence and unsound mind, but the
jury at Portland sustained the will.
Lumbermen are now sending their teams
into the woods for the winter’s hauling, and
with an early snowfall the work of starting
out the logs will commence shortly. Lumbermen as a rule have had a
prosperous business
the past season, the immense amount of building drawing heavily upon the lumber supply
and keeping the saws in motion.
The Last port Savings Hank has paid dividends during the past year amounting to $11,
1J1,01. The taxes to tin; State and town for
the past year were
The deposits for
the past year were over $107,005, and the withdrawals over $00,000. The hank has no difficulty
at present in obtaining good loans.
**Kockct,” the famous trotter, owned by F.
O. Stanley of Lewiston, has been sold to Mr.
Win. Neeley of N( \v Haven, Ct., for $2000.
“Rocket*’ was one of the phenomena of the
track last season, trotting out of the green
horse ela.-s into the 2.30 class in a single season,
a feat never done
1m-fore, it is said, bv any
horse in the State of Maine.
Gov. Hod well is a Imsv man.
Running the
state government is one* of his lightest
jobs.
Just now he is actively pushing the fortunes of
the rapid transit railroad
of which he
company
is President. The
proposed road is to connect
Boston and New \ork, be double track, and
best of all it is to have no grade crossings.
Such a road would be a success from the start.
The intelligence of the sudden death, on
October 15. of Mrs. Amanda S., wife of Rev.
George Constantine, I>. 1)., missionary in
Smyrna, has been received. Mrs. Constantine
was a native of Maine, and liefore her
marriage
was a teacher in
the Charlestown Female

seminary.

j

J
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eries. Thun? should be reciprocity in that. The
speaker asserted that tin* capital invested in the I
business in Alussachusctts alone was
000. and this yields an annual income of over
snoo.ooo. He was not in favor of the abolition
of the net and trap system because if it were
done away with a large industry would be destroyed. lie thought that, if any legislation
was enacted it should be for the protection of
American fishermen.
Canada should be let
severely {done.
Mr. Aladdocks, of Maine, the canvassing
agent of tin* association, stated that the fishermen were thoroughly organized all along the
Atlantic coast. On the* iak<
where all tin*
dealers bad joined the association, the trade
was in the bands of
nine companies.
The
Canadians. In* said, come to our markets for
bait, w hiie tin* American fishermen are refused
entrance for bait in Canadian waters. The*
< uuadians are running tin* trade.
They enjoy
tin* privileges of our markets but pay none of
our taxi*".
The Canadian government seems
to consider that we art* incapable of managing
.Men who fish for fun are
our own industries.
trying to .egislate the industry out of existence.

•cerctan Wilcox reported that there were
•J-i firms ip tin* association and that a movement was on foot to send a fleet of Atlantie
fishermen to the Pacific slope, where the trade
has not been developed.
lion. Panic! T. Church, of Rhode Island,
made a speech In which he said the menhaden
biiMiie*s was almost ruined.
Treasurer Pew. of Gloucester, Mass., spoke
against commercial union with Canada on the
the lishin^r indusground that it would
l r \.
The following officer* were elected :

destroy

President—!■'. J. Bahson. Gloucester, .Mass.
First Viee President—I). T. Chureli, Tiverton. R. I.
Seeond Viee President—J. T. Maelntyre.
Secretary—Luther Maddox. Boothhay, .Me.
The following: resolutions were unanimously

adopted:

\\ hereas the fishing industry of the I'nited States
are largely tin* foundation of the marine power of
the government, upon wliieh it must depend for
detense upon the ocean in time of war; and
\\ lu-rcas, as a producing interest it is entitled to
equal protection with other producing industries
of tlie eountn ; therefore
R» solved, that the association respectfully ask
the National government for such action and legislation as shall place tin* American fisheries upon a
National basis, never again to he made a matter of
bargain or sale to foreign nations; hut reserved to
the people of the I'nited state- in the same manner
as that which characterizes the laws of the eoast-

Resolved, that as the history of the past has
demonstrated that the fish product depends directly upon natural causes for its supply, and domestic competition has always been sutlicicnt to prevent enhanced prices, and also, that lifting confidence alone is needed to increase the Ashing fleets
of the nation so that the supply of lisii shall he
fully equal to the demand and our National marine
power increased thereby, we ask that our industry
be so protected by duties on foreign lish as will
give to American lishermen our markets in contradistinction to the subsidize.1, bounty-fed, untaxed
fisheries of foreign nations:
({(‘.solved, that we ask no privileges of Ashing in
foreign waters, hut demand the same commercial
rijrht* for our vessels in foreign ports as foreign
vessels have in the ports of the I'nited States.

proposition was made to raise money to
aid in opposing hostile legislation by assessing
every man shipped on a fishing vessel si. This
was strongly opposed and failed.
A resolution
to change the headquarters of the association
from Gloucester to this city was adopted. The
question of resisting all legislation opposed to
free fishing was brought up and elicited the
A

that the menhaden fishermen are about to
a delegation to President Cleveland to
urge him to insert in bis message a request that
C ongress pass an act preserving their fisheries
on the New Jersey const for menhaden only.
President Babson was delegated to ask President Cleveland not to make such a request. A
fund was started for the support of the associtioii and tin* meeting adjourned.
fact

send
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OK
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A largely attended meeting was held in the
Knights of Labor hall, Vinal Haven, Nov. Ifllli, !
for a discussion of the lishing question. A lively debate was held and the following resolution." unanimously adopted:
Resolved, That we are opposed to any treatv or
union with Canada, whereby their Ash would he
admitted free of duty.
Resolved, That in ease Canada persists in her
outrages upon our fishermen, retaliation measures
should he resorted to by the I'nited States Government.
Resolved, That to neon rage our fisheries and as
an oll'set to any disadvantages arising from noninteivourse with Canada, the I'nited States Government should pay a bounty to all fishermen engaged in the lishing industry of the I'nited States.
**

A Gruel and

Cowardly Conspiracy.

It is gratifying to know that the grand jury
lias indicted a committee or Knights of Labor
for conspiracy to deprive one O. II. JIartt of
his employinen t. Ii it has been correctly re-

ported, this is

a
particularly atrocious case.
JIartt was the foreman in a shoefaetory against
whom the workmen struck because be had detected some of them in stealing and discharged
them for it. After they tiad succeeded, aided
by the cowardice of their employer in getting
him out of one place, they conspired to prevent
him from getting another. lie was discharged
from a shop in Philadelphia, from another in
I Baltimore, and he has now been refused em-

ployment

in

a

factory

at

Newburgafter having

The circumstances seem to
been engaged.
show a deliberate attempt to starve the man to
death by preventing him from getting work at
his trade. This offense comes distinctly within
the provisions of the Penal ('ode. If it is proved that these men have committed it. it is to he
hoped that they wii! not be let off" with less than
the extreme penalty of a year in the penitentitarv and a tine of soon, for there is absolutely
no mitigating circumstance in the story of their
crime as it has thus far been told. [New York
Times.

The

Average

Man.

Mr. Edward Atkinson ill Science gives a partial answer to the question whether the white
man in the United States Is deteriorating in
size and weight. His facts were obtained in a
rather ingenious way, to wit, by sending to

large dealers in ready-made clothes. The general result in that the average height of buyers
of such clothing in New England is 5 feet 8 1-2
to 9 inches, and in the south and west about 5
feet 10 inches, and that the average weight is
between 155 and 100 pounds. From remarks
added by those with whom he communicated
it appears that within the last ten or tweutv
larger sizes have been more in dernaiul.
years
In the south the average chest and waist measures have increased an inch since the war.
It
is also found that men in cities do not require
as large clothes as those ill the country. As Mr.
Atkinson obtained reports from half a dozen
ffrms, one of which semis out three-quarters of
a million garments
every year, his data seem
quite enough to justify his conclusion.
Gen. Dumont, Supervising Inspector of Steal
Vessels, in his official report calls attention to
the fact that ocean steamers do not carry nearly boats enough to provide for the passengers
iu the event of a disaster.

an

un-

a

houses, has much to do about it. In this hot
country, and in these window loss kitchens,
steady fires are out of the question, did not the
scarcity and high price of fuel prevent where
trees do not abound nor coal-mines exist.
When gnarled and crooked sticks are bought
by weight—at the rate of a cent and a half per
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It is

fair criterion of the civilization of any nation—anti
that of Mexico is as unique as the dress and
manners of her people. The climate, no doubt,
as well as the Moorish architecture of the

evening

for tlu*

agents

1.

ainia

City of Mexico, Nov. 12th.

questionable fact that the cuisine is

jI
j

way, was a lovely woman, a devout Christian,
a tender mother and devoted to her husband
and home, accomplished, withal, for a Mexican woman—came to my room with the astouishing information that she was going into the
kitchen to make some ((nice, in honor of her
eldest- son’s “Saint’s day,” and wouldn’t I come
out in course of an hour and witness her in the
a«*t?
Certainly 1 would, and gladly too, for
when a Mexican lady condescends to put her
dainty feet and unaccustomed hands into the
servants domain, it is a household event by no
means to be overlooked.
So I wrote a dozen pages, to give her time to
get well under way. and then repaired to the
kitchen- which was situated upon the other
side of the great casa, beyond the sunny courtyard with its (lowers and fountains, its bananas
and orange trees, at least an eighth of a mile
from my apartment though enclosed within the
same adobe walls.
There she sat
FLAT UPON THE FLOOll

in the middle of the kitchen, (there being, as
usual, no chair>). her round arms hared above
the elbows and her pudgy little hands immersed in some sticky compound; while no less
pound—and coal, brought from a great dis- than five servants ran hither and thither to do
tance Is from $1<> to $20 per ton, naturally her bidding, bringing a little more sugar, flour
or water, stirring the coals in the hrasicr beeconomy in fuel is a prime consideration.
side her, greasing tins upon which to drop the
A typical Mexican kitchen has neither stove, |
dulce when cooked, etc., etc. Her beautiful
table, chairs nor cupboard,—the cl. an-swepl dark eyes glowed with the excitement of the
and her husband and brother-in-law,
occasion,
clay floor, an adobe shelf against the wall, and —both men
of middle age, one a celebrated
a f» \v hooks ami pegs, answering every purphysician, the other a distinguished Judge—
stood watching her, with admiring pride depose. In the houses of the rich
picted upon every line of their swarthy counAN ADORE RANOK
tenances.
Presently the children joined the
is built Into the wall, which is really along,
group, several neighbors dropped in to add
narrow box. made of sun-baked clay and partitheir plaudits, and even the innumerable domestic pets,—dogs, cats, pigs and parrots—
tioned off into little compartments, within each
seemed to feel that something remarkable was
of which a handful of charcoal may be consum- in
progress and shared the general excitement.
ed.
The dulce turned out to he a sort of candy,
made
of white sugar and Hour, resembling
The middle-classes use a big clay jar. or pot.
caramels when finished—a feeble imitation of
In lieu of a range, in which charcoal is also
those which may be bought anywhere in the
burned: while the poor have *‘ali out doors*’ for I'nited States for 'lf> cents per pound. That
night the exhausted but triumphant lady rea kitchen, and build their tiny lire where it is
tired to rest in the happy consciousness of a
most convenient.
achievement—and for the next week we
great
The cooking utensils arc seldom of iron, be- had caramels for
breakfast, dinner, supper and
cause here that metal is very scarce and dear-—
“between meals.”
Fannie 11. Waki>.
hut eartliern pots are almost universally used
instead of the kettles and frying-pans to which
It
Northern housekeepers arc accustomed.
Some Strange Confessions.
seems
incredible that a dinner of several
courses can be prepared over a charcoal pot not
much larger than a peck measure, llie vari *us several coon stories which convey
edibles all cooked ill smaller pots set w ithin it.
VERY NEEDFUL MORALS.
Let us observe some of the dishes. Perhaps
the most important part of the vit'Hii is the
The Rochester (X. Y.) Union reports havtortilla, or unleavened pan-cake, the Mexican
“staff of life" and staple article of food, it is ing this dialogue with an eminent physician :
made of common field corn, soaked in lime“(.'an you cure a cold for me?”
stone
water, and then crushed into paste on
“I dare say; where is it?”
mutate with a stone roller. The women of the
household go through the entire laborious pro“Do you treat yourself for colds?”
cess as many times a day as there arc meals to
“That depends on how had they are. I had
he eaten, kneeling tipmi the Hour behind file
one last week and fixed myself up a dose, but
low mutate. The pa?*te is then inix- d with a
little water, with no salt or soda, and small
I didn't dare takt it. I kept it over flight and
masses of it are flattened into little cakes.much
it to a ‘deadhead’ patient the next day!”
like Kuglish scones or Yankee buckwheats, gave
“Then you don t dare take your own medispatted into shape between the hands,and baked immediately upon a Hat stone, or piece of cine?”
“No! 1 don’t are, and I have no family
iron or tin, over the tire. Throughout all Mexico, tortillas have been in use from the earliest physician.”
A gentleman, a short time ago, consulted his
times, with no change in the mannerof making
them, except that for the noble A/tecs in Mon- physician about a severe rheumatic attack. As
tezuma's time the leaves of various medicinal lie was leaving, the doctor said :
“Should my prescription afford any relief, let
plants were kneeded in with the dough.
me know it. as 1 am suffering from an affection
Then there is
similar to yours, and for the last twenty years
rr.ni Also,
have tried in vain to cure it!”
or the boiled conglomeration that alway« f«>IThe best of physicians now have the franklow* the soup, consisting of mutton, i• t‘. ba- ness to admit that the schools have not yet
con. fowls, sausage, '/arlmu.zo# (a large white
mastered all there is to know about the causes
beau), small gourds, squash, greens, pears, ap- of disease, and the best methods of cure. There
ple*, and every other seed, root or vegetable lias been a great advance, ;io doubt, in medical
known to man. all boiled together, a piece of science, in the last fifty years. Doctors themeach piled upon your plate, and a sam e of selves do not take their own physic, even
herbs, tomatoes, and red-hot chili non red over though they may saturate the systems of their
it. At every Mexican dinner. •"itt days in the patients with poisonous drugs, nor do they
year, the third course is invariably ye/c/mco, bleed, blister and torture, as formerly.
after nil'/o (broth), and the stew of rice. \crHymn died, it is claimed, because of over*
maeilla or macaroni, mixed with tomatoes, bleeding by his physicians. Washington met
cheese or sour milk.
the same fate!
There is hwti. which means any kind ot li-li,
Scientific investigation shows that most ailticsh or fowl, with a sauce of roasted chili-pep- meir- proceed from derangement of primary
pers, whi' h turns the whole thing to a d p. organs, of which the kidneys are the most imdark red. and i* liery enough to draw tears portant. l ivery drop of blood coursing through
1
from the eyes of a graven image.
the system passes through these organs, and if
There is the t>nnuh‘. innocent enough in it* I they arc deranged, the Hood speedily becomes
looks to tempt a baby, but so hot with chili impure, and carries the seeds of disease to
j
within that one’s throat need* to he triple-p'at- every part of the body. If we keep these ored with tin. It is made of red pepper*, toma- gans regulated by the use of a simple vegetable
toes and onions, with chopped meat, rolled up
compound like Warner’s safe cure, which l’rof.
in tortilla dough ami pm inside a corn Im-k.
l.attimore. New York State board of health
1
in
the
are
or
steam*
hu*k.
then
boiled,
They
analyst, of tin Rochester I niversity, says: “I
which flavors them through and through- and iind entirely free from mercury and all poisonreally they are not bad, when one’s “inner ous and deleterious substances”—there is little
man” becomes hardened to the chili.
danger of bright’s disease, apoplexy, rheumaA not l»er delicacy is known as enr/, H.
tism, or any of the common ailments, nearly all
made of tortilla dough rolled over an tmgue**- of which originate in or are made fatal by disable conundrum of chopped chicken, red pep- eased (though unsuspected) kidneys.
This
pers, green tomatoes, garlic, rai-ins. and heav- great remedy lias the reputation, which seems
en knows what.
These are aKo enclosed in
weil founded, of curing more diseases than any
corn husks and boiled, and are very good eatone other remedy ever known.
It restored the
ing if one i- not too particular as in the com- son of the Danish Vice-Consul Schmidt of (>{»
Wall street. New York, from Itright's disease,
ponent parts of tilt* conundrum and the dirt i!
ami (ieneral Christiansen, of Drexel, Morgan
may incidentally contain.
't here are also boiled nopals, or fruit of the A Co., Hankers of New York, who knew of the
“prickly pear,” a species of cacti, banana* trie 1 case, pronounced it a wonderful remedy.
in lard, goat’s-milk cliee.-o to be eaten with
As appropriate to the doctors who give to
their patients what they will not take themhoney, and last, hut by no means least
se
es, we quote this story:
Oli
HEP
liKANS.
FREJOl.KS,
“Oh. Mr. smith. help me out,” exclaimed a
which everybody in Mexico eat- at least three
yomur lady at a church fair. “I’ve sold a tidy
a day, and which immediately precede the desfor -' b* that onl\ cost lf»r.
What percentage is
sert at every well-regulated dinner. They ar*>
the profit?”
first parboiled in water, after which the cook
madam?”
exclaimed
the lawyer
“Percentage,
takes the stewing jar, pours out the water,
with merriment. “Thai transaction is beyond
them
throws tin* bean* into the air and catch!
it is simply larceny!”
again in the jar, keeping up the operation until percentage
The professional man who takes one's money
they are quite cold, when they are mixed with •A lma he
can do one no equivalent service will
chili and fried in fat.
Indian-. I can- understand tile moral.
As to the messes eaten by tl
not speak from experimental knowledge, for
even that journalistic fervor winch wili lead
Notes.
the wandering scribe to the topmost icy peaks
of sky-piercing mountains, and to the lowe-t
-Mr. D. M. Hull, formerly editor of the Dirldepths of subterranean caverns, fails utterly
when it comes to eating snails, pounded Hie-, go Bural, has gone to Fairyberry, Nub., where
dried grass-hoppers, lish intestines, mosqui- he will probably locate.
to's eggs, rt celurn.
Mr. Neweombe, formerly local editor of the
Hut it must be remembered that the upper
classes are exceedingly dainty in their diet, Kennebec Journal, is now the Augusta correand look upon the average American as a barspondent of the Boston Journal and Portland
barian of the first water because he can make
Press.
a meal without wine and divide his dinner into
—

Newspaper

Not only the aristocrats,
two courses.
but all Mexicans with any pretensions to social
standing, require that every dish. if it be but a
spoonful of peas, be served a* a separate
course, for which clean plates must be provided. making the most commonplace dinner a
long and ceremonious atlaii. Wine is alwayserved with the substantial*, and eotlee and
cigarettes after dessert.
The Mexicans have no fondness for sour
things, therefore vinegar, pickles, etc., liud no
place lu re; but everybody ha* a well developed “sugar-tooth” and dulriis. (sweetmeats)
are in great demand.
There is no end to the
varieties of dulee which a Mexican housewife*
will compound, from simple lull's to the most
elaborate preserved or candied fruits, sauces,
jellies and marmalades. Canning is unknown
here, and is not needed in a summer country
where fruits are* perennial. I have eaten

only

ROSES PRESERVE!* ENTIRE,
each delicate. sugar-frosted loaf intact upon
tin? stem, making a conserve lit for a fairy;
ami everybody knows that preserved roseleaves, like guava jelly, are eonnnon in tropical
larders.
Since stoves are comparatively unknown,
and therefore ovens are non est- except those
ponderous a flairs of adobe used by the breadbakers—pies and. cake are never seen in tin.*
Mexican menu. To be sure there are various
articles called cakes to be found in a few
French bakeries, but they bear no more likeness to the cake which graces the daily tea
table of every American than tortillns resemble American bread.
During my first year in this country I greatly missed the accustomed edibles, and found it
extremely difficult to subsist upon diet so entirely new. One of my earliest experiences
was to reside, for four long months, in a Mcxi•an family, who spoke no word of English and
were entirely unacquainted with any mode of
living but that essentially Mexican. They
were people of wealth and education, exceedingly kind-hearted, hospitable, and what is
called “good livers/’ Four times a day their
table literally groaned under the burden of
national delicacies; yet I grew thin and thinner, and actually retired every night s,» downright hungry that I could have wept, if tears
would have brought some good fairy with a
slice of Yankee bread and butter! Just fancy
it—four months without butter, lea, steak, potatoes, pie, cake, in short without anything to
which one had been accustomed, yet compelled
to suffer the tortures of Tantalus by being
seated four times a day, an hour at a stretch,
beside tallies loaded with dishes, one turned
from in disgust!
Suspecting the cause of my rapid loss of
flesh, a sympathetic Dcrman friend who resided near the border, sent me a huge, round
loaf of jelly cake, large as a milk-pan and
delicious enough to gladden £|ic eyes of any
homesick Yankee. It arrived in the forenoon,
and of course 1 carried it, uncut, to my hostess, with a request to put it upon the table.
But what was my surprise, on being called to
dinner, to find that the usual menu had been
set aside in my honor and the festive hoard
bore not a single article except the big cake, cut
ill enormous slices! Well, we ate and ate of it
—there being nothing else to eat,—and an hour
or two later there were three sick children;
whereupon the lady of the house, with her
hand upon her diaphragm, remarked that she
tbought the
“AMERICAN PAN DULCK”
(sweetened bread) not so wholesome as Mexican food!
In this family, it was the custom at dinner to
into the soup, or to slice peaches
put ripe grapes other
fresh fruit that happened
into it, or any
lie
on
to
hand; and every one of them poured
molasses or curdled milk over the frejoles which
had been fried in grease and mixed w ith onions
and cheese. With them a favorite delicacy was
young kid, especially the brains and head.
Whenever cabesa decabrita (kid’s head) was
a dinner-dish there was great rejoicing among
the youngsters and an expression of deepseated satisfaction upon the faces of the elders.
The little white face of the cabrita, with its
half shut eyes, looked exactly like that of a
dead baby. The mistress of the manse would
arise and thrust her knife just back of the forehead, swooping out the brains and spreading
upon hot tortillas for the clamorous children.
Perhaps you can fancy the effect upon my
appetite, as the little ones devoured the morceau
like greedy young cannibals, the brains oozing
from the warm to<Tiih.s *rd si.vau/og doyr.
the corners of their mouths!
One day the lady of the house,—who, by the

We have received So. 1 Voi. 1 of Sporting
a weekly paper devoted to eastern
spurts and published in lioston at 71) Milk

Topics,
street.

%yt

a

year.

It

succeeds

Judge and

Jury.
ol. Kllais.of whom mention has before been
made in connection with the Belfast Water
Works, has handed us a copy of the Putnam
<

Patriot, a wide awake local paper published In
Putnam, Conn.
It is said that the Boston llerald will support
Mr. Blaine in ease he is a candidate for the
presidency next year. This is made possible
by the retirement of Mr. llaskell from the
editorial chair of that paper. It is said that
the opposition of the Herald to Mr. Blaine last
campaign was financially a mistake. [Waterville Sentinel.
The East port Sentinel of the 10th inst. says:
year ago to-day the first issue of the Sentinel after the lire, made its appearance, and

“One

that of to-day is the tirst number published in
our new oilice in the Sentinel Building, erected
For twenty
upon the site of the old one.
years previous to the lire the rooms occupied
for a newspaper and job office were in the second story of a two story wooden building.
Now we occupy the tirst lloor, from the roof,
of a three: story, swell front, brick building,

provided with all modern conveniences for
printing office.”

a

For the issue of November Pith The Illustrated London News (American Edition) furnish their manv readers, in connection with a
wide variety of reading, the following timely
illustrations’: A very spirited picture of the
unemployed in London, entitled “The Police
and the Mob;'’ three pictures upon the State of
Ireland; one of How Some of the London
Poor spend the Night,and another of the Poor
Helping the Poor, as well as the meeting of the
unemployed in Loudon. There are also sketches
from the Burlesque of “The Sultan of Mocha,”
at the Strand Theatre, and one page devoted to
the Sultan of Morocco, while the opposite page
presents <». L. Seymour's drawing of “A
Favorite Slave.”
Besides these attractions
there is a double-page picture of Buffalo Huntin
North
The price remains as
America.
ing
usual at ten cents for the complete number,
office of Publication, Potter Bunding, New
York.

Make Young Pullets Lay.
Two

three weeks of judicious manageassist the pullets hi forming their
first, crop of eggs, so to speak, will make a vast
difference in the product of eggs during the
next four months, when fresh eggs will retail
ment

or

now

to

iu Boston or New York markets for from 30 to
50 cents per dozen. Every moment gained now
is very valuable, as young pullets which do not
begin to lay by December, will notin nine cases
out of ten commence until spring, when eggs
have fallen in price at least one half.
A few dollars properly spent on your flock
now, will return to you many fold iucrease In
eggs.
Mr. E. It. Stuart, of Lancaster, N. II., relates
Ids experience in making pullets lay In cold
weather, as follow: “l had twelve flue Plymouth Bock pullets. The early hatched ones
commenced laying in the fall; when cold
weather came they stopped laying, while the
I then commenced
rest had not begun to lay.
using Sheridan’s Powder, advertised to make
liens lay. In ten days one pullet commenced
to lay, in fourteen days three more began, and
in just one month from the time 1 began using
the Sheridan’s Powder, the twelve were lay-

ing.

1 never used the powder before, neither did
I ever before have lions lay through the winter
those did.”
I. S. Johnson & Co., 22 Custom House Street,
Boston, Mass., are the sole manufacturers of
Sheridan’s Powder to make hens lay. They
will send the Powder by mail or express, to
any address, charges prepaid, as follows: For
50 cents in stamps, two small packs; for $1.00,
live packs; for $1.20, a large 2 1-4 pound can
will be se nt, six cans for $5.00, express prepaid to any express office.
as

Generalities.
Cholera has reappeared in Messina.
The Queen of Sweden 1ms become insane.
A hoy's cigarette caused
tle Rock, Ark.

a

The paper manufacturers
mutual protection.

$350,000 tire

at

Lit-

combining

The national league lias adopted the
for the game of baseball.

new

for

ruie9

Diplomatic relations between Greece and
Roumauia have been severed.
The great lumber raft on the St. Johns River
ims been successfully launched.
Robert Bonner has turned the management
of tlie Ledger over to his three sons.
The reported marriage of Clara I.ouise Kellogg and Carl Strakosch is confirmed.

Broughter,

the catcher of the Milwaukee
base ball club, has signed with the Detroits.
Wonderful stories are told of the recently
discovered gold mines near l’rescott, Arizona.
Miss Alice Pine, the first female school trusin New York citv, was elected November
10th.

tee

Wolves devoured

two

Prairie, Minn., while they

school.

children
were

near High
returning from

Ueu. Sheridan. In his annual report, declares
that the magazine gun is to be the arm of the
future.
The late Ebenezer Weld of Jamaica Plain bequeathed Ills entire property to Baptist missionary societies.
For the first time In the historv of the department the pension appeal cases are all dis-

posed

of.

The faculty of the University of Pennsylvania
has forbidden the students smoking within the

building.

A Nihilist in Vienna has been handed over to
the Russian police, charged with plotting
against the t zar.
The lumber output from the Chippewa Valiev, Wis., will be 350.000,000 feet for this season,
slight excess over last.

a

A widespread conspiracy for the smugglingof
opium into the Unite*I States has been diseo\ered by treasury otfi< nils.
A mammoth cave containing thousands of
zinc ore has been discovered in the
Shullsburg, Wis.

tons of
town of

Rev.

Joseph Parker, of London, now lectuithis country, says he is intensely impreswith American energy.

ingin

sed

her ability to write

President Capon's annual report to the TrusTufts College contains a strong plea f» r
broader college instruction.

tees of

A man with four dymunite bombs was arrested in Greenock on landing from New York in
the steamer State of Indiana.
The Knights of Labor have declared war upon
the Lehigh coal operators who are resisting the
miners’ demands for higher pay.
The Grand Rabbi of India wore $2.">0,000
worth of diamonds iu his turban at the Rothschild weddings in Paris recently.
John Kelly, of Dos Moines Iowa, shot and
killed his wife by mistake. He fired at hoodlums who were stoning his house.
“Webb" says that the controversy over the
seizure of British vessels in Behring .Sea is
more serious than was anticipated.
The venerable Simon Cameron takes great
pride in his cattle, llis pet is a steer that girths
over eight feet and weighs 2,100 pounds.
J. Randolph Tucker’s fee for pleading the
of the Chicago Anarchists before the
United States Supreme Court was $5000.

Foiled States Senator from Maine: Hon. Orville 1). Baker, attorney-genera! of the State;
Hon. Lewis Park* r. of Bangor; speak* r f. F.
Fiftieth Id of the Maine Hon*.;' of Representatives; Cion. A. P. Martin. U. (t. F. < alidade.
Col. J. P. Jordan. Col. Harrison Hume. s. !.
Hamilton, W. H. Kilhy. < P». Southard. I>ana
F»te< and F. I>. Irish, secretary of tin.* club.
Fx-tiov. Long made the opening remarks
and in closing >aid: “Looking at the head of
tin* table yon see >ome of tin most famous men
of Maine. There is one who sits on my right,
whose name i** associated closely with that ot
our martyred President. Abraham Lincoln.
I
know what patriotic feelings wiil thrill you all
when he >hai! ari>c. i present to you our v« nerable and beloved friend, Ibm. Hautiibal

31y Garden Pets. By Mary Treat. Mary
Treat is well known to readers of Harpe r's

Magazine

as one of the
most entertaining
plant and insect life who have contributed to the pages of that periodical during
its existence. The publishers have been fortunate enough to secure a series of articles from
her pen on the habits and intelligence ot insects, principally ants and spiders, which they
bring out in a pretty little volume with illuson

trations. It camiofe fail to interest all classes of
readers, particularly those who arc interested
In natural history studies. Illustrated. Price,
00 cents.
1). Lothrop Co., Boston.

itamun.

Mr. Hamlin hemm in a humorous 'train, and
concluded with tin follow imr iclowimr tribute
to his native Male:
l think no other State can
show sueii a train xy of emigrants as Maine ean
>ho\v. Unfits Kinir was horn in Maine, ami. it
not absolutely the tirst ami foremost man of
his day, he stood with the most eminent id
them. l*a< k to that day we ::nd Maine furni'hintr tlit* most ••minent men that could 1"*
found in the w iioie eoumrv. Let me call some
Maine names. In the wcM Oregon has lurui'hed three United States .senators horn in Maine.
< aliforniu elected thrt e t «o\ernors from M nine.
The tirst delegate from the territory of Oregon
was a Maine man named 'l'lmrstou.
lie purchased an oxcart and took hi' wife and children across the country to that far-away land.
He said to me: ‘Hamlin, within 10 year' I'll
he in t onuress or in hell.'
j» treat hilarity.)
He thought, on the whole, then: was a little
choice in tin-matter, for in about 'i\ voar', I
met him in ( enures'.
He
a a little of both
there.
[Ueiicwed merriim nt.] 1 regard the
Washburn family as the most remarkaole family in the United State', of five brothers remaining. they furnished in one family two
Governors, one secretary of State, two foreign
ministers, three members of Uoturress, one
major-aeneral. eomniatidinu with distinguished
success in tiie war of the rebellion.
And all
that came out of one iitti* family that w» nt oil!
of Maine am! emigrated to the W. m. d’hen we
kept at home one of those boys, our old war
! could tire you
Governor, Israel Washburn.
ill alluding to Made lm-u holdimr public posiin
eminent
tin.
various State'.
tion'--positions
Hut I think I've triven Maine character cnouiji
to establish her n putathm a< a trood State to
emigrate from. Let us come nearer. Let ns
come to
Massachusetts. Massachusetts v. a<
on. > a
part of Maim*. Somebody lias said
Maim; was once a part of Massachusetts. That
i' a mistake.
What is the character of the
ixoo 1 men who iiave eotne to Massachusetts?
Who have w< sent here? Let im r'o out to
Harvard ( olitr^e and see what i' there. Wiio
is the poet Maine sent you. who Ini' a reputation as wide as the world? Longfellow wa'
1 ‘0:‘U in Maine.
Who 'lands at the head of the
di\ inity school at Harvard?
ITof. Lverett of
Maine, lie honor-' tin- position and tin* i option Inuiors him.
Maine ha* coatrihntcd the-e
e-rand men to the old university. When you
want a real uood <iovernor you come down to
Maine. If you want t-» do the thin.ir triumphantly. you pick lip .i Maine hoy and in- does
it.
Your areat war (iovernor. fohn A. Ar.drew [loud applause", was a Maine man. Vt
Iona alter that you look t!.i' acntlcmau who
'its by me, w ho arae
the position of chief executive at tlii- a:,;herina. as he did when «• 1.i. I
executive of your Mate. Let Its look at the
lean! prof, "ion to which Maine contributed in
Massachusetts. Sin contributed a Uojrers, one
ot tin- rarest h-aal linin' in the land,
she contributed a Paine, who stands pre-eminent.
di
we
contributed
aide
ami
a
Weil,
l.ona hm
W e
M:i'saehU'et!' members ot t oiurr.
tributed the ( handier' who have honored the
of
here,
and
the
leaal profession
younaer nn luhers *>f tie- profi "ion tin re an: the Aliens and
tin- 1 Li'seltim-'. Now, tlieii. may we ret in
Maim- !••• proud ol our sons who iiave cue
abroad and may they not and are they md
proud of their native Sum? if they an- not.
I've only to repeal what 1 said to some stranae
persons I met in Lurope. who never i-ouhi 'oe
anytiiina ot interest in this country, ‘that i»
the very ohm- of people we hope never wi!
If you Iiave lost tin- love of your
come hack.'

NOTES.

The cover of the-Christinas number of Scribner's Magazine will be something entirely
unhjtie in the tidd of magazine publication.

“Big Wages and How

to Earn Them,” i> the
book which the Harpers arc about to
publish. It is written from the point of view
of an independent laborer.
a

Mark Twain has written something in the
form of a play, entitled **Moister.-chaft.''
which will appear in an early number of The
Century. The play, as may be supposed. Is in
two

languages.

The heroine of Miss Blanche Howard's
novel, “Guenn." is making a handsome addition to her living by selling locks of her hair to
sentimental tourists who visit the French village described in the novel.
With the November number American Art
It lias a large
creditably tills
its chosen field. Published at 171* Tremont
street, Boston. $2.50 a year.

enters upon its second volume.
corps of art contributors, and

The Rev. I>r. A. I’. Peabody, well-beloved
of all Harvard men, has prepared a volume of
"Personal Reminiscences” of Harvard College
It will appear in
as it was sixty years ago.
January from the Tiektior Press.
In “The Ignoramuses" (now in press'). Mrs.
Crowninshield has carried her party of young
people to Europe, where they have even more
striking and varied adventures than in that delightful book, “All Among the Lighthouses."
Mr. Rider Haggard has not one but two new
books nearly ready for publication. One is a
romance based on Egyptian history, and tie
other is a story of modern life founded on
what is said to be a remarkably original motive.
The sale of

Robert ((rant's “Jack Hall,"

published by Messrs. Jordan, Marsh A Co.,
already gone to 15,000. Mr. ((rant has
made such an arrangenn nt with his publishers

lias

that he retains absolute control of his copy-

right.
to Beacon Street" is the title of a
book by Abby Morton Diaz. Wise and
witty, sparkling but never shallow, practical
yet piquant, saving thought while awakening
it. these talks touch upon the very issues of
daily living and daily action.

“Bybury

new

cause

The Italian government will, hereafter, submit emigrants bound to the United States to a
medical examination upon their departure.
The English people now think they are called
upon to decide whether Jay Gould or John L.
Sullivan may be regarded* as a typical American.
A proud father in Duquesne, Penn., has
named his first boy Thomas Benton Sehnatterly Boyle Cleveland Genius of Liberty Flem-

ming.

In the December Outing Captain R. K. < Vtlin
treats us toauother inimitable yarn of a sailer’s
life, and quaintly moralizes in the peculiar
verhacular of the “Did Suit.” about the queer
philosophy one meets in the forecastle. The
story is really charming reading.
Bret Ilartc's story in the forthcoming Christ.Scribner’s is entitled “A Drift from Redwood Camp." The scene of it is on the Paciiic I
coast—the region of his early successes. Tinhero of it, “Skeesicks," is said to lie an interesting type of the “no-account man."
mas

A pathetic account of an organized method
adopted by our soldiers, when in the field, for
| celebrating the return of Christmas, will Ingiven in the December number of Tin* American M agazine, bv one of the survivors of a
tinThe Christian Endeavor Society has grown society which lu Id it*> last meeting during
war.

Senator Stanford of California is about to
import skilled laborers from Bordeaux to replace the Chinese now working in his Ninevan Is.
in New York within a year, from 110 branches
and 3.000 members to 413 branches and 21.000
members.

Eggs have been imported and are now being
imported to and consumed in this country at

the rate of
per annum.

from twelve to fifteen millions

A special session of the Rhode Island Legislature has been called to consider the proposition to amend the Constitution of the State, and
other measures.
The official list of members of the next national House of Representatives shows that it
will consist of ION Democrats, l.V> Republicans
and 4 Independents.
The governments of England. France, Belgium, Holland, Germany and Denmark have
agreed to stop the traffic in spirits among the
fishermen of the North Sea.
A syndicate of Northern and English capitalists will at once build half a mile of docks at
Port Koval, and open up railroad communication with Birmingham, Ala.
It is proposed to commemorate the80th birththe poet Whittier by sending him a suitday ofinscribed
memorial, signed by the promiably
nent

public

men

of

Massachusetts.'

At a special meeting of Plymouth Church
and Society last week, it was decided, with but
one dissenting vote, to call Bov. Charles A.
Berry of Wolverhampton, England.
The Prohibition vote in Pennsylvania was reduced from 32,000 at last election to less than
12,000 this year, and a large portion of the latter was from the Democratic ranks.
One hundred and sixty-five deaths from small
occurred iti the city of Panama from September 1, 1880, to August 23,1887, a much lower
rate of mortality than many anticipated.

pox

The centreboard of the present Is simply a
modification of the old fashioned leeboard.
and, though used in a few English boats, has
never been fully developed except in America.
Mrs. Howe, of Woman's Bank notoriety, has
tried to swindle the people of Chicago. Her
tactics have been exposed, however, and she
will leave the city, if she has not already done
so.

It is reported that the White Star Steamship
Company proposes building several large steamships which will revolutionize ocean travel.

These vessels

are

to

cross

the Atlantic in five

days.
Mr. Gladstone has in his library three desks.
At one he transacts public business, at another
he conducts Ids private correspondence, and at.
the third he communes with his **old friend
Homer.”
A new apparatus for consuming the smoke
and gas of bituminous coal while burning,
designated as a smokeless furnace, consuming
coal and coke, has been satisfactorily tested in
Rochester, N. Y.
Canadians

are

warm

admirers of President

Cleveland, because they believe that lie

wants

reduce the duties on various raw materials
which Canada can export to this country in almost unlimited quantities.
to

Two ex-Presidents of Yale College are still
living—Drs. Woolsey and Porter. The former
has tlie greater power of recollecting the names
and faces of Yale graduates. His memory of
their career in college is remarkable.
Returns from Virginia show that the BepubIleans carried the State at the recent election
by a popular vote of 2,000. They also have a
majority in five Senatorial districts. Senator
Mahone concedes to the Democrats a majority
iu the House.
A Boston man wlio makes raspberry jam for
living is authority for the statement that "we
don’t use any raspberries at all in making the
jam.” What “we” do use, it appears, are tomatoes, and glucose and hay seed and a “little prepared raspberry flavor.”
a

In a!! the villages anil through the farming
districts of the Miami Valley, Ohio, as a result
of tlie water famine, an epidcinie of diphtheria
ami fevers prevail. At l.cwisbur", where the
death list is the greatest, schools closed and the
chidreti arc forbidden to go upon the streets.

Again the Panama Canal has been shown to
lie a virtual impossibility, and this time by cold
facts and figures furnished by the Columbian
government agent in an official report. He
shows that it would require $«00.000,000 to complete the big ditch. He does not mention the
thousands of lives a Iso which would have to be
sacriticed.

“What Is the price of tea?” she asked of the
guileless grocer.
“One dollar, ’narf, inarm,” was the response.
“Is not that too steep?" was the next question, and the grocer replied:
“Yes, niarm, that is what they do with it.”

a

ters

and Water Friends. The young people form a
little natural history club with the aim of finding out new facts about animals, insects and
other living creatures, and their father presides over their investigations, rendering occasional advice and instruction. The book i>
very bright and readable, and crammed with
curious facts illustrative of the intelligence of
the lower orders of animal life. Illustrated.
Price, $1.50. 1>. Lothrop A Co., Boston.

title of

Reception.

notable gathering of Maine’s fair daughainl sturdy sons. Hon. John I>. Long,
pn -ddent of the club. pre>idcd at the banquet
and seats of especial honor at the head of the
table were occupied by Hon. Hannibal Hamlin:
Hon. John A. Peters, chi* f justice of the supreme court of Maine; Hon. William I*. Frye,
atul

book in that direction
thoroughly interest even the
a

youngest readers has already been exemplified
in her volume published last year, My Land

writers

State Club

The ladies reception and banquet of the Pine*
Tree State ( Sub at the Ycndomc. Boston, Friday evening Nov. 11th. was a brilliant a flair

Tiie Look-Aboct Cia b. By Mary E. Barnford. The author of The Look-About Club i>
an enthusiastic student of natural history, and
which shall

are

The Pine Tree

Literature.
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\
homo yam. and v
only ask that you in at
wc know
your mother Mate n-'p.-e;fully.
you will. 1 tiiink I've sliowu you that the
••

<■

II. C. Runner's story in Scribner's for December is entitled “The Zadoc Pine Labor
l’nion,"and is said to be tilled with lmmor and
genial satire exposing the absurdity of the
foreign ideas about labor and capital which
have found a foothold among workingnu n in
this country.
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1

Mate

to eniiarate

appinii'.-.]

M-nator f’rvo alter '•on,.- p» m-unl
informal ion about 11 if
i^ave some Mat i-li.'ui
various hulii'-trio' of Main*-, ii- shipbuildinu,
its granite .pianies am! it' i o t rathe.
!l<- rfenvd to tfif beamy of tin* Pnnueiey i.akt
ami i-oinpar. d tinm ia\orably to tin- ur.-ai lak<>
of Kurop*
Ho 'ai-l out of tin* b7*> >hips tra\elitur tin* w..»«-!** of Ik v. .*••! ! to- lay. iNt \v« ;v
ni l ;o.,k aroum! in on,
built in Maim-. “I
sinule a^ri'-u.; ur:;i eounty. witii i. iaru" fit ifin it either. ami ooulil -n- a territory from
w liif!i !ia\«; eu .urated •_ 1 oonui* "inoii, »*naof iC»*j»i»•-< ntaand lmml !•' «.-! tin- II.»i•
tivo', in omi-rii.irs four n:ini>tfpioiiipoteuthree
i.r
four
eabim-t
ami
mini'ter-,
liary.
many nn*n with p!a»o> ,-f power, dignity ami
*-•
I
»;il*i not really name them.
learnimr that i
toil you. my friend'. then* i- not a 'pot on tin*
oartli that eonid point to >mh a roi! of honor
n it >r
as oiti Oxford eounty.”
live \\avoi*ifrrou>l\ applatnh *1 at ! h- <■•m..-iu-ion oi hi-

An example of Edmund Clarence >;e<]niait's
finest poetry appears in tin* Christmas Wide
Awake; it is especially a Christmas poem and
has been pronounced one of tin- loltiot since
Milton's “Nativity." li is entitled “Tin* Siar
Rearer: a Legend of the Seventh Pleiad." Tinillustrations are by Howard Pyle.

-«

Outing for I>eeenil»er contains 111• l-iriil;;^
experiences of Lntma Frances !U-m**ii« «!11v' i:
her winter's sojourn in (»eiier:ii Hooker-'
camp. The illustrations and frontispiece are
by A. It. Want—an artist who was >n the
spot and familiar with til the ineideiils she
th scribes—and *1. F. Kelly. The artieh i> <
peeially nov».*l and intere-ting, and will recommend itself more partieularly to female readers.

>

address.

thief diMi
Peters -pol.o of tIn* \aiaoio
la\\> original'-i in Mam. i I. iiMam.-d tinw ui\ i:•
a part) to a iau u t
Itiuht tot.—
: tin- 'no.
i\imu to women
lit) it: hi- -*v> ||
the al'solnp riuht of prop, t
and fro. inn
tin-m from f In- 'lominion of tln-ir I mham1', ami
tin.* prohibitory law. "Vn m.onto.I t!:o proin -ao-.i.u. “ami win tln-r ->;i
hibitory’* in
like it or m*t. if' a urea! imam!i-. \ aa-l Mar
herself i> proud of it. I think, Mr. Pre-id- ait.
Maine ha*» attained, in tin 'o ami other re-p' i'.
a hiuh rank in the pa't, and a' natiM
of .Maiwe may v.a-l! In- proud of h- i\ and in eom-im
sion i prop..M- ihl' '.-nt innnt. \M.is-arli.i'. :i
ami Maine—one family in-\<-r '«•} *a ra d.'
o\. nim.-.
w> r.
The .losing 'po-akt t> el 111
Hons. !..*\vi> Punier ami «> r \ i 11 i'. Paler. at-

Mrs. F. II. Burnett's new st >ry will begin In
the Christmas nuinher of >t. Nicholas. It i'
called Sara Cniwe, and it depicts the life < ! a
little girl in a hoarding-school in London, i hi'
number of St. Nicholas will have stories by
Washington (Hadden. II. II. l»o\esen. Frink
It. Stockton, and .1. T. Trowbridge, witii an
orhl
illustratedaeeount "f the voyage of the
balloon, written l>y the reporter who took the
summer.
last
from
St.
Louis
trip

la

The American Magazine for lv<< nd»i r will
he a Christmas numher. Its leading aride,
hy Win. II. lngersoll, will diseuss tin pecu iarities of the accepted likeness of Chri.-t, an 1 rceount the legend of its origin. Thi- likeness
is traceable in the sacred art of all Christian
nations from the beginning of our era. Mr.
lngersoll will more especially describe the endeavors of distinguished American painter-*
i h<
and sculptors to represent this ideal.
article will he abundantly illustrated.

t or in-)

vs.

Prohibition.

Orangeville, Out., Nov. 15.—The house of
Inspector Anderson was again blown up by
dynamite to-night. The charge was placed on
[Commercial Bulletin.
the veranda, and the two front rooms and the
veranda are a complete wreck. Mrs. AnderA physician, a few weeks since, giving us an
son was alone, setting beside tlie stove in the
account of the decline of a church in his town,
said it had died of the “foot-and-mouth dis- dining room, and was badly shocked. Inspecease.” Being asked what he meant, he said that tor Anderson had just left, and was only ten
the people spent their time “running nround yards away, lie was stunned. A note" was
talking about each other.” [Christian Advo- found tacked to the fence, warning him to desist in his efforts to enforce the prohibitory
cate.
law, and stating that he might congratulate
himself he was not blown to kingdom come.
Waiter (to countryman)—There’s black bass, Several Orangeville hotel keepers were fined
sir, and striped bass and white tish and blue for violating the law the past week. It is a
fish.
coincidence that the dynamite explosions alCountryman—I don’t kecr nuthiu’ about the ways occur after the liquor men have been lincolor, friend, if the fish is fresh. [New York ed. There is intense excitement. This is the
sixth explosion in Orangeville in two years.
Sun.

-.

ami ^p. ak.-r 1 .ill I.--

The old law made th<* limit uudt whirh no
I In- it' w
lolisIit should hr taken nine inehes.
law mak« > it ten am! a iialf iuehes. lint lot
dealers seem to have t'<»r*.^«»I!.• m.
hi I’ortland,
for instaner. Warden A. W. Harbour seized
nine hundred and thirty—i\ short iobshfs b.tween Oetoln r td and November4'. < >u the
loth hi seized P I more short loh^ter-at the
I’ortland A lb-ehester freight house. Amo; a
them Were seven seed lobsters.

<

Dynamite

Mat

Fish and Fishing.

of all
The best-liked hy children and pareu
the religious papers for children. The Pan-\.
comes again with its freight of pictures ami
stories. We call it religious, because its moti\
is that—religion is never forgotten on any pa::,
of it. Nevertheless it engages young eiiihln ii
There
as well as their fathers and mothers.
are few religious publications of which the
The publishers, I>. Lolhrop
same can he said.
Company Boston, will send a copy on receipt
of live cents. By the way. this number begins
a new volume, and contains a remarkable Premium last.

Tilt* seventh volume of Aldcn's Cyclopedia
of Cniversal Literature now published contains
biographical sketches of about 100 authors, of
ullages ami countries, with copious extracts
from their writings, all arrange*! in strictly atphabetieal order. The following are a few of
the; names included in the volume: Andrew *1.
Downing, the most famous writer on Landscape Gardening; Joseph Rodman Drake, author of The Culprit.* Fay; John YV. Draper, the
American scientist and historian; Prof. Henry
Drummond, whose recent work. Natural Law
in the Spiritual World, has been pronounced
‘‘almost a revelation"; John Dryden, the
famous British poet; Paul Du < haillu, the noted traveller in Africa and Scandinavia; Madame Dudevant, (“George Sand”) the famous
French author; Jonathan Edwards, the New
England theologian; Kbene/er Elliott, “The
Corn-Law Rhymer”; Ralph Waldo Emerson,
philosopher and poet; Thos. Dunn English,
author of “Ben Bolt" and other popular ballads
ami poems: Epictetus, Epicurus, and Euripides, Greek classic authors; Erasmus, wit.
scholar and reformer; Eusebius, “the Father
of Ecclesiastical History"; Marian Evans, better known as “George Eliot”; William M.
Evarts and Edward Everett, statesmen and
orators: John Evelyn, whose Diary is one of
the most famous iu English literature; Faber
and Farrar, both famous in Christian literature
and Faraday, the most Christian of scientists.
The scope of the Cyclopedia is broader than
that of any similar works in any language. It
embraces not only the names and works of
writers in the English language, hut also those
of prominent authors of all ages and countries
who have fairly made their mark in literature,
Greek, Latin, Danish, Dutch, French, German,
Italian, Persian, Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish,
Russian, etc., the works in foreign languages
being given in translations into English. The
work of the editors is now so far advanced that
volumes will hereafter be published at comparatively brief intervals. The publisher’s descriptive catalogue ((>4 pages) of standard hooks
will he sent free to any applicant. John D.
Aldcn, Publisher, 3113 Pearl Street, New York,
or Lakeside Building, Chicago.

genera I of tin-

liohl. Letters of r***ur> t were reo.-ifd from
dmiue Viruin of tin- >upr«me eourl ami lion
W
I.. Putnam.

<>

A prominent -eienti-d has aid Unit the bln. h
hass will kill from the mnv l«;\ of killim. and
that thousands ..[ piekerel are dr-truyed e\ery
year h} it. 'I'his statement :» Well demons;rated by the history of the hlaek has*, in Hie fountain at tin Slate House. They sp, 1;!\d,-\(Hired ail the other tish in the tank and then pile:
ed into one another. At last only -me was h ti,
and that died from wound-' ree. iw.l in his meounters with his vampiished brothers.
[I\
lie bee Journal.
■

1

Fi-h Commissioner Stillwell says that tindestruction of the lishweir **n Crooked
river l»V seventeen Mien with hlaekened la«is.
will not drive the eommission from its purpose
of stoekimr Sehapi. The atlair has Kirn a serious set-baek, however.
I. i't year 7'm.uoo
were seen red for use in the hate he ry and a
I ion Were expert ed this year. hi'!.a l 'I that
number only about Ik'iO.WOU will hr seemed. it
is to he hoped that III" raseals who perpetrat.-d
this tmtrap* may be hunhd down and brought
rent

to

jtistiee.

Mt.

Desert

Correspondence.

\\'i:sr ll.tKiinli. \<>v. II. 1ss7. Tlir
heavy soutli cast storm of last week was «|iiit«•
severe at this place. and some of the iNhing
xn"i n

vessels dragged into each other, damaging their
top work nini chafing th»• ir planking, etc. Tinsame storm oarrid away a fish weir belonging
t(» >Ym. Mayo, mar the (ini. a pa>sngc <»t
water separating tie- two < anherry Maud-.
This weir had a tine location and has taken
lots of herring the past season. A shark Id
feet in length, known as the Foxtail shark,
recently visited this trap and tin \ had a I i !y
<

time in capturing it.
Steamer City of Richmond

on

ln*r down trip

did not arrive here until Sunday morning.
The changeable weather of last week has
given Mr. Ross of the weather signal station
an opportunity to air all of the many signal

flags.
( apt. Merrill King of the Gloucester seining
schooner M. S. Ayer has arrived home in the
sohooner and will haul up in winter quarters
N. E. Ilarhor, which is the finest winter
harbor in this eastern section.
Mr. Loren Kimball of N. E. Ilarhor, took a
trip to one of the mountains a short distance
from the harbor for a few hours prospecting
the other day and reports the deer very plentiful.
We have had no snow storms here as yet but
the highest mountains have been snow capped
several times.

at

“Yes,” he said: “1 retired from business six
months ago. I had made an ample fortune in
the hardware line, and T thought that I had
earned rest and”—
Just then a messenger boy opened the door
and said: “St. l’aul off live points.**
“Great Scott 1” shouted the retired business
man; “another $10,000 gone!”

The Invasion of Paupers and Criminals.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

To Tin: Enr:<nt ok hit. Joi hnai.: To
those who an; called to visit cities and large
towns, particularly the great centres when
emigrants from the Old World arrive, serious

IlKLFAST, TIU KSDAV, NOVEMBER 24, ls>7.
ri'ULism.n

evkr\

tihrsi>ay morning

by the

themselves. What will be
the result, in time, if we continue to open wide
the doors of our free and highly civilized
America to the Anarchists, Socialists, and lho.se
bred and horn in .Mouarchial Kurope, who

itlsiuky.editor.

nrssiXL ci. OVER.Local Editor.

interesting facts and figures in relation

Some

tlie next
fourth page.

Presidency

to

will be found

on

the

Take

matter is

bourgeois, and it is not very attractive t\pi‘graphically. A column of
American
m‘Vt' *’> cable,
English news by “special wire,”
•
personal
i|» and gleanings from the
English
! American press
comprise the contents. There

|

rhubarb pic in early spring,
And gooseberry in June;
And Christmas time it’s rich mince pic,
Morning, night and noon.
Hut tlie
royal pie for thanksgiving
Is pumpkin, golden yellow.

the

Charles Crary
farm and

Recollections of the 19th Maine, No. 2, next

but

l-ime.-.

li

buildings

of Mr. Mark

Knowltou,

The

of

Keating & Field, insurance agents, went
Camden Monday to adjust a loss by lire in the
grist mill in that town.

ready

j

for

are

getting

fast

it

The book cases, which are all in,
are lltted with adjustable shelves so
they can be
placed at any desired height.
use.

W. E.

Dilworth, of this city, has received an of
for as pitcher on the Charleston, S. C., base ball
team at a salary of two hundred dollars a month
for the next six months.

on

Poor & Son have distributed neat packages of medicines prepared by John Wyeth & Bro.,
chemists, of Philadelphia, and for which Poor &
W. <>.

•Son

Belfast agents.

the

are

Both linns

arc

“stan-

dard.”
Mr. John

Farnham,

city, who has been
traveling with the J. P. Patterson Minstrel and
Variety Show as singer and clog dancer, is at home
fora short time. The company expect to exhibit

--

■

11

workmen at the library

The

Galignini,
emn. s i he
Storm doors and double windows arc now
Morning News. A page and a half is
*•!: adv. rti-ing, the contents arc of
l’:'
particular observation of the simp. of their "
the brought out from their summer retirement, in tree and entertainment for the children of Odd
Fellows.
’er, and smallertype is used than with preparation fur winter.
Virginia ha- jn~i gi\en a Republican plurality heads and their general } hy-iqu-. Mo-l cer- gn.--;p>
''l'b*r ■••'ul.-mporary. The thinl and last is
The heater car service between Huston and Banthe
of *2< 100 on the popular vote, and lull for the tainly such ill bivd population will mb adii to
Judge Johnson’s stable was visited Wednesday
frauds in Baltimore Maryland would be a Re- our prosperity as years tim-t claps.- bcfi-n they European edition of New York Herald. The date gor began Monday. Thursday is the day for load
by a large number of citizens, who were attracted
line reads: “The New York
thither to look at the four deer hanging there. All
will become useful citizens.
Herald, Paris, Mon- ing for stations on the Belfast branch.
They will get
publican State to-day.
<>.: -1,
-7.“ N\> doubt some have
their education in our w irk h m- s and prisons d:i.\,
thought
The dance which was to have taken place Satur- pronounce them the handsomest lot of deer ever
th: :
u
’• can
edition of the Herald was a
When tin New York Tribune takes suutHiic at the
expanse of honest industry, beside In ;;
day evening, the proceeds to go to the soldiers’ brought into Belfast.
1
:
Jo of tie- New York
la w i.-lon Journal -nec/es.
Argus.
edition, and it will monument fund, was postponed on account of the
A. II. Meador and If. M. Jacobs,of
a dread and a menace to all law abiding <;tiLynn, Mass.,
.:
>:i
learn
j*i
that it is merely a four
It is probably the -ame snutl'. taken without
page
have formed a company known as the Lynn Enzens.
From the low. -t tramp who irdV.-i- our
; on ling is like that of the
home paper,
leave, or « ivdit.
Mr. Charle s Harbutt, who is now taking a post graving Co., which will make a specialty of news
streets with his loatli-om
H‘
\ re- ii -c, sb-.dlng !,lU iu‘!V
similarity, typographically and in
paper work. Mr. Meador is a son of the late Alcourse at the Theological Seminary, is
!.• gins and ends.
-.u
Tin New York Ileral l claims to he a> fresli I and otherwise endangering our much coveted
Tiie ilrst page is dc- graduate
bert J. Mender, formerly of Belfast.
’u‘*
•”
"England by Mire” and “America by supplying the Congregational pulpit at Sandy
in its new.' **as a trout still dangling on the security, to the belter educah d ami more- t 1
ami will continue there the rest of the fall.
< ab!
Gukkn's Landing. John shields, of Toronto,
\\ it?. a K v.
European telegrams. There is Point,
hook.*' The Herald has been a little ••fresh*' j .treaded Vnarchists of our Chicago.*-. oho !>-has bought Thurlow Bros.’ granite
one editorial, < aplioned “New
The annual report of the surgeon general of the
quarry, and
Honda of Peace
;> ditiealA also c*l late.
| lieves and advocate.- the idea •>: equaliz'ng our bat
commences at once on a $100,000 contract, lie
Hetweeti France ami England.” it refers to
says
the navy says the work on the naval sanitarium on
| substances, of taking from the industrial: nd
a-rc. m hi by which the Suez Canal
istobeneu- Widows’ Island, in IVnobseot buy, is progressing he intends shipping three cargoes of stone every
The cpiaiTt i in the Interior Department hafrugal inhabitant who by hard. uiir* milting toil, t:.;:./.c i—tl.at
two
>
Business
is
brisk
at
Green's
it
days.
shall he open and free in and that the building will be completed at the close
-ay,
Lauding.
eulminah ! h; the < nforccd resignation of Land dose attention to business ami self denial
f
1
'v;»r as well a- in time of
l wo disgraceful rows took place in this
peace to war- of the year.
( ommi.'-iener Sparks, and
city this
secretary Lamar pleasures and recreations lias acquired a hard
and mcichant ship- of all nations.
The
‘•Waldo Flooded" is the caption the Portland week—one at the knights of Labor dance, where
a Id- another scalp to ]»i hell.
! uuiig N» w
narked competence and appropriating tin .-ante
treat.' of the same
subject in an Press gives to a despatch from Belfast concerning a man was beaten all over the hall, and one
to the uses of the idle vagabond who avow- his
paragraph. In new* the Herald certain. the carrying away of the water works dam, etc. in Knowlton's billard saloon, where a man was so
;
i; 1- said that Hovernor-elect Jackson of
ir
the
other
papers, and of course it has Waldo was not Hooded, it v.a
Marx land has promi-d his salary of SloOO a belief that he is a favored one at: \ should live
only a I.iltle river badly beaten as t<< nearly lose the sight ofhiseyes.
'Willing t.i say of “The Ulaine Family Abroad.” on the
on others toils.
his wife f r pin money.
As lie is imThis latter via-.- attempt to
>• ar t
rampage.
| It is no improvement to clean out a nun-shop and
"
"
**at
it
hato
V““le
say of Mr. IJlaim/. p;lrisallow a billard saloon in the same
mensely wealthy, he can woi! allord to do this. decoy holiest laboring men km wn a- Knights
building.
The Knights of Pythias expect to dedicate ihelr
X
doubt liis ininn use wealth elected him.
of Labor into supporting tin ir !:*m. rot;> docMrs. Mer< y II. Cain, the widow of the late A. P.
new liall shortly after Thanksgiving.
The furni11
\
mi mans to know that
|
he
is
a
1
trines.
n.tliv-oaib t*> bvd and oariv to rise” ture is expected to arrive soon. When the hall is i Cain of ibis city, was stricken with paralysis at
They mu:-! have had a jolly evening at the
11 11
an
A\ liilo We recognize the rigid and ioh ian
".*• •'
entertainment, he retires linished the I\. P.'s will have a very convenient North C.istine last week. 'Mrs. Cain was employed
j
ln
11
i'iin Tree State < Till/ reception in Boston Nov.
.5cu **“'.1 eleven o'clock. All Ills place for their meetings.
,;:1
at
tile idea of protective labor organization
ewksbury, Mass., and came homo to Nin th
apartments. He takes
•!
i ith. judging from reports of the proceeding-,
V‘..rrrr'
:n,
h,!'
.a lone
which embody among their r.. u* »nu* of th.
yloek, lunch between two and
The Boston & Bangor steamship Co. will make j Hrooksville to visit her sick father, and when taken
of which we give some extracts on the lirst
between
seven and eight.
,'! ‘tamer,
He
id was on her return to Massachusetts.
Mrs.
most advanced, id. a- of tcmpcruii*v, industry
s: < Jiilmiei- water, au.l temporary repairs on their wharf here this fall, j
"'j,1'1
page.
1
Hi" -mine ,a.ul three and next spring the buildings will betaken down ; Cain is pleasantly remembered here,
! and loyalty, we would not tolerate f. rainom :
..:

on

Messrs.

Aurora

taimnent

Union Thanksgiving service will he held this
morning at the North Church, sermon by Rev. R.
T. Hack.
Cnuncii Notes. The subject of Rev. J. A. Savage’s sermon at the Unitarian church next Sunday
morning will be, “Law and Order
The time under the contract for completing the
custom house and post olliec extension was
up
Monday and the contractors arc liable to a penalty
for each

to

Degree Lodge D. of II. had an enterTuesday evening which was enjoyable.
|
being Christmas eve the lodge will have a Christinas

smaller in size than

William M. Priest, of this city, has sold her
Church street to Mr. George O. Bailey.

Mrs.

house

Complaint is made of the ashes thrown in the
streets. One man recently had a narrow
escape
from a capsize by a pile of coal ashes. There is a
law prohibiting this and it ought to be enforced.

the

Cottrell

Patterson has received a pension of $4 per
with arrears, amounting to $280.

Fit*

of this

■

A Journal

representative during a recent visit to
Maine wilderness found the Kelley axe, manufactured in this city, a great favorite among the
choppers. These axes stand better than most axes,
as they are uniform in
temper. Sir. Kelley was

the

not content with

beeps
his

it up

simply making reputation,
by maintaining the excellent quality

but

a

of

axes.

Mr. A. (

Monday

Sibley

thrown from bis

was

going to

afternoon in

the

carriage

railway

station,

"’hen

opposite the steam drill on lower Main street
t lie horse became
frightened by the drill and shied,

bringing

■

Mr.

Sibley’s carriage
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The Gold Strike in Arizona.
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UUuiyuf lSclfa*. beginning on
be mid <»1 brandy, w hiskey, gin, rum, ami all
sc
si id ill
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Cr.-by*- Annals of Belfast, Chap1 lie news of the great gold lind in Arizona
him!.- of liquor. <)1 eourst. I refer now to the
l,‘r"
i" ! > "peaks of it as
“still referMiperi '1- e!a--e>. H Would If well if tin- Pro- should he taken with s um grains of allow;,icy*
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a-iunaliv as the ‘(ircene Indian
War1; it
liihitioni>t> here could hiring: about such an no doubt, hut a despatch from ITcseott, Ari/..
'v»lh "inch greater
propriety, he styled the
overwhelming and uneompromisiiu: «li^aru>! for under date Nov. in says: TJie big gold strike
the Ilas.-ayampa river is corroborated from
intoxicating liquor us exists in China. A man i*]>
a dozen authentic sources, and tin- evitem< nt
Tl.< Baj mend ^ Whitcomb Tours
Through Mexico.
who drinks brandy there i> ostracised, lie i>
i.-increasing hourly, Miners and Ivi-ntuiers
.'here is iw m >re
i-- i■•♦■«! wholly beyond the pale of decent. a--o- are pouring in from all direction-.
i*i.-ccfascinating liedd for the tom* n
■;!! «.\ -r i
than Mexico, and the
e:alii>n. No one trusts him or holds any inter- gold a> large as sid pieces can he
splendid arrangements
the quartz. The superintendent <d' the lYo- inside
« /!!]•-,• with him.
l.iy
.Messrs.
He might as well be .lead.** cott A Arizona
Knyuumd & Whitcomb fortheacCentral road visited the mine c
nnnodation
of
their
P i- further added that it takes a \ve* k’s
traveling parties insures the
In an account of hi* \j-it
wage- ( on last Thursday.
1
''ii!1 ,'1'‘ 'v;ty of sight-seeing, and
in * him to buy a drink of liquor.
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attainable. Two tours are
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enured, the dates of departure from Boston he|
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of
sight.
It seems to be settle 1 that, unless (lie Senate
citizen- who visited the mine say that the re- n.g J:.unary Iband .March Pi. Both include nenr;• nioiiln
round through Mexico, with visits to
refuses to confirm the appointment. Mr. Lu- ports have not been
exaggerated.' Tin; -hall i<
ll‘*‘ i !"'i* ipal cities and
mmierous side trips
cius (Juintius Curtins Lamar, present Secrctarv j now down 12 feet, and a very rich 'pocket of "id
sp-eiai trains of ve.-tihuled Pullman
1
ore was encountered at depth of three or four
p.i.a. e '•sirs, inclusive o' dining-car. barber’s
of tlie Interior, will take his scat on the .Sushop,
f( et from which stfom) or s-looo were taken, i
oat.i-room, eh-. A dozen places will be seen that
preme Pencil of the I'nited Mates. Judged
may he truthfully said that the prospect i< the ordinary tourist- seldom mil, and there will be a
.urn
of
richest, as far a* worked, that lin-- ever been -v
(,u the single -round of fitness a worse
nearly a fortnight at the leading hotel in
apt.i.M ity oi Mexico.
Both parties will go southdiscovered in this section, Pn parations :,p
ward n,i the Mammoth
pointment could hardly be made, but there are
r.e. New Orleans, and
made
to
sink
on
the
being
vein, and t!:
deeper
*
n"d
the
tir.-t
will also visit C alifornia,
Vx:!
other i\ ..-.ms why a llepubliean- Senate should mine bids fair to
develop into one of th r:< ,i- w!i. *v the remaining part of the winter and
spring
can he ) .•.--<•« 1 il desired.
not confirm him.
In his autobiography Mr. e.-t mines in the world.
Tint passengers will be
incited in numbers, only three Pullman
Lamar -ays: “In lscrl was intrusted by PresisleepingIn Bkiki-'. ‘‘Webb" gives a summary i,i t A-* '.'•‘‘V: bciii.: taken. As every person is entitled to
dent Davis with an important diplomatic mis- views of Democratic
my as extra space ran be secured
Congressmen who arc
y t"''"' v« no dc-ire
it, tin* number of passengers
sion to lliissia."
Within a half dozen years, Washington as to the probable attitude of tic- in each
in will In lunch lem than il is
onlinarilr.
in the Senate of the I'nited states, this same party outlie tarill'question next session. Mr. !H.-scn|;iivc car iilar.-, either of (lie Mexico lours or
Carlisle is understood to favor a reduction not "•
1 ;l|i!on:ia
trips, of which there arc to be two
M r. Lamar, with great ferocity, declared that
exceeding seventy millions, about (iftv of which la icccinhcr. lour in .January, ami others in Felr
no man. in his presence, should call Jefferson
should be taken from the customs ditty by in- rn ary anil March, limy lie ohlaineilof W. liavinolnl
" a-hiOftton -licet, ojijiosiie .School
street, ISosDavis a traitor. The Southern Confederacy creasing the free li-t on raw materiais/tnid taking about twenty millions oil' manufacturing
may be **in the saddle" at Washington, but it tobacco
liarnmil's circus property at BridgeMaine Corn fakes tbe Lead.
should not be allowed to mount the Supreme port, Colin., was burned Sunday evening. Ticbuilding. tile paraphernalia and many of tlie
Pencil.
lion. I-red Atwood has sent us some
analyses of
animals were burned. The loss is roughly esraisin 1 corn, in which tests were
made of three
timated at more than half a million dollars’..
A Kennebec Journal reporter interviewed
brands
packed in three different Mates. The
Coroner Whitney of Bangor held an inquest
Hon. S. L. Milliken at Augusta last week, ile Saturday over the
body of William Welch, who lvsidi shows the decided superiority of the Maine
was
killed
in
was asked:
Friday night that city. It appear- cum. The American Grocer follows the detailed
ed from the evidence that Suniner Stuart kick“What do you think of the result of the
analyses with the following remarks:
ed Welch under the chin with Ids foot as he
*
Tbe samples submitted were without
elections P’
stood on the steps below him. The do- tor and the
labels, and
packers name
guarded. The
**I consider them on the whole very favor- said his skull was fractured by the fall. Stuart samples marked 1 and 2 carefully
were packed bv S.
(A),
is held under bonds for tile trial.The trial
able to ns. The republican party may certainly
bv
-V 1‘ ‘v S"us> Hyde, Maryland; 3 and 4
trip at Boston Saturday of the new li-biug U inslow 1 acking Company, 1'ortluiid, Me., (Globe
feel encouraged at the outlook/’
schooner Carrie E. Phillips, designed by Bur- brand), General (J. J*. Mattocks, President; a and
Mr. Milliken then reviewed the election re- gess, was a success.The Comptroller'of the <!(<), by Marshall ('aiming Coinpanv, Marshallhas authorized the First National town, Iow a.—Tims the claim of Maine that her cliturns. and considered the result in Virginia currency
mate and -oil niv
especially adapted to the producBank of Ellsworth, Me, to begin business with
°r. -ve-, corn b»r canning is maintained. As
decidedly encouraging. He was then asked: a capital of *30,000.fudge George s. White- an article
nl food it stands 30 percent, above Iowa
“\\ hat do you think will be the leading issue house of Farmington. N'. 11., died Saturday p icked, and no per cent, above
Maryland. There
morning. He was one of the best known meii i>, therefore, good reason why consumers should
in the campaign of lsss?”
in the State.There was no outbreak in Tra- discriminate in nrice. Abundant speculation is
“The question of protecting our industries,
afforded
in
the
above
analysis why Maine canned
falgar square, London, on Sunday.A Young
and I believe that the party which represents Men’s Kcpulicati Club was formed in Augusta corn lias maintained its position against its compctitors. Tin! similarity of the elimatc ami soil of
A
Monday
organization
evening.
the American sentiment of protection, and the
temporary
ttie New \ ork corn licit to that of
Maine, reiulercil
was formed.
.1. 11. Manley, (».' 1). Baker, <
it unnecessary to analyze samples packed in this
candidate who clearly and unequivocally stands B.
Burleigh and Trebv Johnson were appoint- state. From tile above it appears that so rents for
for that principle will receive the endorsement ed delegates to the convention of
Republican Maryland mrn, $i for Iowa, and $1.20 for Maine
Clubs in New York City.Rev. Charles Mill- ".cans prices adjusted to the same difference as exof the American people/’
ists iu their relative value as food.
er of Skowliegan, the oldest
Baptist clergy man
“What effect in directing the next campaign in
Maine, died Monday morning, aged 93 years.
Will the results of this election have?”
He was a native of Scotland, coining to thiTransfers in Ileal Estate,
“That we shall now' be able to concentrate country in early life.A foot of snow has
fallen at Moosehead Lake. In the woods there
The following are the transfers in real estate iu
our efforts upon the doubtful States.
are six inches and all the lumber teams are at
Waldo county, for the week ending Nov. 22d_F.
“IIow about the republican candidate P’
yvork.The trustees of the Maine State
M. Bill-rows, Somerville, Mass., to A. j.
Burrows,
*‘t think it every day grows more clear that Agricultural society have lixed the date for the
next State fair September 11 to 14. 1sks....<;0v. Belmont. Susan C. Conner & als., Pittsfield to
Mr. Plnine is altogether the strongest candiBod well has appointed Geo. W. liarriman and Moses Bickford A als., same town. Woodburn
date we can nominate/’
James T. Mayville, both of Bangor, special Carver, Searsport, to I.. M. Kneelanil, same tow-n.
constables for the enforcement of the liquor lioseoe 1*. Downes, &
als., Montville, to Wilbur
law in Penobscot county.A Republican club
Scarcity or Coal and Advance In Price.
same town.
William Elwell, Belfast, to
lias been organized in Bangor—-‘for work and Penney,
Pelcg Gonlil, Xorthport. Mary A. Gilmore, OreThere has recently been a sharp advance in coal, not for show.”.F. A. I). Singlii, one of
Rockland’s well known citizens, died Tuesday gon, In Amanda S. Costigan, Stockton. Ellen B.
and the middlemen among the coal dealers of Xcw
noon, aged S3 years,
lie was a talented Lord, Winterport, to Abide E. Dunham, Boston.
York sayj there Is a scarcity owing to a lack of
musician, spoke several languages fluently and Executors of estate of 1). L. Millikcn,
Watcrvtlle,
transportation facilities. The advance within a was well educated. Mr. S. was a native of to William
Lamb, Clinton. Henry E. Patterson,
short time has been fifty cents per ton. The New Italy.
\\ aldo, to Leonard I,. Centner, same town. Clias.
York Herald says that, “This applies not alone to
1’- Sanford, Stockton, to
A Soldiers Monument In Union.
Llewellyn J. Morse, Ban.
New York dealers, but to those of Eastern towns
gnr. Margoretto A. Staples, Stockton, to Sarah
and cities as well, especially to dealers at far
The people of Union are working for a very
points
Harriman, same town. Hannah X. Stevens, & als.,
In Maine and Massachusetts. Many of these were
worthy cause, the erection of a monument ou
to Frank C. Proctor, Appleton. Clias.
actually begging for coal and it could not be given Union Common in memory of the soldiers ami Montville,
Stratton, Burnham, to Mary Stratton, same town.
to them. There were not cars enough to
supply sailors of the late war. They propose to expend Joia A. and Don C. Thomas &
als., Scarsmont, and
their demands, even if the coal was on hand.”
about one thousand dollars for this purpose. A
E. M. Thomas, Belmont, to Horatio C.
Thomas,
committee has been appointed, which calls for Scarsmont.
Howard Owen a Grandfather.
sealed proposals. They say: “We wish to know
the best yvork that can be done for #101,0. Uhls
Stockton Grange is to have a Harvest Feast next
Our filend Mr. Walter D. t'nson and brother
Howard Owen of the Maine Farmer, have been re- will lie received until Saturday, December 10, at 1
Iriday night, (to-morrow) and a grand good time
ceiving many congratulations, both personally and o’clock i*. M.” Proposals may be sent to II. A. is expected. Each member of the
Grange Is to Inby telegraph. In the last twenty-four hours. The Ilawcs,
Union, chairman of the Post committee, vito one person outside of the order. Stockton
one Is now a father and the other a grandfather.
The new comer is a girl and is named Emily Stan- who will also gladly receive contributions from Grange is in line
working order, and new members
wood Stinson. [KennebecJournal 21st.
friends interested in said monument.
arc expected In every
night.
<
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the number of tickets sold the Odd

Mr. Adrian Tuttle, who went east with the Belfast I)cer hunters, took along his camerA and sev
eral dry plates. He
photographed the camp with
deer hanging up, the lake, and several other views,
which present very vivid pictures.
The appearance of Janauschek in tills city next
week in the character of
“Meg Mcrrilies” is an
event that will be looked forward to with interest
and which must insure a full house. The advertisement was received to late to do more than call

brief attention to it in this iosuc.
Mr. J. s. Whitman died of heart disease at the
Soldiers Home in Augusta Nov. IGth. Mr. Whitwill be remembered

man

locksmith in this

as a

the

war

Thomas

of the lCchcilion and was a member of
H. Marshall post, of Belfast.

The trustees of the Maine state College held
their annual meeting Tuesday, elected officers and
transacted other business.

The

is in

college

a

nourishing condition. A |»)>licati<4l will lie made
the Secretary
of
War for Lieut. K. K.
Hatch, isth Maine Infantry, to succeed I .lent.
to

< harles }..
Phillips, whose time at the college will
expire next .July. Lieut. Hatch is a Liberty boy.

The

delay

of

getting steam heat into the post of
lice is due. to the pig-hcadeduess or big hoadedncss at M ashington.
The specifications called for
a steel boiler of certain dimensions,
containing

■

many tubes at a certain distance apart. Alter the
boiler had been partly constructed it was found
that it would m t
’Main the number of tubes re

f

had

tin*

couples
signed
will begin the first of next n.'mth.
chest ra will furnish the mu-ie.

The

course.

hine of incivasi !

ma*

\’.

:.

*r

..n

weigh

Tiie machine takes the heel- after

the;,

and compresses, shaves and prick- them,
them ready for the heeling urn ‘hine.
A Vi-;ti:kan.

liueksport

the

T
(

ie

Winterp

at -South We

Harbor, Mt. la

-<

rt.

acres

of land

The land I-

on

high bluff overlooking Some- sound, N »rth iva-t
Harbor, C’ranberry Islands, and the ocean, it is
to

he the finest view

on

the eutin island. The

price paid i- said t<> be twelve hundred dollars.
This is remarkably cheap for that locality. Prof.
IVrnald, late of the Maine Mate ( .liege, has ju.-t
refused sixty thousand dollars for sixty ner<
within half
is

mile from Prof. Bateman'.- land.

a

It

by the spot first titled by the French
.Jesuits. Prof. Bateman is sure to realize a large
profit on his investment, but we under.-in ml that
he is in no hurry to sell, as land is rapidly a .sum
ing in alue tit that place.
do.-e

Law

vm>

<>iu>i;u Li:a>;i

In

i.,

tuniieranee

of

the movement for

organ.5zing a Law ami Order
League in this city a mas.- meeting was railed for
Monday evening in tiic Belfast opera IL-u-.-.

one hundred and t went \-live were pie-ear,
many ladies attending to te.-lli'y their a> pmval oi
the movement. The meeting was railed to order

About

by

!L ]’.

Thompson, Lap,

A. K. Clark

was

who read the call.

(.'apt.

chosen chairman and Mr. .1. L.

Short addresses

made. Lev.

lllch, secretary.
11. C. Wentworth spoke of the work to he done.
Bov. d. A. Savage was called lit on to explain the
nature and workings of the proposed league. He
said there was a gentleman present who pad been
a member of a similar society in Ma.--:ichusetts,
and at hi.- re*iue.-i Mr. Ldw. Jb*wes spoke briefly
and to the point. On motion of Lcv..L A. Savage
the work of organization was proreedc i with and
the foil .wing officers elected
President, ( apt. A.
L. Clark; Vice President, I>i. A. <>. Stoddard: >ocrotary, Air. J. P. Bich; Treasurer, Mr. Kdwin
Frost. .Messrs. Savage. Thompson and Hack were
appointed a committee to prepare a constitution
and lo. -’aws to be submitted to the next meciing.
A paper was circulated to obtain the signatures of
tho.-r willing to join the League and twenty-eight
names w ere obtained.
Tim meeting adjourned to
Wednesday evening, Nov. :J0th, at 7 i’. m., in tlie
Methodi.-t vestry.
Personal.

were

Mrs.

Bridgiiam and daughter, Mr-.
Holt, sister and neico of Daniel Janie, have gone,
to Providence, U. L, for the winter. Mr. 1-ane goes
as far as Boston ...lion.
Frank .Jones, ».f New'
Hampshire, was in tliis city, last Thursday. Mr.
Jones is the linancial backer of the water

com-

pany... -Jake Dennett and Mel. Mureh, formerly
employed in tlie shoe factory in this city, have
gone to Bangor, having secured positions in the
factory there.James II. .Jones, traveling .:;t
man

for W. lv. Moris,

employ of Brooks,

n

A

t o.,

Baldw in A

....Ceo. K. Brackett

was

hu- gone Into the

Bobbin-, of Boston.

in Waterville last work

lodge business—Mr. A. I. Brown returned
home Friday from Washington county, where he
has been addressing Farmer.-.’ institutes_Melvina F. Snow has been commissioned postmistress
on

Wiuterport ...The Camden Herald says:
soldier boys are under many obligations to

at West
“Our

Congressman Milliken for the interest manifested
in their pension claims.” ...Mr. Nutter, formerly
steward of steamers Cambridge and l’enobscot,
was a passenger on tlie latter steamer Saturday en
for

route

Bangor.

Mr. Nutter is

ronnected

now

and

the

.Journal

says:
with a

the election of Mr. Cha.-e

speaker, though dealing
past, so deftly connected it with the
pic -cut by links of comparison as to make it a subh

|

of

the

living

A young

man named Uhoades, clerk for Mr. L.
11ancy, of this city, h.-t a valuable gold watch
overboard Monday. 1 i
was delivering goods on
board a \e.-sol lying at Lewis wharf ami in getting
a.hoard bx the way of tin- shroud.-1lie chain caught
and the watch came out f his pocket. An unsue

1 til clV>rt

made

was

Liver.

tic watch.

to recover

forty

In

laying

Heaver

t

side walk

Miller street Mr. Pierce lias removed
Those in front of the Locke house

to

and

with the Sherwood

Jlou-e, New York_Mayor
Burgess are in Bo<hm and will spend
Thanksgiving there, returning home the last of the
and Mrs.

oiit-on

photographer.

as a

o:

dot-.s

materially injure

m

plank

■

vej.iem

-.i

d

them.

& Co—The

Itkmh.

Bangor Whig

ol' the iTlh says : Schr.
her cargo of coal is dis-

Mary Stewart as soon as
charged, will go to Brooksville

where she will be

hauled up for the winter. The schr. Fanny Butler
sailed from this port yesterday for Islesboro, where
she also will remain until

spring....The schr. Mary
Farrow has had a new mainmast put in. This vessel was built in Belfast in isl.j, and was originally

to travel and

to bo

re-

going to

Tin: IIati.u<iai> Tax Mattkk. A hearing was
held in the council chamber at Augusta Nov. ],"> be-

The walk will he

live feet wide.

to many in

It will he

and from the

a

fore the committee

taxation for the purpose of
establishing the value of stock of the Maine rail*
n-nd- as a basis for the distribution of money re

c«»n-

library.

Waikr Works
uti's.
A temporary wooden
will be built at Little Kiver tliis fall, in
place
oi the one
sxvept away, to keep the salt water out
<-l the pond.
N. \t spring a pennancr.t dam will
,H;
‘!1 Hi.lhirty-si\
applications have been
ma le
lor water for domestic
purposes ...It is

thought

begin tilling the stand

pipe

or

tin* company will
the la t of this week

ceived

\Y. II. Smith and T. I).

Sale,

Mr. smith’s llrst vi it to Waldo
most

occasion wan- a

was set forth what the town
had been offered for it- stock and the fact that it is

now drawing .’5 per cent per
future must receive even

w

annum
more

and in the

near

than that.

The

committee will report at the next session of the
and of course the nature of the report
now be known.
It is believed, however,
that Hellast will receive from $2,.100 to $8,000 per
annum from this source hereafter, and there are

j council
cannot
j
I

arrearages of four
doubt be secured
next session of the
Thi. Hi

1

and the

Mr. Smith

pleasingone.

as

of Hrooks in which

of J'ort-

Lodge

by the state

ter.
Hanger was represented by her Mayor,
Treasurer and Solicitor, and Heifast by Treasurer
N. F. Houston and Solicitor Joseph Williamson.
A statement was submitted on behalf of the town

htnd, publisher* of the Odd Fellow* Record and
.Ma.
.lounna 1, were in Iielfast last Friday
ev inng and visited Waldo
Lodge. They were
here iii the interest (if their paper, one of the best
fraternal journals in the country. Mr. Smith is a
prominent member ol‘ the order in Maine, having
represented h«.»’.h the tirand Lodge and the Lodge
Lnonmpmesit in the Sovereign (Irand Lodge. This
"a-

on

railroad tax to the several
towns and cities in which shares are held, pursuin'.! to the act passed by Use Legislature last win-

early next week...
I d’1' laying is nearly compieti d and will be
finished in a lexv days. The
gangs are now at
xxoik on Washington, Main, Cnion and M«
Cilvery
streets.

live years which will no
further legislation at the

or

by
legislature.

Tlie Belfast Deerllunt-

ntj:ks

returned home from their annual hunt

crs

on

Mon-

day, having killed live deer. The party consisted
of .Judge Goo. K. Johnson, I)r. s. W. Johnson, II.

ill

lecture before the Lodge at Some future time.

McDonald, Adrian Tuttle. K. G. Dyer, of Belfast, ami Mr. John s. Twombly, of Monroe. The
Belfast party met Mr. Twombly, with a four horse
team, al Bangor, and tlie trip was made over the
Calais Air line road as far as Plantation Thirty, in
Washington county. A detour was then made to
tlie north to the Cranberry Lakes, wiiere tlie party
w ent into ramp.
H unting was done in Plantation
Thirty and rhirty-six. Deer were plentiful but
shy. The woods are full of hunters and the discharge of rillcs can he heard during every hour of
the day. The law in regard to hunting with dogs
is rigidly enforced in Washington county, but in
Hancock county it is openly violated. < >ne man Is

week and covered thirteen pages of tin- book, it
the mortgage deed of tla* Lelfa.-t waiter com
1 any to the Amerh an Loan and Trust company of
Co-ton. The company has issued £7.1.no" in live per

was

cent bonds due in I:*07. The interest is due semiannually on tlie lirst day of October and April of
each year.
A fter live years the company reserves
a small sinking fund w hich can be
applied to the
extingui.-hment of the bonds. The bonds numbered
from si to ho are to be issued only when extensions

ling

Since the

few miles from Fletcher Brook where
tlie wardens were murdered last year. The parry
a

broke camp Saturday, arriving in Bangor Monday
and returning home by boat. The deer were taken
Monroe in Mr.

to

say*a

Belfast
off the

Twomhly’s team and brought to
Wednesday. Mr. Adrian Tuttle carried
honors, having killed a large live years old

buck. The company is under obligations to Purser
llanscom and Steward Smith, of steamer Penobscot, for courtesies and favors received. A more
extended account of the trip will be given later.
stka.wki: Nou

Mr. L. F.

Hanson, the carriage king, has decid-

worth of

carriages

w

hich

w

ill

come

in the

w

Bangor
place
Lucy P. Miller, arrived at this port on her
first. vo>.age east last Saturday afternoon,
she
landed at the lower steamboat wharf and put oil’
some freight for the water company.
She had
quite an amount foi Rockland and the remainder

hite

painted here. The carriages
will .arrive* in January ami February. The paint
hop in connection with Mr. Hanson’s repository

v.as

has been lilted up and leased to Mr. W. A. Lear.
Mr. Hanson has tabled sleighs, cutters and jumpto Ids

out

on

the marine

was

railway Saturday,

to

taken
be

re-

caulkcd.Thumbs & Osborne are making a
spanker for schr. Fannie A. Gorham, at Boston,
and some sails for schr. Meyer & Muller, at New
London... .Four three-masted schooners from Bangor bound to the westward, made a port here dur-

large
prices that will suit the times.

c

As will be

seen

the l nitarian

disposed

of

at

Mr. Hanson will

go west this winter for his health.
tisement in another oiunin.

See

tlie southeaster

Friday....Sell.

William

Frederick,

Capt. Burgess, of this city, arrived at Baltimore,
Nov. lfi, four days from Charleston—a good passage.The new barkentine Frances, Capt. Bonner, has chartered to load ice at Bangor for Baltimore

and

was

towed up river

Tuesday night.

Charley Bucki, Capt. French, of this city has
Bangor for New York,
and was towed upriver Tuesday morning.... Sell.
Sell.

chartered to load lumber at

ill hold

a

levee and fair

Mom; ax Cask.

decision

TIic

Jlinekley

Palatka, now at this port, has chartered to load
lime at Rockport and hay at Belfast, for Jacksonville.

From

thence she will

proceed

to Satilla

load lumber for New York at
per
thousand. Capt. Chaples of the Palatka has been
instrumental in placing seven buoys in the Satilla
River....The brig Havilah, Captain Coombs, is
now being loaded with lumber at F. W. Ayer &
Co.’s mill, Bangor. She will sail in a few days, as
the cargo is nearly all put In....The schooner
Scotia built at Belfast, has been sold at auction in
Pensacola, Fla., for $3,000, and her cargo of hard
pine lumber, estimated at 270,000 feet, for $1,100.
....McDonald & Brown of this city have received
a letter with regard to
building a schooner here
and we hope a contract will be made....Two
vessels have gone into winter quarters at the lower
bridge—Sch. Prescott Ifazeltlne arrived at this
port Tuesday night from Boston and proceeded to
River and

Bangor where she is chartered to load hay and po
Charleston, lump sum, with rock back
at $2.75 ami discharge.
tatocs for

established firm of \\
T. Colburn, McClintock
It lock, I tel fast. See advert- cment_ II. II. (> rant,

Searsport oilers for sale i.i hoe-e, lot aid
household good- as he C t** leave town ...ILK.
Staple1-. Itrook- advertises the celebrated Brooks
jumpers aid -high-, which have an excellent
reputation.
ol

Aim- Sotks. Mr. II. L. Woodcock has received
tilt* medal awarded him by the Portland Society of
Art. 11 is about the size ol' a sihcrdolhir, of solid
si Ivor

oxidized. im-losed in

a mat, plush lined ease.
Minerva, ami the iiwrip
tion, “Portland Society of Art," am! on the re* >11 one

si<lu is the head of

Woodcock for the best
verse, “Awarded to U.
oil painting l»y an amateur in the I 1th exhibition,

Egcry

Iron

Company,

disallowed.

were

Messrs.

by steam.

Laughton

amidships, ensuring the
( apt. Miller is a courteous

painting
marks

is

foreign in subject, and in treatment
departure for this artist, whose sue
portraits and tender landscapes are known

a new

cessl'ul

Society

Portland

of

Art

paintings to be sold for
the benelit of the Society, and Mr. P. A. Sanborn,
of this city, contributed a still life, “Walnut' and
M ine,” and Mr. J!. L. Woodcock a landscape,
“The Brook,” both oil paintings. The.-.o are included in the present exhibition of tin* Society, in
which Mrs. K. It. Pierce has an oil painting “.Jaqueminot Poses,” and in the fancy work department a carved table top. Mrs. Pierce has a studio
in Portland and is meeting with much success as
artist.

an

his

Kev. bdwin Jilake closed

>\

pastoral labors with the church hero lust

Sun-

day.

He goes from here t Tamworth Iron Woi k-.
N. II....Mrs. W. T. Hosiner. of White Plains, N. 'i
who has been visiting her mother and brother,
Mrs. Brown and Mr. Kirk up, returned home last
week-Miss Kmma 1>. Brooks, whose health habeen <juite poor for the last six months, is

improv'
ing.... It. is reported here that there are fears Geo.
\N Nash, of Centre Montville,
may he insane.
Bckmiam.

liev. Charles straiten died

service on

Bangor line

the Boston A

this

summer,

recent examination of this steamer by the
Boston Marine Insurance Company, they proa

nounced her “in the best condition of any steauu r
they ever examined.”_The steamer

of her age

Katalidin, of the Boston & Bangor line. Is being
thoroughly and substantially repaired at Last Boston, and when she

of

I,

the route, December
will be in better condition than ever for winter

service.

cuttles on

The Lewiston

will then haul off....The

Lleeia, which has been in Bangor being prepared
for the winter season, is iionv on tlie regular route
between Belfast, Islesboro and Castine.
The

Loss

of

tiik

Helen Mail

Capt. Fred

Pattershall «»f sell. Helen

Mar, whose wreck was
reported last week, arrived home by Friday night's
train
He had remained by the wreek in hopes to
It 1a
save something, but the vessel is a total loss.
a heavy blow to Capt. Pattershall who had invested his all in the vessel, which was uninsured, and

Clergue

for the libellants and Charles 1*. Stetson,
Bangor, and lion. W. L. l'utnam, of Port-

Esq., of

Tin: New Hoi kl.

The directors of the

company
be rafted off to

Belfast

Company opened the bids for the erection of
building Sunday. There were hut two bidders,

Hotel

it

capital

stock is fixed at

$30,000, and

light

draft vessel in order to

get

the main.

Capt. I’attershall gives some additional particulars concerning the loss of his
vessel. It was snowing at the time, and this with
the strong tide was the cause of the schooner
colliding with the light ship, carrying away head
gear, etc. Doth anchors were let go, but the vessel
went onto Handkerchief Shoals where the situation

Messrs. Parker and Pottle, of this city. Specifications were sent to live builders out of town, hut no

response was made. The conditions called for a
$1,000 subscription from the successful bidder. On
Monday evening a meeting of the stockholders
was held to consider the bids.
The estimates exceed the contemplated cost of the building $10,000.
According to the present specifications and plans
the buildings and grounds complete will cost $10,000. The stockholders concluded that inasmuch as

a

to

of the

very critical.
the board the only boat

crew

was

When the masts-

| went by
was carried away
! and later the whole bow of the vessel broke off aft! of the fore chains, and the stern also was washed
! away. The crew had built a raft to get ashore on,,

the sub-

of planks spiked and lashed together, but did not
figures j know how they were to launch it, when a heavy
they could not accept the bids, so both were reject- sea struck the vessel and carried the raft over the:
ed. There has beer, a miscalculation some where. side clear of everything. A stout
rope had been
The plans call for a more expensive building than attached to the raft so that it did not
go adrift.
was first proposed.
Mr. Lewis, the architect, said The men, who were on the house aft, held on to
the building, according to the present plans, would the rigging and thus escaped
being washed overbe the finest hotel in Maine for the amount of board with the raft. While on the wreck a steamMr.
J.
T.
Pottle
the
er
said
I
came
but
took
no
buildmoney expended.
notice of a ling disalong,
ing will be twice the size of Masonic Temple. Mr. played on a pole, although she must have seen it
Milliken proposed that new proposals for bids be ! and the dismasted vessel at the mercy of the rocks
submitted not to include the $1,000 subscription for and sea. A second steamer hove to and launched
the successful bidder. It was the desire of all a boat, but although manned by eight men it was
j
present to have the $40,000 building If possible, but' unable to reach the wreck and drifted off to leeIt was considered doubtful if the extra $10,000 ward. The steamer picked up the boat but laid by

scriptions and rental

are

based

on

as

those

|

could he raised.

A committee of five were apto take charge of the matter, to report next

pointed
Friday evening. If the $40,000 cannot be raised
then the building will be so reduced as to come

I

j

shipwrecked men had been taken off by
a bout from the Monomoy Life Saving StationCapt. Pattershall speaks in high terms of the treat*

until the

ment received at the

station.

The

men

had to haul

original $30,000. In the meantime the their boat over three miles of sand before they
foundation will be completed and made ready for could launch it, and they went to three wrecks bethe main building. The stone work is done and the side that of the Mar. Later
they visited the wreck
brick work nearly so. The sills and flooring ar- and brought off the clothing of the
captain and
rived from Bangor by rail last week, and will he crew, although all lost some articles and
Capt. P,

within the

on

to

protect the masonry.

lost Ids charts.

making

are

sold his

promising fouryear-old marc to W. I.. Shaw for about $200.
Mrs. Prusilla Hodge has been con lined to her bed
tor the past two weeks with muscular rheumatism.
....Sneak thieves entered the barn of Charles Gilweek before last and relieved him of twenty

more

bushels of

oats.Joseph

•‘ailed to attend

the

Ilathorn and wife

funeral of Mr*.

father, which occurred

at

Athens last

were

Ilathorn's
wo

k.

School in distrirt No.

s is having a vacation on aof the illness of the teacher. Miss Bertha
Hillman, of Troy.

count

Tiioi:ni*iki:.
decided

The Maine Central IF P.Co. have

make

to

quite

a

change

at

llii

station.

A

freight house .ux.'.o feet will be built at cine on the
site of the old wood shed, which with A
II.
< lark’s hay barn will be moved to a new location.
Work has already begun on tin* embankment on
the east side of the road. The earth is tnk« n from

ledge,

and the

blasting will be done this win-

Edward A. Cross has rented W. II. Mathew-*
house for the winter.
Ldward S. Park left

Friday

the celler of 1>. O. Bowen’s house.
house in town to he warmed
by
Thomas Connell tinds constant

M

Mrs.

Nielsd

Maine Ceneral Ii

L.

i-

W.

\\

Kieh and

I

swam

Found

lu.i:.

liitney.

wile, of Maynard, Mass., are
We understand that the
alifornia

ru

Swanville Miii.-

near

sin-

gle Manilla shawl. The owner can have the same
by calling at .John Koval'-and producing -atislaetory evidence of ownership. The shawl was picked up about the time <•!'the
-Miss Mary F. Kobcrts,

Maple

Drove

Meeting.

P.eltast, Head of the

Tide, is hoarding at John Koyal's_Mrs. IF F M.
Phillips arrived home last week from Poston and
Salem, where she has been visiting friends.
hugcnc and Frank K. Nickerson arrived home
from

ing,

Kent's Hill last week...

.Wednesday

even-

•'{Oth, there will be a dramatic entertainGrange Ilall, conslstiiigof deelama
tions, readings and the popular drama entitled
‘•The Little Proven Jug.” The members of the
Grange have been to quite an expense in repairing
and refraining their hull and building horse sheds,
etc., which has somewhat depleted their treasury,
Nov.

tnp'.uy

charge the

furnished

be

purpose of paying their bills will
of 10 cents admission. Music will

sum

by

the Swanville cornet band_I’.

employment in

da.,

nina

e,.

Leu i-

1

v\

l»ri>; I Iris

with

W
In

ship stores and chandlery besides doing

>ii

.->111 ill

a

(

the

to the

monument

It

of tlmir father a.ml

memorv

supervision

M. II.
cd into town the mlu

\\

the train

on

Wednesday

lircKsroKT.

to visit friends in

Mr. James

I’nity.

Emery, who has been
a part of the time for
place of business but

confined to his house and bed
several weeks, is again at his
is

looking thin.

early
new

We shall look for his full and

Will Smith is again sick ...The
recovery
New York iron steamer Caroline Miller came
—

up the river last Saturday evening aaid laid at Central wharf over night. After discharging a large
amount of

corn

for Ed. Hall she

proceeded

on

her

way to Bangor—The M. & M. t ailed at flic same
wharf en route for Bangor with Curtis & Wilcox
Theatre
for

a

Company from Camden going to Ellsworth
Rockland they probably took more

week. At

money than any company that ever played a week
there. The receipts were $81H)—Mr. Samuel liar
vcy„ who has been out of health for some time, is
slowJy improving—l>r. Ware and party arrived
In Tacoma Thursday, the 8th inst. They were only
a

few hours

over seven

improved
as

days

—

B. W.

Arcy

has

the appearance of the exterior, as well
the-convenience of the interior of his house, by
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place utitil liis return .Mi.SS I.. V s!;i j.|,
arrived home from West boro, Mas-., a1
has been visiting her sister, Mr-. P. s. «, r;(;, i.

*»

-•*

<

The

<

Hie scholars

I.

absent one-half day are t- ;.»;i•
s
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-ton.

('apt. Henry O. Appleby a: •! wife arrive.! 1 i,.;
remove it-The Normal School
closed on Thursday last for a vacation of three weeks. Miss F. A. j fi'oi:; New York last week.
Comstock, who has tilled so important a place in
j Samuel Curtis left by train -at a r. in; -.niig
the school, and who is beloved
by everybody, has for southern Caiih.o nia.
resigned her position, having been elected to teach I Capt. Chari- A. Whitii
i
in Bridgewater Academy, Massachusetts. Evcr\ >
week i- apidiy
a e-eing.
body is sorry to have her leave, and especially tin*
Dark Ldward Kidd.r now la.
j
teachers and pupils of the school
instead of i; •-t..n a I. nun i

been too
Sorm Mi

last,

< hi

time ago, has been sold to W. II.

sT.hU, ami there by the lire we n.a
purchases, atid feel well plea-«d with Pie

since the

d«w*tor is about to leave 111r south'
where he has invested in real c-tatc.

Saturday, and the Silver
place on the route between

bay coasters

the river.

ing employment.

Some time

asked for contributions of

Dr. F.

season on

.A

the

at the store

visiting relatives here.

trip of the

Our

dramatic club from Camden is to present
drama “Down by the Sea” here this Thursday
evening.Miss Sadie A. Farrar, who has been
In Belfast for several weeks, returned home -Saturday— Kben Cobb Is teaching school in W. Apple-

Lottie Carver is visiting friends in p,«

Aiiss

Services to-day will lie held at the Cong, ehtirrh.

week. :

a

picture is called
a pretty Brittainy
peasant girl reclining carelessly ia t he foreground
while two oh!
peasant women in the hackground are evidently discussing the girl.

to many of our readers. The
The “Gossips” and represents

eared for.

Bangor and Bar Harbor until the river freezes
over....The steamer Lewiston has done excellent

A. .1. Uar-

&

accom-

Tin* cabin is

star has taken her

Hopkins and the seamen,
Company,
to the amount in all of $3,000. The claims of W.
\Y. lingers and Thomas Lennan, of Hampden,
were

she has

for

Srarspert Locals.
M. Park lias arrived home.

Almon

...

gentleman and bis passengers

A. L.

Machine

of iron,

are

Seminary at Bucksport

ISs.V The engraving was done by Mr. W. s.
| ed Saturday night. We wish tiivii: mi 1.
Lowell, of Portland, and the workmanship and i
Knox. Our correspomient in lidare
alike
vv
creditable
to
him_Mr.
F.
K.
design
his letter with the query, “Does {,•
M right, the Bo-ton artist, well known here from
pa; to d
li-e:
his fretpicnt \i-its to Belfast, recently returned
and then goes on to say
:i v ii
to buy some
home from two years’ study in Kurope. While
clothing. J picked no the donrnal t••
look at some of the advertisement.-.The iir-i hat me*
abroad he won the distinction of having a large
oil painting accepted by the Paris saloon. The
my eye wa- that of the Waldo t i«.tiling ! ,ei-e.

deck and bulkheads

ranofl', K. & 1. K. Stetson, the Bangor Foundry and

put

..

ter. In the spring the -ide tra< k i- to be set over
to the east and make- room between the tracks for
the freight bouse and the depot to he built in the

are sure to be well
Mr. il. C. Pitcher is the Belfast agent
for this line-Tlie steamer Cimbria made her

at

of

&

The Caroline Miller has double

minimum of motion,

Portland, in regard to the cases
against the owners of the steamer Mary Morgan,
has been rendered and is in favor of the libellants,

Judge Webb,

the

Wells, P.eifasl, is the lir-t to advertise
< hristmas goods.
Wells doesn't get left on any
tiling, and those in want of fancy good- for the
holidays should give him a call. Lead what he
When in w ant ot boots,
says in another column
shoes, or rubbers it \< well to remember the. old

the

ed

by advertisement the Ladies of

society w

for up river.

modations for Jl passengers, lia* staterooms are
large and contain every convenience and arc In at

his adver-

the

the

derived

tlie

freight (rapacity of tlie Lucy 1*., and is built
of steei ami iron. Only the covering of the house
on deck and the inside fittings are of wood.
Her

business, and by December 1-t will have

assortment, which will I

Miller,

rigged as a brig, She has done good service dur- land, for the owners of the steamer. The steamer he is thrown out of
employment at a very unfavoringthe past 42 years and isevidently good for many was taken to Bucksport Saturday morning. The able time. The schooner’s
cargo of lumber has
years more....Schr. Charley Bucki was launched claims will probably be settled by the owners, been landed on
Monomoy, but the cost of getting
from the marine railway Friday. She has been but if not within eighteen days from last Saturday
it off will be so great that it is thought the insurthoroughly repaired and rcmctaled and is now in the steamer w ill be sold.
ance
will abandon it. It would have to

first-class condition....Schr. Palatka

was

IS. I

route in

of the

and be finished ami

a

The steamer Caroline

s.

the New York and

now mi

ed to remain in lleifast and next season will he
found at the old stand. He has ordered !».>,0o0

the

counsel and assistance.
His title
from service in the old state militia.'

Alonzo McAlister has

but

was

:

Li no possible way can every individual apple
be so eH'eetiinliy bruised and rendered unlit for
-ale i- by putting them in a bag and jolting them
over the road fora lew miles. Loose in the wagon
bed they will not bruise one-tenth so badh.
We heard an experienced handler of fruit
few days since that half the choice winter tipples
in the
country were almost ruined for market
every year by farmers bagging them to carry from
the orchard to the house, lie* made the assertion
that tipples turned into a bag, carried on the
shoulder live rods and emptied would he found t o
be fully one-third bruised, basket- and barrels
are the only proper vessels in which to
carry fruit.

ers

“( olonel

-nv

of this fruit

in the ..Is with liftecu hounds.

now

the careless

and

au-

of the warden last year, it is somew hat diffollowing from the Farmer*'Club .Journal killing
ficult to get a w arden to hold olliee in Washington
handling of tipples should be read
remembered by every one who has the hand- county. The camping ground of the Belfast party

to be made.

are

The
a

the

to

place Sunday, Nov. bah, alter a
brief illness....Mrs. Keziah Shaw died very suddenly Friday, Nov. 11th, at the residence of her
son, W. L. shaw-The part\ of hunters who left
tliis place week before last for the wilds of Northern Maine returned last Saturday,
having shot live
deer, three caribou, one moose and a bear.

of the works

■

referred

Nathaniel Alford died at his 1, •me in south Hop.
yesterday, aged eighty-three years. < ol. All..id
was one of the prominent men in this section.
lie
was a leading figure in Waldo
count} politics be
fore Knox county w as set oil-, has represented his
town in the State Legislature and tilled m arly all
tin* leading town and county offices, lie was high
ly respected as a man and looked up to b\ ail for

L.

IlKM-AST WATliJt r.oMhs. t»ue of the largest
i'g.il instruments e\er recorded at the Waldo
Count;, Register of Deeds was put on record last

Tin; Mai;v

Schooner Penobscot sailed
from Bangor Thursday for Jacksonville, Fla., with
a cargo of shocks and hay, loaded
by II. C. Quimby
Snn»i*lN<i

The

•'

opera House !)> •. |>t und-2d. Thursday afterweek....Mr. J. W. Knowlton began work in tin* noon and evening there will be a sale of useful
shoe factory Monday.
lie is a valuable, man in ami fancy articles, bags, aprons, Ac., many of
them suitable for Christmas presents. Refreshany position.Mr. W. A. Faiince, of New \ ork,
and Mr. W. J. Coburn and wife, of Toledo, have
ments w ill also be sen ed, and in the evening the
arrived home for Tlianksgiving.Pendleton will [ young ladies will present two amusing farces.
probably be shortstop and Williamson right lield Friday evening there w ill be a miscellaneous enof the next season’s Bowdoin College nine_Mrs.
tertainment, musical and dramatic, and Howell’s
Couillard and Miss Mary .Johnson have lioen heard amusing farce of “The Mouse Trap w i 1 i be prefrom since they reached their destination in Calisented, Miss Kitty < onant and Mr. IV. H. Quimhy,
fornia and both made the journey comfortably.
appearing in the prominent parts. After tin* entertainment a social dance will be given with
Mr. Frank W.Colcord, of Sear.-port, is now settled
in Weymouth, Mass, where he is doing a good music by Sanborn’s full orchestra.
business

would not consent.

interruption
ought
placed in the shortest possible time.

serious

the Librarx lot were taken doxvn. Txvo
i'ront
I Mrs. Hanks house will he set farther
“U laa-lot.
The walk goes through the hank
ir.-nt ot ttie x\ hit more and Hanks houses hut

111

Northport

Water company is un lerstood to have let the work
to Mr. Hawkins who
began operations Monday
wilb a small crew. The loss of this bridge is a

street from

High

on

tml trees.

-ex

town of

toe
new

similar to the obi onoand it was proposed to
tin
grade about eighteen inches, but

»

rti-c

ears.

the

A-

stated last week the water company,
under their contract are responsible for tin* loss of
the bridge and will rebuilt! it. The new bridge is

Capt. .James Cilinoiv, of lifts city, recently lost a
watch overboard that he had curried in his pocket
for

clerk of the Hotel

bridge committee met Mr. C. F. Parks of the water
company at City Solicitor Williamson's olliee last
Friday evening and after a short discussion made
arrangements for replacing the bridge at Little

11.

ccss

as

I.ittlm 111vKit Hkiihjk. Alderman Carter and
(.'ouneilmen lloulter and Hanson, constituting the

interest.”

•lam

a

said

Crusades”

of the

-uict

Mrs. .Martha .'.I. shuman die ! in Waldoboro \ >v.
11th, aged f'.^ year- and > months. Tin* deceased
w as born in Searsnioni, pas-ed Su r youth with her
parents at North Cnion, and w as united in marriage to Mr. Wm. (Gardner Shuman, a former wellknown citizen of this town, .Jum? 4, l>.'d. Her subsequent years were spent in Waldoboro and in the
same home where with her dear departed husband,
she eommenced life thirty .~i\ yr:u ago. >he walla* mother of -even children, six .f whom are now
living and mourn their loss. since her companion's
death. I*' months ago. she iia been lonely, but every
attention was gladly given her by her son- amt
daughters, with whom we fully sympathize in
their great sorrow.
Waldoboro News.

bought six

‘’The

‘■Throughout

Upper -ays

Prof. L. C. Bateman has

'i-ristmas bird.

; was

leaving

( apt. .Job Phiilmo a was born in. 1 h sboro, sept.
!><>:;. lie <jtiit going to sea about lt> years ago.
after following the hm-i:u>s for hi years, and has
resided in Winkrp*i>L for the pa-t 11 vear-. lie
has nx children living and three grand-children.
Mr. 1'hilbrook is smart and -lin ing and bid- lair
to live as long as hi- grandfather, for whom he is
named, Mr. .b*b Philbrook, who tame from Kngland and -elllediu \ Inal 1 iavi :i, ami was ltd years
• •Id ulmi lie died.
Mr. Philhrook's grandfather on
hi- mother'.'-ide, Mr. (.1 ieon Pendicion. of 1 »eer
I land. New Brunswick, was JM) w hen be died.

compensating

understood that the owners are not
i?o0 per acre awarded and the
County Commissioners will lie called upon to value
tin* land. If their valuation is
unsatisfactory an
appeal may he made to the court. There was another error recently in reporting a real estate transier iroiu the Uelfast Hotel Company to Alden 1).
Chase, it was merely the iilingof a certificate of
satisfied with the

en

Kockland despatch of the J_’d

A

The Water Com-

!t is

owners.

from fifteen PC-dxtecn rents per
No geese were seen, this fowl being a
wen*

publislies extracts from
L. Millikans recent lecture in that
city,
and commends it in the highest terms, liis subject

nv-pondent of

t

a

unde

were errors.

pany
tiled certificates that they bad
Liken the land in question, which
they are authorized to do, with provision as to
the

and of

Th«- Kennebec .Journal

we. tons.
are

reports of real estate transfers from tieorge
als., and Matilda Llwoll, both to Heifast

Company,
had simply

Thanksgiv-

plentiful

buth

tnar-

lb>n.

as

>\v:i

client

some cm
were

The

'luality. Tlte retail prieo for the best
from eighteen to twenty < cuts per pound.

found.
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up in the Belfast aline facton
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A tour ot the
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piired ami the matter lias in
thorities at Washington.
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ihrd et
W ater

excellent

propose to have a jolly time at their
dances this winter.
At hist accounts fifty nine
Fellows

<.|

fact that tlie New.' b» cou
.and addevery day in the ve;

journal only,
-^‘niday'K’d
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very much from the giving way of the piles.
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Liberty Bu:im, Note:..
for -onicthin.y unusually
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tt run it
:i -rod
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i j in I
road
from
hi.'lot
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Anarehi-t- (an-e one to wonder that they
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boots
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variety.
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•aere v. iiiin. to live
lone.
l iit -ristmill. A. !>. Mathew-p.
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Jcr-ey 1».

the Socialist}.' id: as which would undermin.
all rights and ldight like a frost our great
Wo wonder ilia:
1 rosperity and happiness.
persons and papers will take -idc- with
Who lias contempdat. I i' -r
..i
-courgts.
•
ment any sympathy for th*
t trump."
wiiose avowed purpose i- to taiv hi*
i—
te:ice from your hard earning- bc-l im angering life ami pro} rty. 'idle kite v u !a
of the law on tile Anarehi-tsof < 'in. ag \.
we sco now and thou calls for a *yuo.a,ia tv
:;»
word. w;i- mmo
-o’,
i ; iiir
re, and
that thi* country will soon in*
Vi
i
,;;r,
aws not only to protect u
in our indu-: a •.
liicii might i » be apj.ro-dated by ■, v. r> <• i 1 i..on
o
tie t’nited .'•'a!*.-, bn: to shut in .1 -ii> i
pauper Kurope, whose prison*, poor iicm;-•
and brotbols ar
»m;ir\ to
snpiic;! ini
tie- grea: detriment of **ur Inmost working
eiassos. These subj. •! shouhi be matters of
thought. u:eh r the light of r< i'u:; event-.
i. <
lovers of our liberty.
Liuoy.

The outer end bus settled i

home from the

Castjnk. A masquerade bail was
given in i
being recorded this fall at the Register of Deeds. town
hall on Friday night. Music
by William's orMany of them are new mortgages which arc to
chestra—The old house on Main street owned !
take the place of old ones that have been cancellby Moore, of Belfast, nearly ruined by tire a short !
ed.

■

.«w'.|>ie* with his faint! v ;r
0.
-1
.|,.|
.. 1 111" it..Hi i»»o'
I.!, inring
ll
l!ii„ia,
farin',' iin
"!l:
'.l>: 1 < •!•< •- "n .-attmlar, wl.il,. rnj..vin
.■ v•.11.-11. antui :nal
.lay, I nn (hr iiulitiriaii, .
‘rain- ain't a half U.a'l of oali
(hr
a -1 turn
nut-, ,lnviuK Inn
*1
>• 1
..«tu>tne to the a venue de
Villier
-'Ir. >o:Lin;:n. As tin*
gentlema:
,K'
‘•b-' -y followed 1.
: j'*''
atIVels the vulga
.l.»lie I elite \ "'li.iliy
"iiare ( ompanv, he wji
4
and ehangid h.s \\.J h->c iHi

Skaksmont. Mr. L. II. Emmons lias moved to
j
Belfast.Mr. A. T. Waltz lias moved on the ;
l>laee he bought recently of Mrs. Annie O. Haskell.
....Prof. II. E. Cobb of Kent’s Hill is at his home !
for a short vacation....Miss Maud Mussv Is at i

are

city, where he resided before going to the Soldiers
Home. He was a veteran of the Mexican war and

in Belfast in December.

-.

supplement for News of the Granges.

See
A

are

month

auction the

sold at

recently injured by

Day.

North port. The property was knocked off to Mr.
James Fuller, of Scarsinout, for $2,000.

week.

sloop Jeannette and eatrig Eva have joined
yachts in w inter quarters on the shore in Dyer’s
a:s.,a two column article
captioned “The Man
yard.
ii -m Maine.
1 !<>\v tlic- Plumed
Knight came from
Mr. U. II. Moody has moved from the homestead
icj.i.i t,, Pari.',” illy enough to have been written
on Court street into tlie Locke house on Spring
*“1 l,“
J’" '! n Globe. Next in
order, also four

a

Monday

on

was

the streets.

indebted to Col. P. A. Ellers for copies of
the Jersey t'itj', X. J., Evening Journal.
We

Pensions have been granted to Annie M., widow
of Edgar Paul, Belfast; C. L.
Austin, increase,
Brooks; C. J. Hatch, increase, Belfast; laviniaK.,
mother of Edward Bates, Belfast.

shop windows.

again upon

fall is

There will be a
shooting match at the
Bros, hennery Thanksgiving

orchestra.

Ah! that’s the kind for 111c, if not
For any other fellow!

To-day is Thanksgiving.
Holiday goods now set forth

Mr. Alvin Blodgett who
n

There is to be a Thanksgiving ball this
evening
i at the Belfast Opera House. Music by Sanborn’s

’Tis

in

set

| The stand pipe is one of the most conspicuous
| objects as you approach the city by water.

Vicinity.

R'Ml'KIN i’lE.

THE

It is a four page paper, with one
page
devoted to advertisements, and is little more than
half the size of the
Ucpubliean Journal. The

stroll down to Castle Carden, New
York, and note the outcome of some emigrant
>liip and one can hut < xehtim that the -cum
and oltseouring of pauper Kurope ha* arrived.
Talk with them and note their ignorance. Take

Another stock-swindling fraud has been exposed by the New York Jlerald. This time it
i- the Arrow Steamship Company.

News of Belfast and

bem noted.

bring with them un-American ideas and have
been east oil' perhaps from their l.mtlu r <• urntry for treasonable acts, or perhaps sent In re
because they are felon- or pauper-1*

The coincidence of live hunters bringing
home five deer is considered remarkable.

American .Newspapers of Paris.

Messenger, long the organ of the English speaking
people at the French capital. Its recent transfer,
by purchase, to Janies Gordon Hennett, has before

thoughts suggest

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
Charles a.

The

TJelfast lady now sojourning in Paris has sent
u- specimens of
newspapers published in that City.
First in order, and in
seniority, is Galiguani’s
A

ii.uillhu: I‘finor ratio ('oiU otor.
liki ly to boast a bettor ieeor*i.

am>i p.

I»**-!•

SHIR NEWS
forroK bfi.f \s;\
vmtivr.ii.
is, selts. A. s. Snati'. A. .1. Bendy ami
harbor.
P.». soh. Moses Ivbly. Mart. Boston.
ol-on, Uo-p
22, sells. I!. I.. Warren,
Ila/eltine, kneelaml, Batliiv ! !‘a\i-, Hm
Nov.
for
No\.
Nov.

•:

ers

Bangor.
Nov.

sell. .las.

Holmes, Ryan, B

>-ton.

Nov. 22. sells. ( bailie Bueki, French, UanA. S. Snare ami others that put in for harbor;
Frances, Homier. Bangor; sell. 1 I’omler. •'
Bullock, Boston.
Nov. 2.», sell. I*. Ila/eltine. Kneelaml. Bangui’
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Catarrh Cured
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'a. Mattie 1*.

...
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I suffered with catarrh fifteen years. Took
Hood's Sarsaparilla and I am not troubled any
with catarrh, and my general health is muc h
better.” I. W. Lillis, Postal Clerk Chicago
& St. Louis Railroad.

George Treat,

N'-t. 7. In port, Miip Nancy Pen!'•
a-tuii. from New York,
v
i
*v. -.
Arrived ship Klizaheth,
'. I.v«• i'|.i i.i; lo'!i -ailed hark (
1>. liryant,
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!
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NOT KING’S EVIL.
iln* Kin# Hi Evils. You suffer so. Von are
not hi vv aright .-irk, Inn you vvi.-li you writ *l«*u«!.
^ t*ur sloiiuK-h is out of onler. V-mr brain reels
Ymii ryt s grow • iim uml h;t/.y,,'iml you arc ii: -urh
l. iiii. < »h : torment! ^ oil r;m’t usr a kuiir to ml
it i.iiii, 1 i.i
ou ran rmiliratr the pain, renovate tlit
stoniarh. anti relieve the pressure on the brain.
< let a 1m»\ of I i. K.’.s, w hieh mean
llovv
lit]t

i Dr. Mark R.

Woixlljury's Dyspepsia Killers.

two or lime n* those little lo/.emres ami you
!
'•.ill be better at onre. i se them as a prevent!ve
ami you uee<l suffer no more.

REMEMBER D. K.’S
Tin*'.

<

ost onlv an rents a
-rut to any part

ran

1 >4■

trill

ru /■(-

bo\ (trial bo\es2.‘ieents
of thr
S. by mail, ami

I*jvpepsla. Indlgtsflon, Heartburn, ami all
Momaeh Troubles.

|

Absolutely Pare.
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A marvel of |iurlty,
More economiesi 1
:iiinot !>e Soli) ill r,oin»
t; .<■ low test, short
^
Sold only in
i'n: ( «>., |(Mi Wall St.,

lyi.VJ

!
j

In.olittle A Smith, 24 ami 2«l Trenumt
am! selling agents.
Iir. Mark R.
Hr. Murk R.

st

Itoston,

Woodbury'* llysprpslu killers,
Woodbury’s Dyspepsia killers.

w

atclics!

It

II '(fll/ifoa.
D> nlr

r

Dust

Fi'oof

REDUCED

GREATLY
-MAN

//

ndiniitcd

in

tin

by every

one

best Corn remedy ever

to the

/iith!ie.

mill less

on

offered

by moil
receipt of price,

To be

Sent

found only

to be

to duty
‘-iti ets.

11: u eer r a

si lieu

r/oi./y iioirs
..f

cry

PRICES.-

txn

ware,

strixos.

superior i|Uiility at

IhriHj/'n Jewelry Store, Relfant.

—V/e Have the Best—

$5.00 Flour
that standi in bedfast.
A. A. IIOWES & CO.

case.

BOOT & SHOE STORE,
M iiii !SI.. Iti'lfiiMt.
Nm

:!

i.-v;.

i>

n.

ISH7.

Horse
IHsftinpcr.

Powders
Epizootic,

Couyhs,

Horse Ail; and arc. an Infallible
Cure far fl orins in Horses.
TWO

POUNDS IN

EACH PACKAGE.

-SOU! BYL. II. MOSHER. I nll): J. F. VEAL. Llnrolnvllle
nr.; .1. F. LIKKV, Pru*pi>i I; .1.
LAMB, W. Troy;
W. WIIIITIIIMi, Palrrinn; MT. WALDO URAMIECO.,
i-Tahkfi>rl; K. A. TIKNEI1. E. Piil,-fm»; V. H. PLUMMER. Montvlllr; E. R. WIIITEHOLSE, So. Liberty;
LEVI II. ROOERR, Sea report: E. L. BEAN. Rearsmuni; A. E. < HAVE, Brook*: L. L. PRESCOTT. Libt-rly: E. A. EI LLEIt. Freedom; STOKER A HATCH,
Morrill: I. II. KKYMILRK, So. Brooks T. H. PARKER, Islesboro; .1. II. POSTER, Knox; H. E. HALEY,
Monroe.
-lli,. only k 1 ii-1 of Horse anil Cattle Powders extensively "u .o.| in Maine that is manufactured In
the State.
I'sed and indorsed !,v lending horsemen in every
section of Maine. Try them!
ini4ti*

SPECIAL NOTICEI

are

a

Call and

Under the (inspires of the Ladies <>f the
-Unitarian Society.-

Opera House,

H.
BROOKS.
Kerrrsharnls ul Fairy Articles for sale Thursday anrraooa aid eve Blag.
Darina the rvealag two Farces will be presented.
Friday CTCali*. Miscellaneous Kntrrtalnment,
constellate of Kinder Rympbony, Maple Mirror,
Bowells’ Moose Trap, and Harlequin Danres.
Danelaw at 10 o'rleelt—Mle. extra.
Sanborn's
Full Orchestra.

STAi’MOS,

10.

...

MAINE.

Committees’ Notice.
undersigned having been appointed by the
Till-;
Supreme Judicial Court, within and for the
committee upon
County of Waldo,
appeal by
a

an

MARTIN C- DWELLEY and others from the decision of the Countv Commissioners of the County
of Waldo on the discontinuance of a highway in
the (own of Frankfort, in said County, upon the
petition of D. K. DRAKE and eighteen others,
hereby give notice that we have appointed Wednesday, the twenty-eighth day of December next, at
Admis- 10 o’clock in the forenoon, and the dwelling house
Thursday afternoon and
sion 15c. Doors open at it I'. M.
of Martin L. Dwelley, in Frankfort, ns the time
and place of hearing upon said appeal.
Friday evening. Admission ‘Joe. Ueverred
Dated this twenty second day of November, A.
Neats H5e.
D. 1SH7.
3w47
CROSBY FOWLER,
For sale at Woodcock's Tuesday, Nov. 89th.
)
A. K. NICKERSON,
| Committee.
Doors open at 7.30 o’clock.
Curtain rises at s. I
|
SAMUEL KINGSBURY, )

Evening,

the immense stock we have on exhibition
2d floor of our store. Prices very low.

see

occupation requires a watch
which is proof against dust

are now

in actual

S T A BRETT,

A.

Carpetings,

BUY

CEO.

YOUR

Oil Cloths, &c.

At no time have Carpets been so cheap as at present, and the
magnificent stock we show the trade, and prices so yery low,
should prompt the trade to buy iiveiy arid liberal.

-GIVE

Men's Chinchilla and Fur Heaver Overcoats. 5.00
Men’s Full Indigo Hluc Overcoats, fast colors. 7.50
Men's Heavy Cnssimere, All Wool Overcoats. 7.75

are

the BUST and NLATLST Boot
money in the state. And our

1-t

the

XTS3

W.

ones which
com
dust
exclude
and
pletely
moisture from themovement.
1'hey are far superior to
all others claiming equal

are

surely

wo

$1.50, $5.00

I to II Tears.

a tut

MEN’S

0VERG0ATST)>
Figures

DURABLE

OVERCOATS,

Well made a/iil lined, at $5.00, $5.50 anil up,

-s-Mexi’s All Wool

aPJ

$0.00, $0.50, $7.00 and

^Church

equal

To (lie Honorable the Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court next to be holden at Belfast, within
and for the County of Waldo, on the first Tuesday of January, A. D.t

CROCKETT, of Belfast, In said Conn
Waldo, respect fully libels and Informs
the Court that she was lawfully married to her
husband, IA M ES \V. CROCKETT, formerly of
said Reliant, now of parts unknown, at said'Belfast on the
rood day of December, A. l>., 1>74,
F.

IjiLIZAof

Of
H

1887-8. k

just returned from Boston with

/mi

a

LARGE & VARIED STOCK

WALDO SS.—November

We buy the BEST quality that cun
be found in the market, and do not
intend to keep any other kind.
Please remember that it is poor

Choice
that

ire

Millinery!

intend to sell YE It)

Call and. he convinced that

CHEAP.

cheap

Yours

yarn.

Belfast, Aug. 18, lss7.-:tt

NOTICE !
)
)
Is hereby given that on the 27th day of
October, A. lb, 1887, a Warrant In Insolvency

J

NOTICK
issued

by t»eo. K. Johnson, Judge of the Court
of Insolvency for said County of Waldo, against
the estate of said DANIKL I1ARADKN, adjudged
to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of said
Debtor, which petition was llled on the 27th day of
October, A. D., 1887, to which date interest on
claims is to be computed; that the payment of any
debt to or by said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him arc forbidden bylaw’; that a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtwas

hy

Quality

or

to prove their debts ami (‘house

one or more as-

! signees of his estate will be held at a Court of In
to be holden at the Probate Office in said
j solvencyon
the 14th day of December, A I).. JLfcs"
J Belfast,
2 o’clock in the afternoon.
at
j < liven tinder mv hand the date ilrst

{

I

Hats,-

M

s.

B. F. Wells.

Belfast, Oct. 13, 1887.—tf41

Office of tiir Siihriff of Waldo C'oi ntv,
State of M aine, Waldo Cointv ss.
November 21st, A. I>., 18K7.

above wrltt •».
ANSKL WADSWORTH,
sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency
for said County of Waldo.
2w4t»

STATE OF MAINE.
ss.

Supreme Judicial

TRIMMED OK ! VTKIMMKR, SKILINU ('HEAP.

B. F. WELLS,

that said Horace M.
ii Thtirlow, Insolvent Debtor as aforesaid, lias
tiled in said Court for said County of Waldo, n petition for a discharge from all his debts provable
under Chapter 70 of the Revised Statutes of said
State of Maine, entitled “the insolvent law” and
all acts amendatory thereto and for a certilicate
thereof; and that a hearing upon the same is ordered to lie had at Probate Office in Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, on Wednesday, the 14th day of
Decemlicr, A. D. 18H7, at two o’clock in the afternoon, when and where you may attend and show
the prayer of said pecause, if any you have, w
tition should not be granted.
2w47
Attest:—B. P. FIELD,
Register of said Court for said County of Waldo.

Personally appeared the above named ELIZA
F. CROCKETT and made oath that she does not
know the present residence of said libellec and
cannot ascertain the same by reasonable diligence
W. II. FOOLER,
Before me,
Justice of the Peace.

aire you a
LARGER ASSORTMENT at LEES price
than you can find elsewhere.
Wali»o

■■Sailor

Respectfully,

22,1887.

we can

economy and a waste of time in
a

one ehild named CHARLES \V.
now nine years old; that her said
husband on the tenth day of March, 1884, utterly
deserted her at said Belfast ami has continued
such desertion ever since; that she does not know
the present residence of her said husband and cannot ascertain the same by reasonable diligence.
Wherefore, she prays that site may he divorced
from the. bonds of matrimony existing between her
and her said husband, and that the custody of her
said child may he given to in r.
Dated Oils twentv second dav of November, 1887.
ELIZA ¥. CUUCKKTT.

For

Sale.

Being about to move away 1 o£fer my house ami household goods
for sale at low prices. House Is a
story and a half cottage 24x33 with
ell 1(1x20 and has stable 24x30 attached. Situated in Searsport village, close to
stores, post-oflice, churches and schools. Eight
good rooms in house, front and hack stairs, furnace, and brick cistern. House and stable well
painted and in good repair. Furniture consists of
three hard wood, and one pine, chamber sets,
black walnut parlor sets, dining room furniture,
crockery ware, stoves, carpets, &c., kc.
HENRY II. GRANT.
Searsport, Nov. 17, 1887.—3 w46*

A. A.

1IOWES &

that lie may then appear before said Court at said
Belfast within and for the County of Waldo and
show cause, if any he has, why the prayer of the
libellant should not be granted.
J. A. PETERS, Chief Justice, S. J. C.
A true copv of the libel and the order thereon.
Attest -TILESTON WA DL1N, Clerk.
3w46

State or Maine*
WALDO SS.
hi

COURT OF

INSOLVENCY.

cose of Alvin II. Nickerson, of Winterport,
Insolvent Debtor.
VTOTICE is hereby given that said Nickerson, lull solvent Debtor as aforesaid, has filed in said
Court for said County of Waldo a petition for a discharge from all his debts provable under Chap. 70 of
the Revised Statutes of said State of Maine, entitled “The Insolvent Law” and all acts amendatory
thereto and for a certificate thereof; and that "a
hearing upon the same is ordered to be had at
Probate Cilice In Belfast in said Countv of Waldo
on Wednesday the 14th day of December, A. D.,
1887, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, when and where
you may attend and show cause, If any you have,
why the prayer of said petition should be granted.
Attest:—B. P. FIELD,
CO.’S. Register of said Court for said County of W aldo.

Is PlacsTolylwyli
-IS AT-

Court, In Vacation, j
November, 23d, A. D., 1887. i
rpon the foregoing libel, ordered that the libel
lant give notice to the libellec of the pendency
thereof by causing an attested copy of said libel
and of this order thereon to he published three
weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper printed at Belfast in said County, the
last publication thereof to he nt least thirty days
before the seventh day of
January, A. I)"., 1888,

special attention.

CHILDRENS & BOYS' SUITS & OVERCOATS
AT Tin: LOWEST

11

T1KEXIX

RAYMOND’S
VACATION

BELFAST,

SO

EXCURSIONS.;
All

TRICES.

ROW,

Travelling Expenses Included.

St.

MA1XE.

Tons

Louis

Shorts!

THE BEST IN THE MARKET.

Howes

-OF-

Andalusia,

knitting

to the heal custom made, to which l incite

t v

Spanish,

or

ALT, TIIK LATEST XOTELTIES IX

CROCKETT,

and Ball Yam.

up.

Fine Overcoats in Ctnncla anti Kersey's Bearer,

Street, Belfast, Maine.

and has |,v him

Germantown,

Overcoats,-:-

i carry mi: in:st1 Lixi:

fSon,

COATS,

$5.5 <>.

12 to IS Tears, $2.50, $1.75. $5.00. $5.50 nn,I $4.00.

invito special attention.-

Article Marked in Plain

Scotch,

hereby given

Co.

Every

Knitting Yarn

Maine.

tfc

the best Custom-Made, to which

Belfast, Nov. 10, 1SS7.—2m4J

WALDO SS.
COURT OF INSOLVENCY.
In the cane of Horace M. Thurlou\ of Hetfast, Insolvent Debtor.

Howes

tu

f CHILDREN'S & BOYS’ SUiTS OR

again.

3in45

JUST RECEIVED BY

$1.00(171)1 $1.50.

Boys’ Serviceable Overcoats in Fancy Cassimeres,

-ALL THE NOVELTIES IN-

Saxony,

CANNED CORN!

-Fi|ua!

71 Main Slrcol.

tho rough and work-

100 Dozen Best

come

B. CJ. Binsmore &

50 BOXES TEA!

oi

at $ /.75.

fio When you mrd anything in the Boot and
shoe line and would > A V 1'. a penni, call "ii

Clocks, Jewelry, «l'-c,
a

Boys’ Neat Patterns Gape Overcoats,

OF

Or Chinchillas,

(Iron’s wear, and the above will >tand the tost
If you buy one pair you will
every time.

MAINE.

manlike manner.

LINE

i

••

full lino of-

Wati U repairing done in

"VTOTICE is

the KAS1KST and BIST WI'.ABIM. shoe*
made. Look, at our

just the thing for winter. Nothing gcis t!
hard knoeks and depletes the purse like ('hi1-

E. E. McDonald's, Masonic Temple,
Watches,

BEST

fctt—=Lsowest ^Prices 2

-AM)-

Tin* above named waleh can la* found at

ii

BURKETT,

BOYS’ GOOD CHINCHILLA

SUTTON BOOTS

case
is
with
marked
the
plainly
name and trade mark of the
American Waltham Watch
Company.

-Also

FIIE

tlie

Children’s Solid Leather

advantages.
Each genuine

BELFAST,

A.

NEW GOODS ! LATEST STYLES !

Fi^E S^SSflflTS IN KERSEYS, BEAVERS,

are

only

MAVK

WK

use.

manufactured, and

the

SPECIAL. BABCAIN.

*0.1X1
1
Hoys’ Pretty Capo Overcoats in Plaids or Mixture,
v
Hoys' (<cod Chinchilla Cape Overcoats,
Ages I to 1:2, .‘{.00
:{.50
Hoys' Fancy Cassimero Cape Overcoats, Ast-racati Trimmed,
S
Hots’ Serviceable Overcoats in Fancy Plaids or Mixtures, l... '■1.7 ii
s Ages 1:2 to is._
1.00
Hoys’ Chinchilla or Fur Heaver Overcoats,
S. 5.75
Hoys' Fine and Strictly All Wool Overcoats,
Men's Durable Overcoats, well lined.
:{.:>()

Our Ladies’ $3 Boots

The Waltiiam were the
first Patent Dust Proof
Cases

on

d

1 raveiers and others whose

Stute
IITJILKEAS it has been reported that Brook*
Tf
.sleighs ami Jumpers are for sale in other localities than Brooks, this is to certify that uoneare
sent from my shop except with a plate upon which
is inscribed my name and residence. None others
are of my make.
2m47

on no

REMEMBER THAT

Over 150,000 W.m.tiiam
Latent Oust Proof Cases

F. IL Frauds & Co.’s

N

Warranted. I

Miners, Lumbermen, Farmers, Mechanics, Engineers,

and moisture.

at

so.

aiv! 1>INSM<»I:L will soil you a pair tlsat will
suit you, and give good service, for I.}••*•*■*
money than any shoe dealer you overtrad'd
with. No shoddy goods whatever.
\!1 are
honest, well made good.', and e.vry pairi-

abso-

HOWES & Co.

works,

STYLES OF-

ticularly required
lutely tight closing

an

--AND—

('uses.

1‘W‘li
with the best American
all -«'ii-civil with rare ami selling at

•’"■I

these goods last -July from the large Slew York
auction sales, we are prepared to sell at a LESS PRICE
than can be obtained eisowbero.

Where you get. well-made, perfect fitting Garaments at the LOWEST PRICES.*

way nv.ai, whose service par-

Good Quality anti Low Prices, by

Belfast

Fa ha <irnl

IT.

made for rail-

-F-A-T-R-

FOR LADIES & 6BIT8.
ENTERTAINMENT!
FINE GOLD. GOLD FILLED & SILVER

originally

that they have become the
standard Watches for Millers,

BUNIONS!

l«HO.

R. C. Flower Medical Co., Boston, Mass.

!

Having bought

Sillier ws Guarantee our Goods as Recoieended.

Watches

have given entire
satisfaction, and their reputation has spread so rapidly,

33X3FJ.IC3K3

1

?

Dust Proof

were

grand

81 & 83 Main Street, Belfast.

1'hey

AND-

FLOWER

complexion, rendering
soft and smooth, removing pimples,
blotches, and discolorations. Also,
formulas for making the finest tooth
powders, cologne, hay nun, and preThis emparations for the hair
braces only one division of this little

mi

\

j

CALLOUSES

glad, and counten |
beauty and joy!

the

I aikn- aiH

i i'-v.

m u.

secret that will

Contains receipts and formulas for
j
preparing harmless but thoroughly' j
efficient preparations for beautifying !

I.
•«.«
itfi MiL.i'U .rtii.
itai.
i.

a

Formula Book

Family

:aii

.n.-l !.././;•

11

m

to shine with

Mice

In order to reduce our LARGE STOCK we shall make a
mark down in prices for She next 30 days.

P4TKNT

CORNS,

make your hearts

.lid Mv*’

These

^f Q |J Boon Down to j

If you have not, don't fail to do

We will tell y

I’hill.n.-.u.
'!lU<
y. ;•
.!• I!i■ ill
*1*. ;»* rtor ..J
I U,r l:,l.
:iil
I'Vu.lUl

-I
i'1

Goods !

—

«; sT« Mil

i:

department.

Bargain jin .Belfast.-

Dress

Opposite National Bank.
Have

to be obtained in this

LADIES’ VESTS 50 CENTS.

Mr

THE

!•.

SATIN

-Best

MM BHADflSBES FBOi 750. TO $2 PER YD.

Belfast, Me.

>,

FOR LADIES.
V

ssLs--

IN SHORT EVERYTHING.

P. MANSFIELD,

ami

A

..

and at the LOWEST PRICES.

QUALITY

mm, in mure, mss,

a

Masonic Temple,

(

I!

Garments.^

Ladies and Children's Underwear,

which in that respect certainly cannc-t be surpassed by any in
the State. We intend to sel. the BEST K6E3D of merchandise
at FAVORABLE FIRiCES, and we hops to merit the approve!
and patronage of the public. Como and see how well we cars
attend you with our new accommodations,

A.

of tho BEST

COMFORTABLES,

WELL LIGHTED STORE,

HARD AND SOFT
W.
Jl. W

are

i-osumu s, rtr.

PBI0ES-—$ ,00,
-r

'■

VI IF

FLANNELS,

These are only a few Stems in the LARGE STOCK ws are
condition to show our customers. We have new plenty
of room to show Goods, and with our improved facilities we

GUY MANNERING.i-

! .00/1.1 .Pi

1.

0 i»>
t'-i

'l

«*§in

;■

ni.].,
M.v a..

i-

Shop!

l.

<

for

u

it

V niff.

i-

.Hi

FULL LINE of

are very neat and attractive.
CALL AND SEE THEM.

----1|:0:||--

«j7

.,

1-11.1.
-JJ y >7.
! .i.Hy7i.'IU
;."mp;,7..'

i:

Paint

surpassed In this city, either in QUALITY or PRICE.
In fact all our
goods.

not

goods

now in

a

Mr. I-Yank V. 1 i;i\\
in■»n.:tIi<*i• < !

,.t

!s

We have SPECIAL BARGAINS in these
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SHOE STORE,

Polti by all Grujrjrists. $1 ; six for $5. Made
only by C. I. IIOOI) & Co.. Lowell, Mass.
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Hood's Sarsaparilla is characterized by
three peculiarities : 1st, the combination of
remedial agents; 2d, the proportion; 3d, the
process of securing the active medicinal
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence.
Hood's Sarsaparilla tones up my system,
purities my blood, sharpens mv appetite, and
seems to make ne* over.”
.1. P. Thompson,
Register of Deeds, Lowell. Mass.
Heed's Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
Is wort li its weight in geld.” 1. llAbl.lNGToN,
b>0 Bank Street. New lurk City.

1

at

IT. Mm

I suffered with catarrh C or S years; tried
many wonderful cures, inhalers, etc., spending nearly one hundred dollars without Imi. tit.
I tried Hood's Sarsaparilla, and was great!;.improved.” M. A. Abbey, Worcester, Aiv.

■

N

Call

Catarrh is a very prevalent disease, with
distressing and offensive symptoms. Hood's
Sarsaparilla gives ready relief and speedy
cure, from the fact It acts through the blood,
and thus reaches every part of the system.

A parly will leave BOSTON
ARY 115, 1KS8, In a
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New and Magnificent Train or |Yestibnled
Pullman Palace Cars, with Pullman Palace
Dining-Cars Attached.

Flowers I

Flowers!!

-FOR A-

Grand Tour of 82

Days

THROUGH Ihe SOUTHERN STATES,

MEXICO,

-U.

P.

WOODCOCK .(

soy,

BELFAST, MAINE,
AGENTS

Fred’k

H.

Moses,

EGU

Decorative

Florist,

BUCKSPORT, MAINE.
Every style of Floral Decoration supplied

at short
low price* a* the quality of the work
We solicit your orders.’
improved methods of growing roses, etc., and
large additions to the growing stock enable Mr.
Moses to offer a greater variety and better dowers
than ever before.
The reputation for artistic
composition is well
established, ami every effort will be made to sustain it.
E*}‘Floral emblems of Societies and Orders a
2m40
peeial feature.

notice, at

as

will allow.

CALIFORNIA.
Special trains, with special time schedules, In order to bring all picturesque sections of the route
Into daylight view. All the principal cities to be
visited, and Ten Days in the City of Mexico. Side
trips to numerous points of interest, including a
Six Day*' Excursion over the Picturesque Mexican
Railway, with visits to Puebla, the Pyramid of
Cholula, Tlaxcala, Orizaba, and the Tropics. A
Complete Round of California, with choice of
routes returning, and the time on the Pacific Coast
to be extended at pleasure. The Returning Parties from California, under special escort, and the
tickets also good on all trains.
In addition to above, a party will leave Boston
Monday, March 12, In a train of Vesiibuled Pullman Palace Cars, with Dining-car, for Tour of 47
Dais through Ihe Southern States and Mexico.
Dates or California Excursions.—December :>
and 8; January 2,12, 1(5, and 23; February 2, 7. and
2w47
20, and March 8 and 12.
IV. RAYMOND.
I. A. WHITCOMB.
49~Send for descriptive circulars, designating
whether book relating to Mexico or California
tours Is desired.
W.
29G Washington St.

RAYMOND,
(opp. School St.) .Boston,Mass.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
November, A. D. 1SS7.
P. CROSBY, Guardian of MARGARET
t P. CROSBY and ANNIE C. CROSBY, heirs at
law of WM. («. CROSBY, late of Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for license to sell all their interest in the
homestead of said deceased, situated in said Belfast.
Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of December next, at ten of the clock be
fore noon, and show cause, if anv they have,
why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
3w47
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. AttestB. P. Field, Register.
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SKIN
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An

a half
leg, and
by
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I’RA
Remedies
been
cured
the
TK
having
by
when all other methods and remedies failed, I deem
it my duty to recommend them. 1 visited Hot
springs to n<> avail, and tried several doctors wit limit sucres*, and at last our principal druggist, Mr.
John P. Finlay (to whom I shall ever feel grateful), spoke to me about ITTii'i'n.v, and 1 consented to give them a trial with the result that 1 am
perfectly cured. There is now no sore about me.
1 think l can show the largest surface where my
mi fieri ngs sprang from of any one in the State.
The t'l no u.v Remedies are the best blood and
skin cures manufactured. 1 refer to druggist John
P. Finlay and l>r. 1>. <’. Montgomery, both of this
place, mid to Dr. Smith, of Lake Lee, Miss.
\Li:\ANDFK BKAC1I, tireenville, Miss.
Mr. 1 leach used the Cl TI<
H.\ Remedies, at our
rctjiiest, with results as above stated.
A. It. FINLAY & CO., Druggists.

been a su fferer'for two yours and
Having
a bruise on the
a disease caused

from

SAVED MV MOTHER'S LIFE.
Lvor since 1 can remember., my mother has suftered from a milk leg.
Nothing would do her any
good, she had the best medical talent, but they
all did her no good, she suffered with her leg for
she
thiitv years and never knew a well day.
would have to sit up half the night, holding up
her leg and moaning. She had no peace, she used
all the best known remedies in the country without
effect. I asked her to trv vourCrn<tka Rime
hies,
t.ot her a bottle ot CfTici it a Resolvent,
and she took it, and has taken in all about six or
seven bottles, and now she is a well woman to day.
Her leg is entirely healed, and her health was never
better. She cun go out every day, something she
ha- not done in ten years, so you see I cannot help
stating to you about your wonderful in'HTKA
Remi i»ii>. You have* saved my mother’s life. I
cannot lind words to express* my gratitude. I have
advertised yourt nut ha Remedies far and near.
LPWARP Ll'KDKR, 1505 Broadway, N. Y
(
net ha, the great -kin cure, and ( f irt HA
><>vr, prepared from it, externally, and CLTIci ha
i;i:soi,v i:nt, the new blood purifier, internally,
are a
cure for every form of skin and
..1 diseases from pimples to scrofula.

Soap,
Sold everywhere. Price,
Rem »i.v K\T. si. Prepared by the PoTTElt
Mass.
<;
Phi
ami CniiMP’\l Co., Boston,
n !id f«
“Ilow to ( lire skin Diseases,’ <*4
t:
panes, :.d illustrations, and 100 testimonials.
t M ha, ode.;

■
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The

black-heads, « happed hind oily>:kin
prevented Dy Cl TU I KA MEDICATED Soap.

PI.l.S,

Sneezing Catarrh.
the acrid,

distressing sneeze, sneeze, sneeze,
watcrv discharges from the eyes and nose, the
painful intlanmiation extending to tin throat, the
-welling of the mucous lining, causing choking
sensations, cough, ringing noises in the head and
splitting h- adaclic-. —!;ow familial these symptomfrom head
colds or influenza, and who live in ignorance of
the fact that a single application of sanfouh's
are to

Uai*I(

thousands who sutler

ai. (

tancons

n

Ki

li>

f<»K

CATAUKIl will atTord install

chronic

toi

eases

t urns,

when

simple Catarrh

of

laiut idea of what this

gives hut

*

remedy

will do

breathing is oh

die

us accumulations,
strueted hy choking, putrid u:
to gone, throat
tiie lieariiig atl'ceb-d. smell ami ;
ulcerated ami harking rough gradually fastening
itself upon the debilitated system. Then it is that
the man ellouscurative power of S.\sioni>'s Uadi
evk ( t ut
manifest- itself in install neons and
-i applieagrateful reliet. Cun: begins from the
tion. It i- rapid, radical, permanent, economical,
safe.
>
>AM
liADICAI t
1M. consists of ouc bottle of The K mil At. ( Tut:, one box of ( vi awuiiii.
t* Iniialku; price, £1
Sul.' km, and an iMi-um
PoTTKU 1)UC<; & CllKMM’AL C»K, lfuSTON
■

Pains and Weaknesses
FEMAI.ES

OF

Instantly relieved by th< < utirura AntiPain Plaster, a new. most agreeable,
instantaneous and infallible pain-kiMing plaster, especially adapted to re
Pains and Weaknesses.

lieve Female

_Warranted vastly superior to all other
plasters, and the most perfect Antidote to Pain,
Inflammation and Weakness yet compounded. At
all druggists, 2.'» cents, live for
*»r, postage
free, of Pommi; Dure;
ton, Mass.
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stupid hoy’s

The Pacific stall-* < allfornia.
and Nevada are put down in tile *t:re I,'. publican column. They are sure with the rijrht
kind of a candidate—not »thcrwisc.
2.
Kvery Southern Stale is placed in the
*mv ileinoeiatir column.
Put with the :i::bl
kind of a •ampaion tln-iv may be a liebliny
ehanee for the Republican*- to carry North
Carolina. Tennessee and West Virginia.
3. (>f the State* classed as doubtful Connecticut. Indiana and N w Jersey went 1bpuhiican in their latest election*, and N< w
York 1 lemocratie. Put tlu-y are all ready
doubtful.
1. The Democrats can mb elect tli" m-xt
President without carrying N» \v York, h
they should carry all th-.- other I- tibtfui Mate*
and lose New York, they would -lid lack I'*
votes of enough.
Or, if they *i;oiiM earrx
Nexv York and lose the other doubtful State*,
they would fall 12 xotes short, in order to
xvin they must carry both Nexv York and Indiana, or New York. Nexv Jersey ami Connecticut. besides tin- Solid South.
5. The Republicans can win by either one
of the following combinations :
Sure Republican States.1>2
Indiana. 15
New Jersey. b
1.
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Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
Dr. J. C.
Price $3

Ayer L Co.f Lowe!!. Mass.
Worth

Ms

a

bottle.
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Sufferers
FROM

Severe

Coughs

W EAK LUNGS, SLITTING of

1ILOOD,

and the

early stage of

CONSUMPTION should

use

Adamson s
Botanic
Balsam

It has astonished most of the
skilled Physicians.
While it
cures the Cough it strengthens the
system and purifies the blood.
Sold by 1 >rii}rgists and Dealers.
Price 10 e., 1!5 c., and 7o c.
IvrO
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Tlic subscriljcr offers for sale
her house and lot In Belfast, situated on Upper High street leading
.to the Upper bridge. Thelotcon_-tains one-fourth of an acre,good
house, ell and stable. Well and pleasantly situated, good condition, and is an excellent neighborhood. Apply to
MRS. It. CARD.
Belfast, Oct. 18,1887.—titf

“

AT WHOLESALE PRICES BY

Leer offered in this city, which we are selling in SVITS
PIECES.

^R-ICBS

Loans k Easy Clairs.'

Dayton

A Ucaeroas Kirn.
We are Informed that the proprietors, Messrs. A.
P- Ordway & Co., recently sent three dozen of their
reliable medicine, Sulphur Bitters, to the Catholic
Home for the Aged, which Is highly appreciated
by the directors and Inmates. "As ye sow so shall

reap.”—editor Catholic Union.
2w47
The Lansing, (Mich.) Sentinel says: "No Intelligent man objects to any man becoming rich.’’ No,
but his satisfaction Is only complete when he himman.

OM small tattle worth
other

preparations.

So

cartloads of
Timothy Baker, of

more
savs

than

Lowell, Mass., of Wistau’s Bai,sam of Wii.ii
Chkrrt, after being cured by its use of a terrible
cough, accompanied by spitting of blood nnd loss

of

sleep.

or

ODJ>

II AIM’EU A I5K« »TiI

Purely Vegetable, Strictly Reliable
and Absolutely Safe.
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llAiti'Eit's Weekia has a well-established place
the leading iMustr.au d newspaper in Ameri
The lairness ot its editoria 1 eommeiits on current
polities lias earned for it the respect and eon in len«a
of ail impartial readei.and t lie
\ariel\ and excel
leiw e ot its literary contents, which include serial
and short stories by the best and most
populat
writers, lit it for the perusal of people of the
widest range of tastes and pursuits. Supplement'
are trepu illiy provided, and no
expen-e i- spared
to bring the highest order of artistic
ability to be u
upeii tin* illustration ot the changeful ph.a-i
f
home and foreign history, in all it's features l! \i:.
EEti’s Weekia i- admirably adapted to be .a welcome guest in every household.
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At a Probate
urt held at P-elia-t, vv
au-l I
the County of Waldo, on the
lie -bay oi.
November, A. I >. lssT.
M. wI-; 1-;11,widow iit.il |imi\ ii w i-;i d
I
late ot >wanville, in -aid t oiititv of Waid",
d« eea-ed, lit v in# presente, la pete.;, i.
a n a 1 ’■, vv
ai.ee r mi tin persona I estate
I
ordered. That the -aid C orn M. #i,, le- n-e to ';
all persons interested by < att-iti# a m.y of ti.ider to be published three Week- -in C--IV e|\ III IIIlb pubii, an .lout t :t
pi inted at llelfa-t, th
:
at li,
may appear at a Probate ( ourt, to i.e
fa>r, within and lor said County, on in, .-e, ..ml
the lock t.e j
Tuesday of December next, at ten
fore noon, and show eau-e, it any tln-y have, why
the prayer ot -aid petition should mu he #!-at.te.i. !
t.KO. 1. .ItillNMiX, dmm.
A true copy. Attest,
li. P. Tn t.t>, Ke#i-ter.
..

prices that POSITIVELY CANNOT RE HEAT. Call and see
for yourselves. IVe hare an immense variety in every department,.
at

GIIAHIBBR

SUITS, la Pine, Ash, Cherry £ Walnut.

REST GOODS «('• LOWEST PRICES!
NEW FEATURES!
EXCLUSI VE STYLES !
UNEQUALED BARGAINS !
WILL DEMONSTRATE beyond

a

SLEiGHS & JUMPERS. Harpers
H.

US.

Bazar,
l y r>4

Staples,
VILLAGE,

Sleighs, Jumpers

shown
that he

II akst.u’s IVvit u: is a home journal. It combine.ehoice literature and line art iilu nation- w ith tin
latest intelligence regarding the fashions. Kadi
number has clever serial and short stories, practi
cal and timely essays, bright poems, humorous
sketches, etc. Its pattern -heel and fashion-plate
supplements will alone help l-olies to save man\
times the cost of the snh-cription, and papers oil
soeial el i net te, deeorati\e art, liouso-keepng in
all its brandies, eookery. ••te., jnake it useful in
every household, and a true promoter td‘ economy,
l!- editorials are marked t»y good sense, and not a
line is admitted to its eol'inuns that eoiild otl'eiid
the most fastidious taste.

aad

Pangs,

by any manufaetiirer in Waldo (’<>., and
can and will give better ten;:-, than :mv
other

H/j fomo and
N. B.

man.

for

yourself.
Farriases and Wagons manufactured and
see

Kept in slock.
Crooks, Sept. I.">, 1»7.—:im.,J7*

flontraciors aii BnlMers.

shadow of doubt that, it pays to

trade with

TIN: undersigned
prepared to make contracts
1
to Imild or
repair buildings of even description. Competent workmen .and designers fund h-

-II :o:!!-

Cut Flowers

Floral

«m1

In addition to lumber of everv
description we are prepared to furnish workmen,
staging, and everything needed in building and re-

pairing.

Designs!

of every description procured on short notice.
Rest quality and at
jtrices LOW E l! than they can be bought elsewhere. We are. ayents for
I. NE iVMAN cO SONS, otic of the largest, and most popular Florists in
the city of Poston. All Undertaking Work a Specialty.

R. H. COOMBS & SON, 70 Main Street.
JJelfast. Nov. 10, lx-T.—4\\4r>

SHERIDAN’S

Sheridan’s

UPM^I

Cures
Chicken
Cholera.

Uli

Condition

PcwderM
io

STAMFINC.
just received
Ilialretline,
«£<*. Also
ve

new patterns for
new ornaments,

embroidery.

DYES.

on

I

THE APPETITE
g

(?»«<

A

G’tvjii

subscriber has
the Cant. WM. O.
corner of Washington
and Bridge streets, and is prepared to ret • ve permanent or transient hoarders. Good stable attached to the house. The premises overlook tin* beautiful harbor, and the situation is
unsurpassed in
the city. Good board at reasonable rates. Give
me a trial.
A. S. K ELLEY.
Belfast, Sept. r>, 1887.—3m3G*

BALE

IN

For

Sale.

Being

about to move
away I offer my house and
for sale at low prices. House is a
story and a half cottage 24x33 with
ell 1(1x20 attached.
Situated in
Searsnort village, close to stores, post-office,
churches and schools. Eight good rooms in house,
front and back stairs, furnace, and brick cistern.
House and stable well painted and in good repair.
Furniture consists of three hard wood, and one
line, chamber sets, black walnut parlor sets, dining room furnitui’e, crockery ware, stoves, carIIENKY II. GRANT.
pets, Ac., Ac.

householdgoodfe

Senrsport, Nov. 17,1S87.—Kitf

Remember that you can save
money by having your prescriptions filled at the

BELFAST

.V|«**••• Th-ui
li

tr.'-ns

*'•••

!

':

BY

/CARRIAGES, FURNITURE, &c., taken for stoiv
V age at owner’s risk. Apply to
W.* K. MOKISOX,
Coliseum, 47 Main Street.
Belfast, Nov. 3, 1887.—t\\44

j

BUCKSPOKT.

CEASE,

Work
.-.A*r<*d

Sanborn’s Studio,

Ph. D.,

Wooden Ware!
Stone Ware!

Brooms, Clothes Fins and Churns,

;m.

..

i.

v

.mi \m

:iiui

for sale of

BLACK,

COCHINS,

WYANDOTTES, P. ROCKS, LANSIIANS and
WHITE LEGHORNS. The above are from llrst
class stock and pure bred. Correspondence promptJI. D. HARR1MAN.
ly answered.
P. O. address—box 43, Stockton, Me.—4w44

Parlor to Let.
NICELY FURNISHED PARL<)It on the second
floor of the brick house at the corner of Market and Church streets, opposite the Court House.
The room overlooks Church street and is very
.1. G. COOK,
pleasant. Apply to
Register of Deeds, at the Court House.
Belfast, Nov. 8,1887.—4.'»tf

A

LOMBARD,

PEOPLE’S DRUG STORE.

-SELLING LOW BT-

DENTIST,

A; A. HOWES A CO.. BELFAST.

-HOWE8 & CO.-

BELFAST. MAINE.

Comer Church and Sprlug Streets,
Itf
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onlered. That the said >:ii:ili A
aio n -i n
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to all person.-interested by eai.sinu a
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i; in
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II. C. Til 1.1», Ke^i.-tei
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Cleanses

AVKi'KLY.

:

Postage Prepaid, $2 00 Per Year.

J'ol. /A*,

Specimen ('opy

begins Xovember I, iss7.

si

nt

on

receipt of a tiro-cent stamp.

Numbers, Five Cents each.
should be made by Rost Office
Draft, to avoid chance of loss.

or

Newspapers are not to ropy this advertisement
without the express order o/Harper & Brothers.
Address

HARPER & BROTHERS, New’York.

1.1 >< > s> -lu ( <*urt -'i !*! i'iiil.l :.i l'.« 1
la-t, on tlii- second 1 icsdav ot November,
\\ 11.1. VKD I’.- KI.I.l.N. i.uumian
;in* roI• h 1.1.1 >, a minor, ot M ,100.
tate of IdU'M^
111 said 1 omity, having presented hi- linal account
of
of ^ai«i estate lor allowanec.
Ordered, Tiiat liotin* tin-roof i»<- irivcii, thr«
wti-ks successively, in tin* Urp;:hl;<-au .lon-i-.al.
printed 1:1 Belfast, in said ( ouutv. that till p*-: -..ninterested may attend at a Probate t art, to uiu-M at Belfast, on tin* second Tuesday oi I •< -reiubcr
m-\t, ami show cause, if any they have, w hy t u
s;ii-l amount should nor ho allowed.
Old». K .)« MINX »N. Judge
li. I*. Kti.i.t*, UcgiMvr
A true copy. Attest

\Y

I

\

lluardiansliip

1

Near lioston ami Maine. I'.:i~tern, Fitchburg ami
l.owell Repots, tvatres of basincr-s ami piaees «•;
amusement.

Remodelled. Refurnished. Vnvly Dei
orated, and n,av kept on tie'

EUROPEAN

\1”A1.1M » SS.—In (curt of Probate, hold at in.
1?
fast, on tin- soooii'l Tin-stlay of November,
lS'T. K.Y1ILY IL N 1( K Kit si >N, \dmini.»tratrix on
K. LI Hvl 1 M K Nit !\ LK>< >N. late oi
the estate o'.
Swanville, in sani County. d*reused, having pn
seated iior tlrst aoooiinl of administration ot >aid
estaio for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he driven, throe
woi ix^ sn- re--d\oly, 111 the KepwMioaii .lournal,
printed in lieltast, in said C oiinty that all poi sons
interested may attend at a l’rohato Court, to he
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ot herein
Iter next, ami show cause, if any they have, why
the sai'i account should not he allowed.
i.ho. h. .Johnson, .fud^e.
B I*. Kim.i>. Kegistcr.
A true copy. Attest

PL A Ft*.

Rooms all larjre ami comfortable; elegant suites
with batlis attaeheM; ample publie parlors: gentlemen’s cafe ami billiar<l-room a<l«!■ *<I, ami first < la:hnL’»
in everv respect.
ROOMS FROM $1.00 A DAI IT.

J. F. IVSERROW & CO.. Proprietors.
BAKER’S

CHEW FOREE’S

JrsaM Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from whu h the excess of

SF

We know that finer leaf and sweetening than is
used in Force’s Rainbow does not exist. To ileal
in tobacco who do not sell Force’s Rainbow, we
will, on application, for a limited time, send free
of charge a (JO-ccnt plug for examination. A. R.
Mitchell & Co., Boston, Mass.
:tm42

ers

();1 nas been removed. It has three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
I well as for persons in health.

Sold by Orocers everywhere.

W, EaSER & CO., Dorcliester, Mass.
fltSflOOW

:

Il^ALlX* SS.—In Court of l’rohato. held at lit i
If
last, on the second Tuesday of Noxeinlnr.
|s,s7. AKil'sTA K. hi I.I.hh’. Administratrix
the estate of AN SKI. h. hi 1.1. hit. late ot ^ armour, in said County, deceased, having present*-.!
her linal account ot administration «>! said « state
for allowanee.
ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks sin-cessively. in the Kepubin-an .I.• u 111• I.
printed in Bcllast/m said County. that all ...interested may attend at a Probate ( "iirt. t>- '■*
held at Belfast*, on the second Tuesday 1 1 •< < min 1
next, and show cause, ii any they have, why tinsaid account should not he allowed
GKO. I .lollN>o\. Judge
A true copy. Attest —15.1’ Kthi.i>, Krgi.-u-i.

MARVELS OF THE NEW WEST.

A vivid portrayal of the stiipcH'lutm marvel* In
the vast wonder land wrest of the Missouri River, six
Books in one Vol., comprising Alnrvel* of Nature,
Marvels of Race, Murveis of Enterprise, Mnr*.cD
of Mining, Marvels of stock Raising. Marvel* <Agriculture. Over 3AO original line Enunn
It has mote
A perfect Picture Gallery.
in a*.
selling qualities than any other (sink.
AGENTS W ANTED. A rare chance f.«r live
agents to make money. Apply at once. Terms v, ry
liberal.
THE HENRY BILL PUBLISHING CO., NonwiOr.

WOMKN csnqnlrkty
UVi*
III UPIIln'i
IM b ¥%
b M cure theinw-Uesof W tt*t*
K
M«n.
IT bitIV Dibit ln*VH»llt5,I.o.t
hood from youthful errors, Ac., quietly at home. «*»
pace IBook on All Private lM«rosr« sent free,
1BO
years experi(u'drd.) l»erfeclly reliable.
ence. 1H*. I). 11. LUWE, Wfuated, Conn.

COLDS.
I liiuI your Keystone Pain
'urc to In* tin* West remedy
for hoarseness and colds I
haveovor used.—K.ll. Adams
Shoe Manufacturer, Lowell. Have used your Key
stone Pain (Jure for live years and find it an e\
eellent cure for headache and colds, -seth It. Hall,
wholesale beef dealer, Lowell.
I

polish

tV-

'■

WILD
«

ft* (?*S

S:

ri

i h u a &
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II7AI.OO ss.—In Court of l'rohatc, held at Bel
fast, on the second Tuesday ol November,
1SS7. WAKD MASON, Ciiumlian on the estate o|
LACK A A. PI LI.KN, an insane person of Paler
mo, in said County, having presented Id- linal ac
count of (.uardianship of said estate for allow

Vf

That notice thereof he given, three
in the kcpuldican Journal
at
Belfast, in said County, that all persons
printed
interested may attend at a Probate Court, t*» be
held in Belfast, on the second Tuesday ot December next, and show cause, if any they have, w hy
the said account should not he allowed.
Oho. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:— IL P. FlELl>, Kegister.

Ordered,

4m40

G. P.

nit..•• pj
I -i*i if'1 a v< i -.-
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GOLD MEDAL, PAMS, 1373

the following varieties:
J
LIGHT and DARK BRAHMAS, BIFF,
('lOCKKRELS
WHITE and PARTRIDGE

1

7.'

I

..

Remittances

Cockerels for Sale.

Principal.

The Wlaler Term begin* November 2*.
Bucksport, Nov. 17,18*7—3w4l>

Voun«

for
VS.*;?.

ELY’S

An epitome of everything that is attracthe and
desirable in juvenile 'literature.— ftosfon Courier.
A weekly least of good things to the boys and
girls in every family which it visits.— Jirooklyn
l’n ion.
It is wonderful in its wealth of pictures, inforformalion, and interest.—Christ in u Advocate, A Y.
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EAST MAINE SEMINARY,
Rev. A. F.
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Oflic Main Street, forinerly''occupied t>v Dr
Stcpenson. Ollice hours, *2 to* 4 and 7 to 9 1*\ M.,
and other hours in the day when not otherwise proGEO. C. HORN.
fessionally engaged.
Searsport, March 8,1887.—tf 10
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BROTHERS New York.
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Harper’s Young l’unpi.E interests all
readers by it ravel ally selected variety of themeand their well considered treatment. It eonluin.the best serial and short stories, valuable articleon scientific subjects and travels, hi-toneal and
biographical sketches, papers on athletic sports
and games, stirring poems, etc., contributed by the
brightest and most famous writers. Its illustrations are numerous and excellent.
Occasional
Supplements of especial interest to Parents and
'Teachers will be a feature of the forthcoming vol! time, which will comprise lifty-lhree weekh liniiibers. Every lim* in the paper is subjected to tlie
most rigid editorial scrutiny in order that nothing
harmful may enter its columns.

GEORGE 0. HORN, M. D~
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—Apoplexy
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Nasal Passages.
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Harper’s Young People. CRtAM
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for investment.

only

Apoplexy, but cures Paralysis, Rheumatism, Heart Disease. Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis Liver
Complaint, Kidney and Bladder trouble Dyspepsia, &c., &e.
For Sale by all Druggists. Price $1.00 a bottle, six bottles for
$5.00. Send to DR F S
HUTCHINSON & CO., Esosburgh Falls, Vt., U. S. A., for
circulars, testimonials and a treatise on

AIDS

or
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Anti-Apoploctine,
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weekly.
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and Interest

Principal

Remittances should be made by Pe.-t -Op.iec
Money < )rder or Draft, to avoid chance of loss.

(stamps) to ua for larticulnrs in letter b> return mulL
NAME PAPER. <’«!ehe*terC'heinlettl
18 .i1ui!lm>ii biiuurc,
I’biludu., I’«Scld by Dru^Dta everywhere. Ask for “( hi.ner
ter * EnuliH.i
1 nnvroyal 1*111*. Take no other.

Is a combination of the most potent remedies known to Medical
Science for preserving the fluidity
and 1*1 ItITl of tin- Blood, and the
Integrity of the Blood Vessels, should you suffer from Dizziness
or Pressure in Head,
Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of Heart, Pain in Region of Heart
with feeling of Suffocation, Ringing Sound in Ears, Numbness or
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm, Pain between Shoulders and inSide, Dry Cough, Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering from General Debility with Loss of Appetite, procure a bottle of
it not

ii arpkr
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Cloth Cases for each volume, suitable for bind
ing, will be sent by mail, po-; paid, on receipt ••!

will Ove everything. They are sold every
where.
Price 1 «c. a packatru—10 colors. They
have no equal for strength, Hrightness, Amount iii
Packages or for fastness of Color, or Non-failing
finalities. They <lo not crook or smut, for sale he
It, H. MilOUl, Druggist,
Iyr3
Cor. Main and lilt-h tits., Belfast, Ilf.

Bar.;

6 Per Cent

Hound Volumes of !1 vuit.iPs Ua/ai:. for three
years back, in neat doth binding, will be sent b\
mail, postage paid, or b\ express. free of expen-e
(provided the freight does not exceed one dollar
per volume), for $7 no per volume.

Da lour Own Ujcins, at Home, with

PEERLESS

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND

'I’lie Volumes of the Ha/.ai: begin with the llr-t
Number for
unary in eaeh year. W hen no time
is mentioned, subscriptions will begin with the
Number current at time oi reeeipt of order.

India silks,
chenille cords, silk fringes and a
variety of materials tor working ribbons for
suspenders and
ribbon work. Felt school
bags all stamped. Lustra
paints and Hitlers in all colors. Having the largest
variety of patterns in the citv think 1 can suit all
who may give me a call.
'1US. A. 15. KNMiHT, Church St.
Lelfast, Nov. Id, lss7._;jW4*>

The

One
pure and highly concentrated.
is worth a pound of aiiy other kind. It is
rtrietly a medicine to be given with food. Nothing
on earth will make liens
lay like it. It cures chick<•11 cholera and all diseases of hens.
Is worth its
weight in gold. Illustrated hook by mail free.
Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 25 rents in
stamps. 2 1-4 lb. air-tight tin cans, $1.00; liy mail,
$1.20. Six cans by express, prepaid, for $5 00.
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HARPER’S PERIODICALS.
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R. H. Coombs & Son.

TIME!

...

Would call attention to the faet that lie lias the
largest and best line of

of the
LatestStyles of

OF

Maine Central E. E.

yi.DPA

HARPER £ BROTHERS. New York.

1883.
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„Y< irspa/nr.s* tire not to ropy thin fnlrrrfi.iemnit
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Remittances should be made by Post < >thro
Order or Pratt, to avoid chance of loss.

F. A. JOXES if CO.
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Cloth Cases for each volume, suitable for binding, will be sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of
5s 1 00 each.

Prices reasonable

|
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Hound Volumes of IIaupku’s Wfi.ki.y, for three
years hack, in neat doth binding, wiil be sent by
mail, postage paid,, or by express, free of expense
(provided the freight does not exceed one dollar
per volume), for >'7 no per volume.
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I iso a new line

__

Mrs. Coleman
is said to lie the best dresseil woman In America. Her gowns and
things cost
about *411.000 a year. Where Mr.
Dayton’s plumbing establishment Is situated is not stilted.

self Is the

WAY

AX ENDLESS

Mrs. Thomas A. Scott counts her wealth at

ye

50 Dozen Brown's Sarsaparilla,
50
Hood’s
20
Ayer’s

FURNITURE!

000,000.

After diphtheria, scarlet fever, or
pneumonia,
Hood’s Sarsaparilla will give
strength to the svstem, and expel all poison from the hlood.

House for Sale.

PAfiLGJS

A nautical friend lias just handed the Listener some queer little newspapers, which are
printed on board the American -hip Frank
Pendleton, which sails all over the world, but
which liails, it seems, from Searsport, Me. The
paper is a neat little folio, printed and published at sea, and only at sea. by the captain of the
-hip. K. P. Nichols, its name is the Ocean
Chronicle; and beneath the heading it bear.the line, “Printed for pastime only, and sent to
friends as a letter; therefore not open to criticism.” Its terms are “one letter.” The lu-admg ami typography are in the neat stylo of llielast generation. ’I lie editor must not take t bias a criticism, because tin; Li-tcuer
very much
admires this style. Think of making up a
newspaper out of the events on a sailing vesscl! Captain Nichols does it
nicely, and has
liis column of “Local Items,'’ which are interesting. This, for instance—
That Pother half of us. finding the clothing
too small for our
body, lias decided that i:
would he easier to put u> on a low diet, ami
bring us down to lit the clothes, than it will be
to make the clothes lit u-.
The editor writes a long and
gloomy editorial
on the “American
Ship Pinafore.**’ lie ex-

Count Von Moltke having been asked fur his
opinion on the execution of the Anarchists at
Chicago, replied: “The abolition or the application of capital punishment depends
upon the
greater or smaller progress of civilization. I'm.
on civilization itself the case in
Chicago can
have no influence.”

I
If

llelfast, Aug. Is, ik*7.—3:5tf

AIT RECI ATI V E NOTICE OF THE OCEAN
CHRONICLE AND ItOLMNG BIS.LOW.

Mrs. Jane Brown received from her liusImnd’s estate about $4,000,000, which wasaccymalateil in banking.
Mrs. Josephine M. Ayer, who
gets her
money from patent medicine, is estimated to
he worth from $4,000,000 to $5,000,000.

U'lil\

Mexico.
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IVe have just received the LARGEST and REST assortment of

Office.

000,000.
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Harper^ Weekly,

City Bakery & Market

FINE GOODS & LOW PRICES DO THE WORK !

Presidential contest with full courage.
[Philadelphia Press.

Mrs. Hetty Green of New York is wortli
about $40.000,000i
Mrs. Hubert Goelet, worth $3,000,000, owes
her fortune to hardware.
Mrs. Jayne, the widow of the patent medicine
man, is worth $3,000,000.
Mrs. Marshall O. Kolierts is the eighth-millionaire widow of a mining king.
Mrs. Martin Bates was left $1,500,000 which
her husband made in dry goods.
Mrs. Joseph Harrison, the widow of the man
who Guilt the first railroad in Bussia, lias $4,-

n
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RECOMMENDED BY-

Buyers Delighted!

next

$5,000,000.

l

j

jpKESS§l$lrGtfjfeS,

Visitors Surprised!

Total.*2 i>
Or if the Republicans an carry North Carolina. Tennessee and West Virginia they can
atlbnl to lose all the Northern douhtfu! Spates.
Or if they ran carry Indiana and any one of
these three they can afford to lo-e N\w York.
New Jersey and < onnecticut. And there is no
good reason why they shouldn't carry them all.
<>n the whole, the Republicans can face tin-

Mrs. John Minturu is worth $2,000,000.
Mrs. Kate
is wortli nearly $0,000,000.
Terry Astor
Mrs. John Jacob
Is worth a'bout Ss.ooo,000.
Mrs. Edwin Stevens of New York, has $15,-

Tho Great tio-iU Islrmrl Route

(Mi

■

Republican States.
New York.

Thirteen Millionairesses.

PEOPLE.

Tlio only brain] of L umi 'i v Soap
awarded a lii ! <*iv^ uncial'at. the
New Orleans I
<
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Fnsfat/e Fr< »■
Sta/i s, Canaria,

Sure

ton

Address

HA

this:

\V hat a line play the l’. s.
shipping law
would make, placed on the stage* under the
name of the “American
Ship Pinafore!'*
He bitterly satirizes the shipping law, and
then gives it all up:
It is useless to hope that shipping will ever
revive in the Cnited States. Shipping is dead
from the most southern State up t«* Maim-,
where she lies struggling with death, witii an
arrow imbedded in her heart from
every State
away from the seaeoast. Soon the ship will he
numbered with the dead. We hear her saying
in a feeble tone—
Now I lay me down to die;
You can’t save me-do not try;
^ ou’ve eat my flesh, now pick
my bom -,
And that will end my dying groan-.
One would think it would! Business was so
good on the Pendleton, however, that the
Ocean < hronicle got out a very
good supplement on the
voyage. And that did not tell the
whole story of journalistic enterprise on board
the ship, lor there is another paper
published
there. An American ship with two
new-paperon board!
The second is the Rolling Billow,
little and neat and lively—-ix indie- bv four,
all told, and is “edited by
Nancy P. Nichols and
Maude K. Nichols.*’ There are lots of interesting items, like these—
There is a large comet in the west, lirst -ecu
Jan. 2*2, 1887.
W e have passed the ( ape ol Hood
Hope, ami
papa says we shall be thirty days more to Melbourne. It is sixty-seven days since we left
New ^ ork, and I want to get in so to get some
fruit.
Steward slipped down on deck and all the
nice potatoes went out through the scupperhole.
These last two items are positively pathetic.
Certainly all hope for American shipping is not
lost when the industry produces such ships as
the Pendleton appears to be. with such people
on board as the
enterprising journalists of the
Ocean Chronicle and the Rolling Billow. [Pos-
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THE WORST COMPLEXION IS IMPROVED BY ITS DAILY USE.
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f KEEPS THE SKIN SOFT AS VELVET,
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It is matchless f°v
h
Complexions^

Connecticut. <» New Jer*ex. !»
Indiana. 15 New York. 3b

There

of the stomach; Costiveness, Inflammation, Diarrhoea and diseases of the bowels; Congestion, Biliousness, Nausea,
Headache, Giddiness, Nervousness, Liver
Complaint, and all diseases arising
from a gorged and
sluggish liver. They
reduce congested conditions, break
up
stubborn complications, restore free,
healthy action to the organs. They are

of its rntnl
close
t<>
lines Fast of < "ieaijo. mid continuous lines at
ti rtninal points West, Northwest nnd Southwest, is the
true
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Index to H\ui*t:u’s Maija/ine, Alphabctieal,
Analytical, ami Classified, for Solumcs | to 7ii, inclusive, from June, I ■Sin, to June, lss:», one vol
Svo, « loth, £4 oil.
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CURE Indigestion, Sonr Stomach, Heartburn, Flatulency, Colic and all diseases

j

Hy reason

l’oimd Volumes of IIakit.us M
\zist:, I'.r
three years back, in neat elotb binding, w ill be amt
b> mail, post -paid, on receipt of si’, (i'i per volume
Cloth Cases for binding, ."»(» cents each—bv mail,
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Ilhode Island
-I \V<M Virginia.
Vermont.
1
Wisconsin. 11 Total .i:»S
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CITY

HANE

The volumes of the M
azine begin with the
Numbers for -June and Rcrrnihtrof each
year.
Win i; no time is speeilied, subseriplioiis will begin
with 1 li» N u m her current a I lime of receipt of ord« i.

Texas. IS

Pennsylvania.30 Virginia.

M

St at vx, Canaria

•>

Minnesota.
Nebraska. f>
Nevada. 3
New Hampshire- 1
Ohio.23
Oregon. 3

J

t.

\i k

Maryland.
7 Mississippi.

II AUl’Eli’S

Fostatje Free to nil snhser'rinrs in tin

California—. s Alabama.. 10
Colorado. 3
Illinois.
>«*la\van*.
Iowa. 13 •'lorida.
I
Kansas. 0 ieoriria. 1*2
Maine. (» \riitiu-ky.
IS
Massachusetts. 14 Louisiana. *

Sure

bat
what can he said i'«*r Ihr parent who
secs hi> child lan^uisii’iiu daih and fails
To recognize the want of a tonic and

lb.-

Soap

Whole number of electoral votes.
Necessary to elect.201

Michigan.

Standard for over Half a Century.
Praised on Every Trial.

Per Year

and Democratic States, and those that may
fairly he classed as doubtful, with their respective electoral votes:

13

Mandrake Pills

HARPER’S PERIODICALS.

Presidency.

in:Mori:

[DR. SCHENCK’S]

cipal

With the elections ot lssT over, men turn to
the Presidential contest of ISSH in the light <>i'
their results. Here i> a table of the HepuhSi. :m

KKPl'KLICAX.

WHO 19 UNACQUAINTED WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OF THU
COUNTRY WILL SEE DY EXAMINING THIS MAP THAT THE

Harper's Macaztne is an or pan of progressive
thought and movement in every department of life.
Resides other attractions, it will contain, (luring
the coming year, important articles, superbly illustrated, on the Great West; articles on American
and foreign industry; beautifully illustrated papers on Scotland, Norway, Switzerland, Algiers,
and the West Indies; new novels by William
Hlack and W. I). Howells; novelettes, each
complete in a single number, by JIknky James,
Lar aiuo IIkarx, and Amelte Hives; short
stories by Miss Woolso.v and other
popular writers; and illustrated papers of special artistic and
literary interest. The Editorial Departments are
conducted by Gkokoe Wii.i.iam (Tuns, William
Devn Howells,and piiaki.es Deplev Wahm.k.

[The Century._
The Next

Magazine.

ILLUSTRATED.

•Tis long, long since she had a beau.
And now with those who sit a-row
Along the wall she takes her place.
With something of the old-time grace.
She yearns to join the mazy waltz.
And slyly sniffs her smelling-salts.
Ah, many an angel in disguise
May walk before our human eyes!
Where'er the fever-smitten lie
In grimy haunts of povertv.
Along the dark and squalid street,
•Mid drunken jests of boor and churl.
She goes with swift ami pitying feet,
This same old-fashioned girl.

Connecticut.

May do f.>r

Harper’s

t

'\

11tit this treatment in
in

periodically

1888.

The faded ribbons and the bows.
Why she should show those shrunken charms.
That wrinkled neck, those tawny arms,
I cannot guess; her russet gown
Hound her spare form hangs loosely down: !
Her voice is thin and cracked: her eye
And smile have lost their witchery.
By those faint jests, that flagging w it.
By each attenuated curl.
She surely is, 1 must admit.
An odd old-fashioned girl.

positive

Cl

Girl.

Old-Fashioned

Old-fashioned? Yes, 1 must confess
The antique pattern of her dress.
The ancient frills and furbelows,

weeks

successively,

77.1

nil

limit

IHjJil
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An n|t| and tirnutne Indian l.Vnndy, u-rd w
jjreat 'in‘«,i,ss lor many■ ;ri,in,i:iti«>n^ i>\ iIt*■
Nortliwrstern Tribes.

ami

10ll»M*tivo

Sal.-,

Pleasant to lake. Positive in immediate ant.on. 1'
will in a few hours destm\ a o.union •..!.i. or
!'r >ul» e. I ,■
lieve the most serious I. n
that try it \\ ill use no othei
Price* 35 atid 50
Cent**,
>

100 Coses for 50 Cents.
/\if/hf ('/imiHo Can/ff >7ill •»/</ /■>>• ‘Jr.

s.V

_

Gpo. IT. Wostjfiito, l3i*<>i>.,
LOWELL, MASS.
Rolllcs 2.1 and .10 cents.
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subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
that she has been duly appointed
taken
and
upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate of

1MIEconcerned,

WILLIAM

1IICIIBOUN, late of Stockton,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all prisons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
o
make immediate payment,and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settle\BUY K. HICIIHOKN.
ment to her.

N. A. GILBERT & CO.,

Enosburgh falls,VI.
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BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 24,
completed.

These designs were open to the
groat objection that th- statue was too still*,
and that the seeing of Lafayette standing in
such a position throughout generations would
be decided]}' painful.
The design sel -r-u d is the one which stand:;
next to this upon the table, It is the combined work of two French sculptors, and it is
n remarkable work of art.
The designers
ere MM. Mereie and
Falguirre, who wore invited by our minister at J‘aris, Mr. Mol jane,
to submit designs for the statue. Fe.lguiore
sent in two designs which were rejected, one,
being an equestrian statue, was rilled out
on the ground that the act of
congress called
for something different, and his other design
was merely an
adaptation of his oqtie.-Irian
statue to a standing lb ,.r
The work. limv,->
..ilieh he got up in
connection with i\i.
i; very beautiful,
audit will rank high
the art works of
this country. Lafayette
::: is on a < odesfcal
with one lr... 1 uptui his won], and at the
base of the pedestal a semi-nude female figure, repn-seiiting America, hold; up a naked
sword towards Lafayette, lie looks at
Iter with his noble? re elution expressed
in his features, and the figure of the
woman
is the
personification of grace
and beauty. <):t the b. wknf the pedestal two
cherubs are repnv* so- ! holding up a shield,
on which arc to be inscribed tin'names of tho
compatriots of Lafay !• not othx nvise commemorated on this i.-nuin ..i. and on the
two other sides an? the four distinguished
compatriots which it is provided shall be a
part of the statue. 7!:« figures upon the
pedestal will be of bron::. and the pedestal
w ill bo of marl>lc.
f ue i:s< 1 f will 1 ie
Ti.e
ten feet and one-half high.
It will be of
bronze, and the work upon it is, I under-
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a:lest, and providing that the
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and
the
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war.
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thi Y r. ija- t
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In re»»f noted

ehoir oi‘ these that

from

TiiT: (TilEAT PA IMS MO
THEODORE

(’airier

dksu’.n*.

< >!«1 v
three
d. ;:*!!« 1 these
G
w<ra.S'.
mdrns, .*» out whom
\w-r
t!. /** is a h>:*g .-.ri-iclo m il.v F<»v» mhrr numberor The (\ inury Magazine, I). (\ Fre;s h
and Larkin G. Mead, who made the mom;-

tlv (■(•]•
V( r tin* <1

of Vermont now placed
of the state house at Montf:r: cherts at sculpture Well)
I-ck'.T.
in now. i
«•(!• Vd a cole ml figure of an
which wa.;-ally admired that the
so
of i:
into t h- n<-wsj•apt rs andthere
l'u ;
the <
of the eccentric millionaire,
-'i -ho].-!,. Longwerth, of Cincinnati.
Long
rot-- t
*•"**:’ih
Mead and oi'i’ercd to givo
ldiii ..:i art education. Mead accepted the
"h
and through Lungwortli got the money
which helped him on to fane.
! addition to these Americans two French
sculpt*-r; were si lectcd, and one of these' was
Larihohli. the mala r of the statue of Liberty
in Aew \ ork harbor. The commission rent
a Idt• r to the French minister of
foreign affairs. ask* in him to name another sculptor to
compete for the work, blit ho dev lined to do
f
A list oi eligible French artists was then
obtained from Augustus St. Guadons, and
t
namely. Merck' and Falguiere, were
eh i.u n.
A t hird man was also
selected, but
l oth lie and St. Gaudens refused to send iu
>

dcrign

-*A>r

l!u ?:.--.uie.

They evidently

< rsir-nis

and

Religion—

Wiiifo Clackbird.

ioumicroscopic

!-

dispatches

photo-

hydrangeas, rhododendrons, azai;.ir<es, fuchsias, chrysanthemums,
‘largoiiium constantly succeed each
u ing the year.
Tir >e are merely to
the visitor, tho great object of the
noth

1

being

to

nurse

still

more

delicato

planits and e:q>crimcnt with them. At the
furt her end of this spacious greenhouse is a
bee. it if ul grotto, where a tiny brook plays
and seek among the fronds of the
uonhair and other lovely ferns. The rein.! lo thing ab. sit this great greenhouse
er f]-o
i s.
ever perfect condition
< )f
course, this effect must
Ml b:u
rural hothouses, not
skors.
No tree, no plant,
in a sickly condition; but
aid also of tho animals in the
tin’s
bid.

con-

E‘
the back of tho grotto is a large cage,
ing seor- of diminutive birds. There
lvcc-ived my first notion of the natural
iib,;
v of the plumage of these birds; its
:Ide:i she'u literally dazzled tho eyes. 15c>ud tkc*e dainty little « 1 futures is the tribe
innumerable parrot a and paroquets,
ie
i.v boring din drives me out of the

At
:elo

..

1

■

I'Kirni:

AT THE

EASE.

If those are not selected it m;:y 1 c p«. dole
that the ohoico will ho Ih i.;. (Soti. Armand,
Marquis do la Uoucric, chief of cavalry of
the continental army under \\Y id:.;.ton,
who impoverished himself i:i 1 ri:: !:v-; ijj
plies l'cr his troops In ;:i I'm ee, **?• i; i.r.y ho
Count tie Yeiyounos, j.r!:-i‘- mini-;, r under
Louis XVI during tlie A":
r. volution.
As to the choice of thi
i-:• >:• :i:;* ::t of
i.
understand
th:
the
I
commission
Lal'ayetto
in ui* it I y two of
were aided ill their srlthe most eminent art ists i.i tIk* country, who
There is no
were also friends of iUirtkokli.
doubt hut the commit tee; have made the » st
selection of the model:; presented, a::d that
they have secured an extraordinary work of
art at a very low price. The repu'.::’ io.i of
the two artists, MM. Falguiere and Uercie,
is very high in Paris, and no hctt< :■ connnent
upon the choice of their model ca n h.> made
than is found in a letter wliich the a nilptor,
Daniel C. French, who by the way was one
of the competitors for the work, wrote from
Europe to one of the commission, lie writes:
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it contains living specimens I
I
of those r lin kable animals which reached
021 July 1,
and liavo ever |
tho garde
!
since tlsri cd in their watery abode to the
isitoi’s.
ho

aquarium

contains

10111*10011

tanks,

alive with roach and gudgeon, trout bred in
| tho garden, goldfish, sea anemone and aniinal dowers, conger eels, liippoeamps and
the famous octopus. At tho back of the
aquarium is an inclosuro and brooklet with
monster c culeut bullfrogs from Louisiana,
and sample.; of the blackfooted penguin from
VY ashiu&ioii is fast improving as an art
north Africa. Of the larger animals discenter. Nearly every one of the many “circles*1 of the city has its statue, ami there is
persed til! over the grounds I may instance
the yak. the elan, the African gnu, tho elk of
hardly a place in the whole town where you
northern forests, the hunting leopard from
can get out <*f sight of a great man in bronze
In Lafayette square, opposite
or marble.
India, as tame as a cat ; a handsome antelope
from Africa and a bison tailed deer from
the "White House, Andrew Jackson sits on a
the emperor of China's park at Pekin.
bronze horse, which for the last thirty years
Of tlu- birds and fowls of the air, the specand more lias stood upon its licels, and a litimens are as numerous as they are gorgeous.
tie further down 1 Vimsylvania avenue (leorgc
The white and the blue swans and the black
Washington has braced himself in his stir
necked species disport themselves with all
tips upon another dashing steed. Clark Mills
sorts of duc ks and dab chicks in the brook
n ado these tw< > statues and got •?.“;< U no apiece
and lake; on every side are cranes, herons,
for them. Ilis Jackson is much laughed at by
storks, spoon bills, lapwings, niffs, etc.,
critics, and it is said to bo t he first equestrian
some useful as birds of ornament or destruche had ever attempted to mode!.
statu
tive of insects in gardens, others affording
When ho was making tlio statue the critics
said tha*. it would never stand upon its heels. j excellent game for the table. Tho bustards
usip claimed, but by making the front pari
may even some day be domesticated and enrich the farmyard.
of tin- borso hollow and its tail solid he has
In the same quarter are the casoars, ossecured a j>erfcet balance, and the strongest
triehes and rheas.
v.inJ blows against it in vain. Gen. McPherson and Gen. Thomas have each an j
Scarcely less raro than a black tulip, a red
haired negro or a four leaved shamrock is a
equestrian statue in Washington, aiu'i as !
passed McPherson’s the other day I noted !: milk white blackbird, and the garden now
exhibits three of them. Then, again, wo
that the birds had built a nest upon one oi
have a whole village of American prairie
McPherson’s foot and under the shadow of
tlio protecting stirrup. Qcn. Scott has n
dogs. They mostly sit up on their wee hind
statue on Scott’s circle, and the pedes* a 1 of
legs and whistle, and when winter draws on
There is also a
this statue cost £40,000.
they take to their burrows in the soil and
statue cf Scott at the Soldiers’ home, and
go to sleep under the warm snow.
()no of tho functions of the garden is to
Admirals Parragut and Dug-out are cm!so*2 i *.!
tame
and break to tho harness certain anicircles
conn
erne.»»ate
which
in bronze i:i the
mals counted unmanageable. Tho zebra is
t heir name ;.
The two sitting statues of the capital are ; one of these. The society has succeeded perthose of Chief Justico Marshall and George j fcctly in breaking the zebra and making him
Washington.
Washington’s statue is tin- j work in the lield quite like the liorsc. A
naked marl do one which stands in front «»f
very beautiful animal, the liemionc, has
tlic Capib.l, and Marshall’s is a bronze statue : been 1 red by crossing the wild uss of Mongo
by Story, who has put the chief justice in In** I lia with tho French variety. A splendid
judicial robes in a bronze chair. The statu- ; sample of gray raule has been obtained by
| means of a piebald ass from Nubia and a
••ost $40,000.
Thomas J. Toon.

j
|

j
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LAFAYETTE STATUE.
AH or lr.y sac rifice I have the right to ask two
favors—c no is to serve at my own ::pcnse; the
other t commence by serving as a volunteer.
.»

Just above tliis, and under the statue, arc
the word..: ‘‘Lafayette and his compatriots.”
The models of 1). C. French represent the
figure of Lafayette upon the pedestal in the
act of < IT< ring his sword to the United States.
Its designs are elaborate, and it is accompanied by models of some of its parts as well
as a water colored sketch of the design as

J

“The dreadful system of human -a orifice
which exist.-; among then is founded <>.i a
wild idea of piety toward parents and other
connections, the chiefs fancying that the
rank of their dead relative
in the future
world will be measured by the number of attoudantssent after them. Thus when the
king dies a■ wholesale slaughter takes place.
There arc two periods, called the Great Adai
and Little Adai, succeeding each other at ititervals of eighteen and twenty-four days, at
which human victims, chiefly prisoners of
war or condemned criminals, are often immolated t*> a monstrous e xtent. On the(treat
Adai, which always falls on a Sunday, the
king visits the burial grounds of the pi iiiccs
and the royal mausoleum at Caniama, where
the skeletons of his predecessors, their bones
held together by links < f gold, sit in grim
mockery of state.
“Fetiekism is their religion. Como this
way, I will show you an id*d. There arc two
liuts, you sec, on the ground yonder, built by
the troupe on their arrival. One is for the
men and the other for the women
At the
door of the womens hilt, to the left on entoring, is Abiya, the twin goddess, who presides
over marriage and childbirth.
It is, ns you
see, a rough hewn wooden idol and nothing
more.

They

seem

to

see

gods everywhere,

and yet they have no conception of a
god like we have. In fact they have no
word in their language for the Divinity.
They have a Good Principle, which they neglect, and a Bad Principle, which they are
continually propitiating by sacrifices and
offerings. They fear the latter, you fee, not
the former. I mu c ontemplating a journey
; to the United States next year with a. fresh
troupe, which may prove of greater interest
to Americans.
1 have been promised a band
seventy sable virgins from the king of
jI of
I lahomey’s army of Amazons.”
Theodore Stanton.

j

1
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diiuin.
1 hen th-jre is. the tamo ostrich, which
allows itself also to bo harnessed to a small
carriage and to draw a lively, laughing
group of children in it over the garden.
Juliette, the female elephant who was
Romeo’;; companion and escaped tho shambles during the siege, stiil walks her beaten
path with a living load, as in former years,
followed or preceded by camels, dromedaries, horses, phonics, yaks, goats, 1 anas,
etc., yoked to all manner of vehicles.
Tho Ashantce troupe consists of thirteen
men, most of them being warriors, four married women and two girls. The chief, Umquo
Lantoba, J1 years of age, is a very powerful
looking man. Tho two girls, Bundiger and
Nannsi Zooloo, are, respectively, 10 and 17.
Nannsi is very pretty and passes for a beauty
at Coomassie.
Bundiger is nicknamed “tho
elephant” by her comrades, not on acetuiit of
her size, for sho is the smallest of the troupe,
but from a peculiar wabble in her gait. They
arc not so dark skinned as the
Nubians; some
in fact are of a deep hazel color only. The
warriors’ costume consists of skins round the
loins, and their heads are adorned with
feathers and small buffalo horns.
Tho
women arc
plentifully ornamented with
shells, which circle round tho breast and
body, and they have; a very pretty fashion of
plaiting their short, woolly hair in parallel
plaits up to the top of the head.
Tho Ashantecs, as Englishmen know to
their cost, arc tho most numerous, vigorous
and warlike of all the native African tribes.
At intervals. in the day the whole caravan
goes through a very curious performance,
which includes singing, a sword dance, tho
firing of arrows high into tho air, a myst’c
ceremony and wrestling. The easy and rapid
way in which tho warriors flourish their
w
eighty swords implies a strength of muscle
in the arm altogether unknown to ourselves.
In tho sword dance they gradually wind
themselves up to a pitch of frenzy quite micomfortable to the spectator, who nervously
keeps time with his foot to the strum strain
of the musical instruments and tho
wild,
weir<l chant of the men and women.
Mr. Ilood, who is in charge of the troupe,
gave mo some interesting facts about them.
“Before I could get them to come,” began
Mr. Hood, “I had to indemnify Kari Karl—
whom the English call King Coffee—and enter into an engagement with the British
authorities at Capo Coast castle to bring
them safely back homo again. There are
nineteen of them. Kino hail from Coomasie,
the capital of Asliautce; live are natives of
Kokofan, and live of Libe ria. They speak
the Fantco tongue. They are supposed to be
originally of the Same race as the Fantciv,
who arc established nearer the Cold coast.
The separation of the Fan tees and A: haute:':-,
is ascribed to a
famine, which. dro\ o the
former south and led them to live .*n fan, or
herbs, while the latter subsisted on san, or
Indian corn; hence their names.
“Ashantco proper i: covered with almost
impenetrable forest, the routes through
which consist merely nf narrow, winding
tracts, where, though it i.; possible f r a man
to ride, or a palanquin to bo carried. ; <»
Mane
wagon of any description could pass.
of the trees attain splendid
proportions, but
the monotony is oppressive, and is
hardly
ever relieved by tho
sight of eith'-r bird, or
beast. Tho country round tho towns in tho
interior is cultivated with care, the fields i
ing kept clean, and yieldin'1; in abundance
grain, yams, vegetables and fruits.
“The Ashantees are very skillful, particularlv in weaving tho great African fabric of
cotton. Their pottery and work.; in ■. >H also
show skill, though surpassed bvtI-os -j.roduced in the mo.:-..-: outlie-rn countries. That
man there'’ (p fiming to Ivoaku) “is a
goldsmith, and a first class hand at silver plate
I
| work. Not the least remarkable objects
by him are masks of 1 eaten gold
[ fashioned
for the king's palace at at Coomassie.
“The lower orders are held in complete
thralldum, and liable 1o 1 e put to deat h or
sold into slavery at the will of the chiefs.
The king is supremo master, and it is well
that it is so, as otherwise anarchy would instantly supervene. The j >p!v re*mire mi
iron hand to lav ,» them down; they are like
eh.ildren, nay, worse, like grown urn tomboys;
j strong, cruel, vindictive, who arc only kept
I quiet from the fear of having their heads cut

■:i.

>

|

end the monkey house, >ppoand the turkeys, is a re irat.o
.1 wells, i.i s. 'iiary grandeur, u
non of the great horn owl, a
Jr..to Gustavo Dorc, the prolific

site the ei*
cage w her

a. u.isai
a
I have hoard,not officially, that the
for the Lafayette statue has hem ; iv« :: t<» Falt:i.; opguiere and Mercie, and i want, t > <.•
portunity to tell you I rej >ice i:: lh [• pact of
work
from
hands
<r
a
the
these
having
great
famous and gifted men, and to congratulate you
on your decision.
Yours, very truly,
Daniel C. 1Tu:i:cii.

■

-.gir.il;

:ayei tho hounds or the yelping of
11 >g catches the \ isitor’s ear as soon
he le
the din 01 the } arrot house; so he
reels
steps toward the dog kennels,
g tb.o animals classified as "watch
or otherwise "useful,*1 are the black
.kite Newfoundland, some of large size
uriy pure; the Pyreucvcnand Leouberg
lain mastiffs, with tawny hides; and
•lint, iron gray bcarhounds, perhaps
»st striking animals in the collection.
.' is. a well
Tho
built, square
'•3
m1 sire ten
i Hi a largo cage in front
and
straw
littered
comcozy
[s ii:
The entrance is provided
par!
Ill fc 1 ing <!• ;s\s tc |;;•<went draughts. The
ynoci phalir., or dog faced baboon,
h the drill a:id mandrill, are among the
•v \n-i\ ibd r: ■; to air themselves outside

gallery.

Til'- models i-.i the largest seal-' are those
\ M. D.irt keldi, and
they are most complete
iu fli-ir o:-'-cation. (>ne of them was ruled
« uf
■:» :i'vp;;i!t of its
costing more than the
a y; r ; ri-u ion. I’.artia ldi
putting t he price at
o *, an*!
th plainness of the other did
lit tic « unmission so well as the one
d.
'i ic•
ll.’rtholdi designs are about
rfeit !:;
.1 the only diiierenee lies in
t Si
dc.,tals.
p«
Lafayette is iv‘presented
dr< ;>.*<! in Continental uniform, holding a
I d in o
hand and grasping the Hags of
J’rmee and Am-riea with tlio other. His
o
m-c turned toward heaven, and Lart
1 !i
-.d -ntlv intended to symbolize J^ihimself ii]) to the cause of
«
ld
Vi. pedestal of 1ho m<>re expensive
>rate designs in has relief
depicting the most noted
b.‘.i
i; .'hi; ii Lafayette figured in our
v%’::r f r i.dependence.
Oil each corner of
th p«-*lc>t..! ! low the feet of the statue
Gam; ..n American eagle grasping a globe
i its til
| between these o:i the front
of the pedestal arc 1hese words: “To our
French aiii a.” The ix'destal of the other
f 'nine is mere
.simple, and its chief difference
from tla other is in the absence of decoration on the side.; of the pedestal and in leaving out f!: cavles above spoken of.
Th.
.-.-ii'to these is that of Larkin
G. Mo::-!, and it i; to my mind almost
equal
t.» tli
o!!o chosen.
1l represents Lafayette
at
ease
with
one
uLmdm;;
hand upon his
rd
the other holding-his liat which he
has crush* 1 up. At the corn< r of the pedcsts.l a.ro figures, of note.! I 'reac h « dicers, and
t!i'.)
i:i front are hdx-lcd Counts, do Grasse
and de Rochambcau. At the foot of the
pedes'*: ! i.Mhi.; inscription, being a, quotation
of th" famous utterance of Lafayette when
he offere-l himself to th-* A n riean army:

Croat

graphed upon pellielesof collodion—so light
tlr.it the whole 1 lb,(MX) received during the
.-g« do not weigh over one gramme—a little
over fifteen grains.
rune.
the war, however, no eliorts have
been spare l to replace the animals that were
i•rifhvd an<l to malic th.e pleasure grounds
pivtly a-.d agreeable to visitors. As there
has been :i i. irked task i:i Laris of late for
what may be styled ethnographical curiositie.s, the management each season provides
some fresh attraction.
Natives from the
most outlandish countries tinder the sun have
figured cue after another, with their tfives
r.r.d l'amiiie c their domestic animals and fce1 nigim
and acclimatized themselves for a
few weeks in the verdant inelosuro set apart
i\.r them at the upper end of the garden.
Tims the curiously inclined liavo been able to
see in turn Esquimaux and Lapps, Abyssinians and Nubians, Caribbean Galibis and
(hnalia red Indians, Patagonians and Cingalese, Zulus and Gauchos, and wo are 131 lay
treated to a troupe of Ashantees from the
gold coast of Africa in all the glory of their
primitive deviltry and nakedness.
The groat green houso of these gardens is
intended to afford suitable shelter for plants
w! :ch are too tender to endure the open air
during the colder parts of the year. The
building itself, which is to the left 011 enterenoh; 1: even the most indifTerenfc
T
once the property of the
>lii‘celebrated florists at Yilris, at which place it was known
I'ala oof Flowers. The society purin i-SOl, and every winter since
the’ has 1 on a magnificent and unIk] 1 .v of plants and li> >wers. Masses
growing exotics, such as camellias,

sidered thorn, i-lvc of enough note to get ordr v. it!; ;:i «->mp( ting for them, and tliedons wlii* h were mad
come "from the other
; t ists.
The*.- mod 1 are now kept in a largo room
.ju t. off * f that of the secretary of war.
■J'!i
arc o*i a long mahogany td! >and their
La<
‘ook'.af lo'.rard the Corcoran art gal
h r
Tin- wm A of the room are hung with
oil portraits of the various secretari*of war
of the past and ih*> whole forms; a .sort of an
art

Tlirir

..

Tho terms upon which the statue is made
* 1 e
that the sum of
i-o.GG is
given to
the artists in three ] .yv: v.
Tls y ;.» : .ha
first as soon as the model is completed. The
second is given them wheA the m< svim at is
finished and is shipped to Wash hr
and
the third is upon the ereti<»;j »»f t!. statue.
The act of congre.-.*, 1 think, provides for
four Frenchmen who wore noted di ving (lie
evolution for assist ingthe I ’nited Su.tes, and
k*<l, two French nav.nl
though it is not fully:
officers and two Fro:* h army
rs will
probably bo chosen. it is thought that Vice
Admiral and Lieut. Gen. Count d’Eslaing,
who commanded the co-operating French
army and navy in ilhoiF Ulund i.i 1FU and
at Savannah, where ho was wound--d in 1779,
will be oie ayl another will be Lssit. Gen.
Count d‘ih ichnnibeai;, who commanded the
French aurriiiary army in the Unite 1 State:;
and at YorkLown in IE (•- ;. A third will
probably be Lieu'.. Go:i. Count d Gr.» .so,
who commanded the French lici t at Yorktown in 1781, and the fourth is still undecided. It may possibly !>.• Lieut. Gen. Laron
do Yiomouil, who v
r.cxt in command
under Rocha mb-, an, cad commanded the*
French as milting column at Yorhtown, or it
may be Col. Charles Lameth, afterwards
lieutenant general, who was wounded at
York town, or Lafayette's brother-in-law, the
gallant Yioomte dc rsoailles, colonel, and
later Marechal do Camp, who served both at
Savannah i.i 1779and at Yorktown in 1781.

made.

and

Siege—Tile As’iaiitoos,

Correspondence.!
I’ahi Nv)v. 7.—Yh Baris Zoological garden on a sunny day is one of the most attractive spots in tho world. But, during tho
late \v. v. ith < h ■•many, it was nearly ruined.
Borneo, the el- ; .limit, ami other valuable anim.-os were sacrificed for food.
The carrier pigeons that did such itoblo
'erviee during the siege were mostly raised
E: i; < st: 5 i i ::i ?, i: ,1. a > id 111050 that survive? 1
lh
••••!• were kept there and most tenderly
I read d.
“.Many died gloriously on the field
< 1
honor," say tho records of the society,
which ]swerves a full account of their wonderful feats. Bo me of t! it ci again and again
dared t! e Prussian lines, carrying those
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Origin of a Popnlui* Song.
Mi*. Scanlan is ono of the few actors who
really compose their own songs and words.
The usual way is to get some one to write a
song and th.cn sing it ns their own composition. Hut no one ever accused Mr. Scanlan
of doing anything like that, for ho can sib
down and write a song before you in half an
hour, although it might not be very good uuless the inspiration was on him. That simple
little melody is his masterpiece, and ho will
sing it as long as he lives. Do you know liow
he came to writo ‘TVek-a-Boor’ Mr. Scanlan
told about it at the West hotel the other day.
“I was sitting in a nook in my homo on
Fourth avenue, New York, ono day about
eight }*ears ago,” said he. “I was looking
over some songs of Samuel Lover’s.
You
know that the music for them is lost, and I
had an accordion in my hand trving to pick
out a tune that would lit them. While I was
doing so some children were pku'ing about
the door. With children's curiosity they
peeked in at mo. 1 saw them and began to
sa>* “Peek-a-boo,” nodding 1113* head at the
same time.
Unconsciously, the accordion
played a few notes to suit what I was sa3*ing.
The idea struck me. 1 dashed olF the chorus
of the song on an envelope and wrote a stanza
Afterward 1 finished the song. The
or two.
music came naturalh*. I could hear it running through my head while i was writing
That is the history of ‘Peck- ut!i' song.
Boo.' ’’—Minneapolis Journal,

HOMS OF Till-: J)!:Ai>.
A SOUTHERN CEMETERY THAT iS 1GO
YEARS OLD.
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Oil UN G, | crimps,
i: more striking in
tho cities ami

!

visitors, than tho

;

j

Ovid

laid away
bn i 1 r.
nbo vo g r o u ml.
Wilt. r is n|;. n 1‘..and so n .vr the surface that
graves of oven shallow depth till up at once,
and th<re is an aversion to putting tho newly
dead (Iowa into'the wot earth. Tima dulls
j tho edge of grief, however, aii l as tho grim
monarch calls for more room the old must
give way to tho now-. There is no formality
now, no prayers and no tears; only a matter
of fact job lor the sexton, win opens tho
vault, Julies out the bones, and makes neli
disposition of them as ho may, and the rocepi.v is is ready for tho next occupant.
V. hi! oui valid
: he ..-ther day in tho old
part of tli:' tor,we j.. ; i< d down tho street
several monument:; towering high above a
stone wall.
Strolling that way wo soon
readied the corner of Conti and Basin
streets, and stood at the entrance of the oldest cemetery i:i the city.
On c-ach side of the
gateway were the office:-;. A hoy sat tilted
back in a chair l.y tho open gate, and in reply to our question bade us cuter, and, following us in, \ olunteercd to show us the
Eights. There was no wags a road, the tombs
and vaults were too thick, tho foot paths
everywhere barely wide enough to allow the
passage of the bier and its bearers. The
walks were very irregular, and there were
blit low trees; there was no room for trees,
room only for d.
dead.
When the first
burial was made New ih ans was known as
Bienville, and that was 1 J years ago. K ery
day for more than a century mourners have
passed in and loft their dead, and still 1 hoy
come daily, indeed, almost hourly.
Tli -* very .generation:*. of the d ad
Are swept a-vny. a:i tomb inherits f<>mb.
How true these words of Byron, lor here
tombs are literally built upon tombs, and
mixed wit h the liny dvds in the walks must
have been the dust oi‘ six
Where is he who
said that all of the continent:; were not large
enough to hold the dead of the world's pasti
Why, here in four acres were more than
00,000. Th< re are no green swards nor llowcr
beds, nothingimd ;• loo*., except shells, but up
over the tom!..-; {lowering vinos and ivy cling,
and unde r tin close growing h av< s lie birds
build their reels upon tho masonry. Tho
wiiv.*;ed inhabitants of the air that liy in
terror l’r-*ni tlu homes of the living are tearless hero among i he abed; < f the dead. All
is silent but for the call of birds within the
i:.

wall.
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wreaths
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i* wir

.j'\ black or starky white,
:tideal and ; ; otes« |iic
(X
; rlof o| sorrowing heart.-, but
pr.
ia. !’!■
it's t;
p. rings, and what ap•.!.
mourner
i.
pears mutch h via,.i-• .1
:•
discord 1 th;
1 <; ■.
T!»• r a»v
some fur* specimens of s j..:P•*»:*•.I rrrhihvftnv, marble and cunenied «1
ri-ing
from fo t<i five or :• ia
or tiers in
livhdir, t arreted. <;< :hio or <!• -m -d. but in hwi
habitations ime of lie- plain;
main t
nrt,
reminds ; one of the crowded h nmnen;
houses t' ihe Jiving city. For <*.■ ti -ntation
and display, the uev.< re memrivs •%. r in tfu
direetion of Lain' Font' bain rain must l.e visited, where money has made v-unlalde palaces, and avenues lined with superb trees,
from which the :: eotral
swings to a id
< r
round, expressive of
fro without ru.tl
of s«>hs and ears.
sorrow after the saF-hf n
Tho new cemeteries are as brilliant as this
is
s>
one
iT'.iher.
Many of th.e b‘ mi cm :.. truth only hoardc
i
houses,
uh1k or In uevo
; 1
ing
leiit roeioth e, s< me lar e « rough to hold a
hundred or more. When lull and room F
needed for th-• later d- a«l tlie* <»ld< s,t receptacle is opened, (lie remains taken <.ut and
dumped into v.hat th.e hoy called the *vdlar,” a vacant space left in the center of the
structure l'or this very purpose. Onr\en
eral .le old pile pointed * ;d 1 y our youthful
guide had its cellar full i'r vu bottom to top,
with sliul 1:5 and bones thrown in indisrriminately. Hundreds had been laid away, tenderly and tearfully, in the front apartments
of the old tomb, hut nil sequent ly dragged
out and disposed of in this ghastly manner.
Now mid then a tomb was placarded‘‘For
sale" or “For rent.'’
Death and the grave arc solemn and awful
realities, and nowhere is that fact more
vividly impressed upon one's mind than
among these “low brow'd murky vaults,
furr'd round with misty damps and ropy
slime.7’ It is a sad, lonesome place, with
unfamiliar language carved upon the marble.
Through barred windows we look into char:

t
>'I

seem

•••
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TOMB OF Mil. CLAIBORNE,

ncl houses full of “all uncloanliness and dead
men’s bones.'* Tim nigh a hole that, a colored
man was making in an old vault wo see
coffins. Shortly a dozen pe rsons collect and
the coffin of a babe is pushed in with flu* utilel’s. Our guide sb >ps us i n fr<ait of a dilapidated
looking sepulcher musty with age, and with
difficulty we decipher the inscription on the
It recited the
moss covered, time eaten slab.
fact that since 117 all that was mortal of W.
C. C. Claiborne, governor of Mississippi territory, governor of Louisiana us territory and
state, and United States senator from same,
lay there. Long neglected, like many others
it is slowly sinking out of sight. The headstones in the Chahnctto National cemetery,
below the city, are pulled up and reset every
year or two, so yielding is the ground.

Around the Claiborne tomb v.ere other individual vaults, containing members of liis
family. Near by the Claiborne plot was the
tomb of the distinguished claimant, Mrs.
Myra Clark Gaines. Her long con tost to secure a parcel of land upon which the most
valuable part of the city was built is history.
She failed to get the acres, but secured what
most people get at the end—six feet of
ground. No monument nor marble shaft
marks her resting place. Her tomb is a
modest, quiet one—the kind a tired woman
wants after a long, bitter struggle and
failure. I* was about thr* fr<: !.i
a marble slab on top with the inscripti \ :rd with
the exception cf the marble top t’.v whole
structure y eincd t * bo solid. ir.adc either of
artificial store or cement over brick.

MYRA CLARK

LUXES’

TO ML*.

Btnr-lvms-n who came here with Bienville
in 17!‘\ ;:r, -.1 led him in f<tl ! :.g fh Crcseeiit Ghy .mb b-o province <>'< ijinisia.nri, nro
Buried in tin;: mr :;r <•; ss-bry. But ul-traco
of th-.-m is I f. Bus1 A•■;/•••. b-o, that f«>1Inv.ed them in aim-. ling J
L ire disap1
•.
peared nr l ■<>
Time! 1Ivu R: s‘:• ; :
-1;. ••ft.
part,
:• 11 \
And
S!•V 1, s-vll,
•••'
< >n shatter-.! <-• -In;;;!! e.i:
Vd arch.
n an
By moss and ivy growing'
That mnrMc is inn .-••!• an ole i. T ut poetic
Tii* sc mold* s ng tonil s, rs any of
fancy.
them built withintla
try. ] <>•,-.- {!-;. fleeting nature of w<rhtly this. s, that ho proudest monnniciit:; which man can k.I •* i.ro
doomed to crumble beneaththe b u. k* : time.
The world itself will grow < Id
i
Moses Bcwsom.
>

THE
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They

MORMONS.

II:» Ar.ov.fcl a
iMi-iit «:i I'tals?

Covern-

'Sii. in! Gorr.-siv-nd-neo.]
Salt Lari: ( rrv, Nov. I'd.—The Mormons
have done the United Stab..; the high honor
of proj sing n treaty, or, rather, u Bargain.
But-i:i pi tin ICngiish, thi is their pro] ition:
*'iVe have i con violatin'; the art ;
Jy* g-my
law of UR5 *.r tv., nty-fivc year 1 r.u ■> we
beiievi th.e Almighty c ; arnnnA g to take
extra wives, and the
«v: •g.nunt !'• r
long
time mad. no siri< us. opposition: 1 r.t low the
government is rutting- our Best men in tho
pcuA-minry; ther i'«>i\-, if the Uaib d States
er.n r
v. ill adnik U»:ih as u state, wv will
disol- y as Uw < f God as v.e understand it
and abolish polygamy, putting a prohibitory
clause in our s.tntn constitution. In other
words, dearly 1 loved, wo will *!
good’if
you wiil he kind and let us have < ::r own way
in all oth< r matters.” It is <U*linit«;iy pro
}-om.-1 that a ;; -'t government A. -11 ftoojj
from its dignity end make a Par; -..hi with
men who
"in with an.acknowdi d
;s ihnt
the. y have viola! d tl.. l.4w Is rob*!* r.
Tho
hall uBolisb
proposition t hat t h* M* -r;;:<
poly,:,amy furl and ask f r stab's •! afterward is rsg-.gb.g. \ v.g-h scorn.
It is scarcely s c.-sary to j int out the obvious fa*. t that th* state of I'tals, on*-o in th *
Union, -- aid alb r its constituiion at will, or
its legislature ignore t lie ant ip* lygamy clause.
The pr-s * A i :i gives us tin* right toexamino
Mormon It; iory to determine whether liny
are Aiie rs.
By their own account they I agum the })raeiicc of j Igniiiy iii Nauvoo. Il1
in
linois,
!'*, j ursuant to a revelation given
on the Utli of July of that
year, andal.-out th-3
same time they commenced
denyingth practice a.nd dem
it
in
tlieir pul ii'-ations.
smug
On the 1st-of Bohniary, BIB the h -ids of
the church puUissed in The Tiin; ?; and .Seasons, elmroh organ at N’auvoo, an eiiiciul denunciation
};«>lgamy. On the lath of
March follow iag, a .still -.ronv-r «1. nial uus
ptiblisiicd. In July, B -A. a. sjiociih? dv nial
was issm d in Tho Milieu, hd
Star, ih 2Iorm*>n papa* in Liverjto*;], Iks imid.
In May,
si- «»r:ran r } t.Tc. d the d.euial.
I'M', tin
In
s
1:b....
the im
the
Is. i I ,-t u driw-Il
Irom -'.ail*.. * ; Col.
li
-ue
n.) h h< uins
li. Kane, broth, r of the urcti. exj.lon.r, irnv?led with them in Iowa, ui:d was the guest of
Brigdia.m Young, who solemnly assured him
that the chary* of ] olygamy was a vile
slander. Col. Kano certiiied this t.
the
government aim -vnieiu-nn people; I'i> Mdcnt
Fillmoro .accepted lii.s t.: iim. -ny as correct
and appointed Brigham Y< »ui.-;
-.ernor of
1 tali. In July, ls‘o, FLii r Jo!:n Taylor,
since pivsldv >;t of the Mormon
1.i::a !;* li.cially denied and denounced jrd.p;.i:.v ;:i
France. About the sam.- time ihe T
elders revised and ]-ill-ii.d i iho *•]>« .trine
and Covenants'*—their official discipline—in
which they inserted a clause
lined.g and
forbidding plurality of wives. A J tls-missionaries were instructed to denv the doctrine and praeiicc. and did to in England
with the most olemn
hs. For
years
—1-S-id to 1
these
facial denials continued. The Mormons i.
fre ely admit that
they told and published these lal.-ehoods to
deceive the Ann riean people and co-ure lull
control of the territory, and that, a perocutcd people is justified inlying to deceive
the Gentiles.
How can wc believe their
present promises.' But polygamy is only one
reason, and not the great* si, a; ainst■ admitting 1 tah; the real evil, ihcdistinctively un*
Yineriean evil, is the theocracy which controls the territory, 'ihc* Zde-Tinon.; have declared a thousand times that they do not
want and will not l;u\e an American democracy; they want‘dlv kingdom of God,
administered by his prophets, priests and
apostle's.** And a theocratic despotism is one
of the things the American j (.pie are determined not to Lave set up anywhere in this
nation.
J. p>. Parke.
■

«

■

Xloom Where Washington Died.
But'tbo inleiost of the win.: L< u.v waiters
ill the room where "Wu: I• ii»;•;'. >;i died—“The
gou’al's room, tl.« r< om j 3iJ:e ; dv 1 cs i.i do
house,” as the s/.rvitor called it, in a tone of
genuine and reverent alicctiou. Just where
the great man lay a dying ei; hty-cight years
ago the l;ed now stand;:, i::ul beside it the
light stand on which r.rc the rings laid by his
medicine glasses, unchanged since that day.
The secretary at which !.■• v. rote the hail'
covered trunk in which la carried his pos•sessions, the surveyors triced he had used,
the cloak l e threw about Lis shoulders wLeu
lie went over the farm, the leathern chair in
which lie sat—the covering cut away by vandal hands—are all there. There was something, in spite of these few discordant notes,
that seemed peculiar to that room. 1 could
not feel that thousands of eyes had looked
upon it with idle curiosity, but as though it
had been kept sacred all these years and was
yet redolent of the memories which have set
it apart forever.
“Many wonders,” said our guide, “why
Mrs. Wash’n’ton died up in do attic, and not
in do gen’al’s room. It was do custom in do
laniily to shut up a room f< r two years after
a death had happened in it, an* dis room was
shut up. Mrs. Waslrii’ton went up in do
attic an’ dcreshe laid for eighteen nnfn’s till
she died dero. She never had no lire in do
winter, an' in de summer it was very hot—
but dorc she staid wif only her cat f r.r comp’ny.”—Sophie LJledsoc Herrick in The Cen-

tury.

Not In Favor of Free Tratlo.
Hon. Fred

Atwood, jobber of agricultural implements and machinery, speaks a follows: “I am not
in favor of free trade under anv name. 1 cannot
see how any farmers or manufacturers can be benefited by admitting free of duty hay, grain, potatoes, and other products to further increase the
supply and thus reduce prices which are already
low—and surely our fishermen cannot be benelitcd.

Our markets should be for our people who can
carefully supply them. The advent of the Canadian Pacific Kail road will open one million of
acres of wheat-lields that, with free trade, would
cut prices.

Maine Matters.

college Friday night, parading the principal
Maine Industries.
of the town with a hand, torch lights
and transparencies and calling on the members
imkkkstim; facts ami statistics colof the faculty.
lect kh iiy la non commission!-:!!.
Till: l.OllS I KK 1 ISflKUV.
The latest development of the 1 >e.\ter woolen
I.a’kii- Commissioner Matthews is
mills
affairs
Labor
rise
to
Commissioner
}»as
doubts
gives
whether
the
l.iisvjiist
Deputy
Campbell
just completed a eareful stinlv anti investiga- ‘•shut down'* is for only a short time. The now prcpurino his report hut liiuls time occation of the lobster fishery ami the cfleet of the Eastern .State is informed that orders have
sionaliy to furnish tlie press witli some intcrlaw, ami makes tin? following report: The lob- been given to sell all the teams and also all the
estin;; matter. Oil one blank sent uut was the
wool in stock.
ster fishery is an industry that lias grown up in
Mr. Edward Leary of Jefferson, who re- following Important <pierv: “Number and
the past thirty years. Said a fisherman, “When
I first went into the business in is.")!} there were cently passed the best examination at Lewiston kimis ol
nianufaeturers carried in town,” and
but six smacks, running lobsters in Maine for West Point, is a Bowdoin boy, class of ’hi.
the replies cjve-the following results: l.undier
waters, four of which were from New London, | Xext spring lie will go to West'Point to enter
( onn. These smacks averaged about four men | upon his physical examination, and if successmills, 1,071; boots and shoes, 00.S; nmnufaetories
each. Five men caught at that lime twice the | fill will become a student of that institution,
of boxes (wood and
paper). 71; briek yards,
iIon. (ieorge W. Lawrence, ex-judge of proamount of lobsters these live smacks eould j
111; manufactories of carriages, loll;
eonpercarry.” From this smai! industry in 1850 it. bate of Lincoln county, died at his residence at
has grown to such vast proportion that it now i >un:ariseotta, Nov. P». after a lingering illness. aires. “OS; drain pipes. 111; foundries and
emphns nearly -000 boats, 40 sail of vessels, He was a shipbuilder in Rockland and this machine shops. s.>; furniture. 71; prist mill
and gives employment to over 2000 fishermen, place before the war and during the Rebellion ••■’"i harness and trunk manufactories, “nil; tin
j
and the transportation smacks in Maine waters constructed gunboats in Portland for the gov- j shops. »:!; leather and leather board. S7; paper
mills, s; wood pulp.!); clao tools, :i2; doors,
employ more than 100 men in freighting or ernment.
! he Portland Base llall Asocial ion will is- sash and blinds. *.1; excelsior.
transporting lobsters caught in .Maine waters.
Is; marble
This indu>try distributes in various wa\ s among I sue a hundred new shares of sleek. Thirty- works.s“; putnps,“S; turned “oods, “4; awnimrs
the fishermen of Maine a gross -11111 of more live of these shares are already pledged to be I and tents.ti; tiles. (I; toothpicks,2; plaster mills
taken. This will enable the association to pro- ! S; cirthern ware. S; boat buildim;. !W; oranite
than gllbO,000annually.
The business of lobster cab bing in general cure a strong team for n**xt season.
| (piarries. P7; wire manufactory, I: boiler makM. S. !>ean, one of the contractors on the | ers. P: matches, 4; sail making. 50;
requires two nu n to a boat, with 200 traps, at a
powder
cost of about s'b'iO for the entire outfit. The
Skowhegan water works, has gone a wav and inilIs. ,1; spool stock and spools. 50; aiprieultural
left his help unpaid. He has about loo Italians i implements.
ice houses, 115; oil cloth. 5:
grt aler part of the fishing is carried, on in small
boat s within a short distance of the fishermen's in his employ, and owes them a full month's lime, 45; iron. 1; elolhina manufaetories, llfi;
homes. In winter a small number of vessels wages, amounting to some three or lour thou- woolen “no.Is, t“; cotton goods, “4; curdiua
wool. IP: klut goods. 4; cheese and
are employed in deep sea fishing.
They com- sand dollars.
butter, IIP;
Some Canadians want a pice of the Stale of last blocks,
starch nulls, dll; canned goods,
plain that the <A>\ eminent protects every industry in the country but theirs, and there is Maine. Says The Montreal Hnzctte; “Tin I dish, fruit and vegetables). IIP; cigar manusome truth in it.
The Province law gives the conviction of most of those who have studied factories, 45; confectionery. 52; soan. •><>• inkcatchers ul‘lobster* on that < oa>t the rigid to the subject is that England was wrongfully de- erics. 71.
"'I hat comprises the list” said Mr. Matthews.
catch and sell; and our (iovernment permits prived of a considerable portion of the state of
their vessels and si< amers to land in this coun- Maine."
| "and il is as ceinplc te and accurate as possible
under
tin: circumstances. It is made
of
to
tin*
at
that
lime
the
when
it
will
Maehias
work
Cnion, an individ- |
According
year
try
up rnual styling himself Dr. P. II. Holden, of Bos- tirch of reports ol' town otiicers
t lie greatest damage to our lisliermen, thousands
|
throughout
the Mate. I li reaurd to tile number of
of lob-tors. free of duty, thus glutting the ton, has been swindling many of the Lube
(piarries
market. Now. our fishermen demand for one citizens recently by pretending to be a physi- mentioned we have counted, not separate comthing that they shall be protected at this sea- cian of merit and administering trashy medi- panies but Simply distinct (piarries. Again our
cines to the sick and simple, charging them < x- li-l embraces all kinds of
son of the year from this great influx of lobmanufacturing con"In what way can orhitaut prices and claiming to cure all dis- ccrn-. both grout and small, though none are
sters from the Provinces.
mentioned
tinwas
asked
an
be
value
ol
whose
Ui-iucss does
you
protected*:”
enterprising
Kcv. dnstin I). Fulton, the Brooklyn clergy- not exceed £500."
ii-herman. "It i had my way,” he said, "1
would plain a duty "f not less than 50 cents man, is creating a great sensation among tin*
per loo pounds on every lobster imported from j Catholics in Biddeford by giving a series of
I bat portion of tile report devoted to the
This would give about one discourses against Romanism. Every evening
ti:. Provinces.
tin* excitement lias increased and oMicers have sea fisheries of I lie State will, perhaps, be ac*. nt each on every lobster brought In re.”
to tin- average reader aany part of
Another great drawback to this industry the been stationed at 1 lie ball. Thursday, during lntcpssiinp
it*
i be < ommtssioucr lias ju~t received a
leticd.eriut n claim ‘'is the unncci -.-ary and im- hi Future in tin.* Y. M. < A. Hall on “Romanter In-in one of liis agents containing facts eonpracticable legislation on the lobster fishery ism the Assassin of Abraham Lincoln," severthe
of
corning
lame
operations
,0
al
lisli
stones
were
thrown through the windows.
that our own Male ha- made from time to time
l.ibbv,
Hon. Thos. S. Lang, formerly of Yas-alboro, buyers at \ inal Haven, who, be says, do tin
l'or the purpo-e of the beth r protection of the
largest business of any lirin east of’I’orlland.
lobster.” The* lislienneii all claim that they now and for the past fifteen years a resident of
"‘he facilities of this firm for
doing business
should have as little law as possible in their Oregon. send- a letter to tin* Watervilh* Mai!,
cannot be e'.celled on the New
England coast.
business. They say : "Let the lobster alone and in which hegive- tin- followin r advice to Maim*
W
illi
ti good breeze the vessels can be on
men:
the
“Yon who have good farms or a good
nature will govern the supply.”
in
two
fishing
grounds
and
hours,
their bait iAn intelligent and experienced fisherman business should be cautious about breaking
in traps within a thousand yards of
(lb-lit
from
the
wer
as
in
am
to
the
io
assured
-aid,
whether away
advantages their
gathered,
*;u.>tion
wharves. Their ice is cut dose'at hand
there was danger of killing tie* lc#!*stcrs ofl* if of a section enjoying the high civilization
and stored 'it the yard.
The capital representfr«
{idling wa- allowed: "No! 1 it possible to which all old sections possess, to take up with ed in their business
tie past season is ssn.uup.
gatlier up all the mussels on the -boros? In my frontier life and subdue the wilderness."
ittcvii
\ e-s, is are enyueed.
ranging from “0 to
Samuel Brannon, once tin* indie-1 man in j
mind it i- just as impossible to kill out the iob50 tons each and valued at SKis.OfiO.
Total -to, k
Lob lei’s must ha\c room in which to >an Fra. •i-c**. i- now living in a cheap lodging
>t»■ !'s.
for
the
season of sevi n or
months, s|o,I
bonin
eight
that city, with hardly a dollar in the
ecoiiie overpopulated like
grow. They can
ail tiling-. Tiiey must ha\e billing places in ! world. Mr. Brannon was formerly a resident bflU; number of men engaged on vessels, 115.
The men go on shares. T he (,,,,! |,a« onewhich to -bed their shells and spawn. They of Saco, and i- -tiil remembered by many of
the older residents of that place. He emigrat- lift h of tin: I, tal stock. The food. salt. bait,
-«rk h; Itt r beu- atli rocim,
;iwt d. etc., and
ice. etc., are found and -paid for bv the crew:
from these hiding places it is impossible t" I cd to California during tin* carlv days of tin*
al-o ail the gearing'. The average share
catch them any way. Fach female lobster is j gold discovery and during the earlier* year* of
per
man has hei‘ii s 114.5(1, or .255
per month. Excapable of producing 20,OtiO eggs, so 1 think it j his residence there was repeated!) a im infer pense i" r man, seten ami
one-half
of
the
months,
California
i- very piain tb.o the increase of lobsters will !
Legislature.
7-"“. thus le; v itiar for the actual earnings of
At
be Mitii i«• 1:t to sip ply the wants of the people,
meeting of the Portland. Me., firm of each
fisherman a total of £212.50, or about s-2>
if they are n gulale-.i by the demand* of t!;e \Voodman. True A Co., in Boston. Nov. 10. the
trade.' I think certain parts of our present lob- investigating committee reported liabilities. per month, the average number of hands
ster law do 1:101c harm than good.
For ex- •sdoT.ouo; merchandise assets, sllO.ooO; out- employed in the lisliyard is -J5 men and 12
women.
Tlie men reeeiv, from “1.75 to (2.25
ample, that part of our law which prohibits standing account in the form of note-, etc.. per
day; women. 75 cents; hoys, s] p, £i.5o.
persons and corporations from canning between S-du.ooo: other notes held by tin* iirm amount
the immlier of fisli received ,!nrinu tin- season
July 1 and April 1 of each year. Now this to :- \ I0,00(). which are of 'ittie value as ;;--i t>. was 2,.500.(100
pounds: sounds, open, ..
works great injustice t<> our ii-hermen in tii- Tin* Iirm offered to compromise at :*»o cent- but
sun pounds of suutii
pounds;
ti<!i, pin tons ,f
wi-e: After the 15th of September our fisher- it was not accepted. It was voted by a large
ii.-li skills and wast, 25 toils euskandcod skins
be
that
the
firm
men catch such great quantities that they in a
majority
petitioned into invol- for able: 201) barrels of
fish oil for tanning
very little while overstock tile markets. Then untary insolvencv.
purposes. 'Hie .piantity of lisii shipped was
tli* y begin to till their cars and wait for a dein.ooo boxes, or rates, w. ighing from 40 to no
News
of
the (.range,;.
mand in the mari-.v :l<. and thousand* of lobsters
pounds each, to Boston. New York and other
die in these cars every day along our coast.
hirae cities of the country: pl.ouu j i n t -i I hake
The La.stern Fanner, noticing a rumor that If u.
The other day a smack came along and 1 sold
to the West; also 500 or lion barrels of
lob-ter's.
them the lobster.- in my ear, and out of more 1>. 11. Thing is to he pn-licd for the position ot
U bile the liehcrmcu iiave done verv
well for
than LUO 1 found alive only lot). Now this i*
Master of the Mate (.range, says “this is
Worthy
the
season, vet they have not made 'more than
tlie xperictice < i hundreds of our fishermen.” not
the way the Patrons do. they let the -oli.v »ci h
a In ina for themselves ami their families.
<
All
The onimissioiier says that there seems to
the man.”
agree that the business is growing' harder all
lie a pem ra! demand that the factories he openthe
time
ami
ss
that sueei
this season has not
ed; a- in 1 he pa-t.
The National Grange met last week in Lansing,
been on’ account of increase of fish hut of
a. i;.
in-:
Michigan. The secretary'.-, report shows that l!o prices." A comparison i' given of
prices per
Tile (Hand Ann) organ i/at ion of Maine is in original charters, 47 duplicate charter.-, r.i deputies’ hundred weight as follow -:
The last quarterly rea nourishing eon iitiou.
eertiiieatcs and dispi nsathms lot 11new granger| 7:,
membership in the state of 0,- have been issued during the year. lllim is, Georgia, Hararerod..•?!
port liowe !
>»nall rod.
:m t,>
1 mi
and 1 -lit post*, with a net gain during the
1 mi
Delaware, Connecticut and Alabama have reported < «l*k.
'.HI to
| (HI
1 (HI ill 1 :,r>
The
of
tin«'•>
members.
of
polity
quarter
.*»o to
i;.*»
large gains. Resolutions were referred favoring I lake.
| (h,
present management i> to <li»eourage au\
Iddlook
da to
ii.'»
in
1 00
mushroom growth wiiieii would appear from the establishment of a postal telegraph, the hangHaddock.
.*>.*> to
To
no t.»
1 o.‘>
a
tin.* organizing of
large number of posts. ing section I of the Inter-State law; asking fora Sc rod (little cod
:>|i to
40
40 ((»
Thus there lias !>. u lull one post instituted law prohibiting the adulteration of food and deal
sounds (green,10 to
V) PMt>
iut,.
p;
-v.
•JOfe'-ral. _>j to
during llu: y«ar. that at Orono, and there is ing in futures, and asking representation in the oil. J4 to
prospect of am-t!:er at Wiseas-et. The State cabinet. Gov.
Luce delivered the address of wel.Many communications liavo b<m received
Kneampnieut will open in Park Durden. I’ortfrom fishermen re!ati\e to tin- .obstcr law. Aland. on Feb. Oth. -V eamp lire will be held at c'.mc and addresses were also delivered by 1! n.
a whole,
they are opposed to it and favor a iv<
ily Hall the evening of tin 101 h. A successor < M. lJarnos, Congressman Allen, ex G. v. Rnbie,
pcil. They say from one to two-third- captwill be chosen to Commander 1 >ick Hatley, and of Maine, and others.
ured
are short lobsters, and are thrown into
among those mentioned for the place are 11. 11.
the boats to die, a.- if returned to the -.-a thev
The following “Furrow >liee” contains some
Unibank, of Saco, and F. M. Drew, of Lewiston.
Commander-in-chief John 1*. Lea, « i plain word- about the Grange, addressed to the <"lily a-vain enter the traps to devour tin- bait.
die fisherman wrote; “Canadian fish
ouu'ht to
Minneapolis, will be invited to attend the Feb- thinking portion of the agricultural class, bead, be
kept out and retaliatory measures resorted
It is probable the action of the
reflect and act
ruary meeting.
t<> for in-ults offered ourlishei nienin <
anadian
in
National Fneampment
ngard to pensions
A farmer should be a Patron because it is fin
waters."
Will be indorsed.
him what the Merchant.-' Lxchange and board u
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Tile reappearance of the Hon. John L. Stevens as political editor of tin.' Kennebec Journal
i> a dramatic event. Mr. Stevens was the direct heir of tin: < ally traditions of the Journal
under Luther Severance, who made it beyond
question 11n- leading representative of the Whig
party in Maine. Mr. .-severance retired in Js.*»o
and Mr. sy-veiis sin needed him after a brief interval.
Fntil is:,7. he was associated with
Mr. Llainc in the management of the paper,
and the friendship resulting from this association has continued to tin present day. In lsiix,
after nearly twenty years of constant labor,
Mr. Stevens abandoned journalism and entered
the diplomatic '"twice ot the I'nitcd States,
lie returned a few years ago to Augusta, when:
he has lived at ease until now lie has been persuaded t«» take tip the pen again, in behalf of
his early friend.
I,I'M

IN

maim:.

A newspaper reporter who vi-it-d Portsmouth. N. II., and looked over tlie list of persons in Maine paying ilm United States liquor
tax reports that there are (too names.
Of that
number HI an: located at liar Harbor, 111 at
Portland, in at iloulton, that Hriuiswiek. 10
at Lllswortli, 10 at Augusta, II at Cardiner,
15 at Watcrville, HI at Rockland, 121 at Dangor. 10 at (d- It own, HI at Lath, 10 at Skowliegan, il at Lelfast, is at J'iddeford and 12 at
Lewiston. The remaining 1S1 ar- seattcred all
over the State.
Of tie* 4*2 names at Lewiston,
nearly all are lietitious. 'Phe proportion of
liquor dealers to the pomilation of the State is
H to every 1000 inhabitants.
in

<;i:ni:i:al.

The G. A. II. ol‘ Farmington dedicated tin ir
nt \v hall on Nuv. 12.
Fiout. Phillips of the State College at < >1*0110
will pa<s the winter in Auburn, N. Y.
Peer, caribou and other largo game are plenty
in the Dead Fiver and Bungeloy seetion<.
Frank A. Hart, a prominent lawyer and
editor (if the Monson Slate, died*on Thursday

morning.

'i he Belcher will

case i> linaliy settled, the
having decided to prc-ced no further in opposition to the probate of the will.
An Augu-ta washerwoman died
recently,
leaving £12,000 as the result of 20 years’ scrub-

contestants

bing.
The .Maine Central is unhousing its snow
plows and distributing them along the road, to
be ready for the winter storms.
Surveyor Cleaves has reappointed Mr. Bion
Wilson as Deputy Surveyor of the port of
Portland.
William F. Fessenden, a prominent citizen
of South Bridgton. died on Wednesday at the
age of (if).
The railroad survey from Dexter to Dover
has been completed, but bad weather has interfered with further work.
The Kenuebee and Portland Steamboat Company has organized in Portland last week witii
a capita! stock of £50,000.
'Hie scholarships of £120, from the fund of
£0000 bequeathed 1 v the late Judge Harrows,
are now available
r Howdoin students.
Gen. II. M. Sprague, of the State Pension
Department, says there have been 1.0S5 applications for pensions since Jan. 1st, instead of
235, as has been reported.
The rum-ellcrs of Hath are beginning to feel
shaky. The city marshal is right after them,
and the police are hacking him up so well that
the Bath Times says there is no need of a
special constable.
A despatch from Augusta says that it is
learned from an authoritative source that the
supreme court will sustain the legacies of the
Coburn will.
Six thousand copies of the report of the
Secretary of the Maine Board of Agriculture
have been bound at the State bindery, and
M00 more copies of the same report still remain to be bound.
The North Star is convinced that Presque
Isle has a future before it. In addition to a
bank, water works, electric lights, a short line,
etc., a genuine, live hired girl was seen the
other day seeking for a job.
The students of the Maine State College
celebrated the closing of the fall term of the

are for the busine.-.- men ; what the Nation.;!.
and local legal u-sociations are for tin- la
what the National. Mate and local medical
societies are for the doctors; what tinw-ukic.g
men*- association.- are lor the mechanic and tinlaboring-; man ; w hat the mini-ferial and prcaeht rs*
association-arc for the preacher.-; what the teaeher.-‘ institute- are for the teachers. It is for the
fanner what every other profession, trade and
culling haw- long since had in their organizationf.
mutual benefit, help and interest.
Ml otln-rhave seen the advantages coming from
organized
and united eih>rt, and have profited
by it, except
farmers.
1 wenty years ago the Grange was .-tailed, ami it has grown, spread and prospered because !t is right, founded on
justice and truth, be
cause many tanners for
years had felt the need of
is, realized their isolated position and helplessness
against other well-organized ela -es and callings,
w ho, through organization, were
advancing their
ow n intere.-ts and leaving the farmer in the back
ground, ni the tanner needs the Grange, becau-e
of the help its union of strength will
give him.
even as all othei
have been helped in the same
way through united effort. It applies as much to
the farmer as to all other classes in these davs.
“I'nitcd w e stand, divided we fall.” Farmers w id
commit an unpardonable sin against their ea'.iing,
if they tailto see that all other interests are organ
izingintheir interests, and that for self
they, too, must organize, or he trodden under
Farmers should not make a mistake in this
particular, for the signs of the times are so plain that all
must see.
The Grange stands read\ to welcome
all. The grandest and noblest w ork oj the
Grange
is the educating and elevating of the fanner and
the farming class. Read, reflect, act. Now is tin*
time.
Male

vers;

protection,
foot!

The State Republican of Lansing,
Michigan, in
it- report of the first day’s session of the National

Grange, says:
Ex-Cov. Rohic, of Maine, Master of his State
Orange, and one of the most enthusiastic' patrons
ui agriculture that this cmimrv lias ever
presented
\va- the next speaker.
He is hardy and robust, of
ru.tr.ired constitution, and a gentleman of the old
school. His subject was New England, and hiseon-

Tie return- from the blanks for -tati.-tics
eoiieernimr the summer resorts are now beiim‘"■'id in.
11■ <ju 1 st> for information were forwarded to two hundred and fifty hotels, boardhoii-es and communities of cottaete dweller-,
atid returns have been received from
fifty-five.
;th l»ar Harbor, these show a -ummer
population derived entirely from out of the stair ot
-l-ldl.
As tin-re are some two hundred un»n
inquiries to hear from, and there Ix-inir many
visitors who <;o to isolated and retired places,
ol' whose comim; and ^oiiiir it is
impracticable
to learn, it is estimated that over lou.uon smntucr tourist- visited .Maine the
pa-t season. The
l:tr”'i.‘ amount of money which they left here,
it
to
the railroads, steamboat lim >
disbursing
and :it the summer resort-, thus becomes no
small item in the income of our State. Tin
Commissioners report will •jive liirures showing: the amount of money which thev have laid
out in the State.

bin* law passed by tin.* last Iwei-lature requiring children under Id years of a_e emploved in the mills to attend school a portion ol the
year takes cllV ei danuary 1-t.and mill ownerare now making
preparations for a change. A
general thinniim mir of children under Id \ earha- been in pro-are-s since the enactment of the
la.ws re<;ulatin*; the employment of children,
and their number i-i tin; mills has sensibly decreased. It i- now estimated that there are
l.oon employed.
Commissioner Mathews lias
received numerous communication- conccrnimr
the enforcement id' the law, but this i- no part
of his duties. The law provides that tie* Deputy Commissioner, who is Mr. < ampbcll, of!
Uockland. shall see that the law is enforced. ;
and complaints of cnfrim;ement should lx? made
j
to him.

The ten-lnur l:i\v is proving r>u< and
sideration of the theme did him great credit, lie•as far as can lx; learned. i> giving
general satisginning with the early history of' New England, he faction. Although the hours of labor have
marked the progress of event- that cliaraeteri/.ed
been reduced, yet it i> believed that there will
the settlement of that section, from the
landing of be but little, if any, fall ini' <-rl in the total
the Pilgrim Fathers on Plymouth Rock to the
present era, his eloouence of words measuring amount of the products manufactured. There
w ith magnitude and
solemnity those stirring an- | are no strikes or labor troubles in the State at
mils. The inlluenee of the early fathers of New i the present time and no indications of am.
England has followed the history of the Nation 1 Commissioner Matthews recently visited the
through all of its remarkable revolutions, changes leaders in a recent strike, which
prevailed. Ia<!
and progress (low n to the present period. The
and they expressed themselves as well
typical New Englander has done his part in popul- July,
satistied
with
their
condition
and
the wages
ating and developing the country beyond Ids
New England home. Her sons and daughters are
they were receiving. Mr. Matthews says the
found in every State, cit\ and town in this broad
Knights of Labor are exerting a powerful inland, and thc\ have tilled an unusual number of tlucnee in the right direction among the workplaces of great honor and trust. The blood of New ingmen and workingwomen of the State.
imgland mingles with that of every kindred current. Hut let the New Englander emigrate w here
he will, ho never forgets hut continues to love the
Another “Medium*’ Exposed.
pine woods, hills and valleys of Maine, the granite
hills and White Mountainsof New Hampshire, the
The boston Evening Record of Friday published
tireen Mountains of Vermont, the sound and roar
of the ocean as it breaks upon the rock hound coast a long story of an expose of Mrs. II. It. Fay, who
of Massachusetts, the lakes and cultivated hills of
has for some time past been holding spiritualistic
Worcester and Berkshire, the power and inlluenee
seances.
The Record reporter, accompanied 1-v
of little Khody, the C harterUak of < onnectirut and
seven other gentlemen ami two ladies as confederits beautiful river hustling on to the sea. All
itself
in
review
before the native of New
presents
ates, attended Mrs. Fay’s seance, and at an opporEngland, (jov. Rohic dwelt in fond recollection tune moment seized the “spirit” of a gips girl,
on the farmer of Marshlield and hi- honorable and
which materialized quickly as Mrs. Fav.‘ As.-i-i
commendable record. The li range has built up a
ants of the medium attempted to eject the Record
in
New
powerful organization
England and is ful- party, but were themselves overpowered. The
cabinet used by the medium was broken
ly represented at this National meeting.
apart,
and various devices for trickery found. The expose was complete.
A Pint or a Half Pint.
The Wrong Place.—Stranger in city drug store—
“i want to get .'>(» cents worth of calomel.”
Proprietor—“Fifty cents of what?”

“Calomel.”

“What is calomel?”
“Don’t you know! What sort of

keeping, anyhow?”
“This Is a drug store,

place

are vou

and if you want anything
don’t sling around any fancy names. Is it a
pint or
half a pint you’re after?” [Omaha World.

a

The

Rockland

Congress.

The Rockland Congress, an organization similar to
the Roston Voting Men’s Congress, was instituted
in Rockland last Friday evening with 2f> members.
C. E.Littlefield was elected speaker, E. K. Could
clerk, W. It. Prescott sergeant-at-arm*. The purpose of the organization is the study of parliamentary rules and modes and practices in the American

Congress.

The Portland mackerel fishermen sav that the
past season has been the worst for 40 years, and
that hut four or live of the 00 vessels of the fleet
have made any uroflt.

j
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concessions in

rl.ina

President (Jrevy has accepted the resignation
the French ministry.

of

I Miring the past year 1*27 lives
the < ape Ann fishing licet.

were

lost from

1'l.c striking shoemakers of
Philadelphia
ieldini; and resumin work.

\

Idsastrcns fon-t tin s are rapine; in
tions of Illinois and Arkansas!
Humor declares that Lord \\
Ltrire sum of money to .Mr. <.

\.

rt

Nt

:i

some

por-

lias 1. ft:

»n

on

The Methodist <’onl'ercnee at i >.m\ili.
\
has passed resolutions au:;in>t 1In :u n-.-•io-.
11 i> reported that Hcsseiiier steel mamslnehave agreed to suspend operations for a

turers

time.

The millionth s of Newark. N. .1., an lakiny
time h\ the fon lock in dealini' wit!i the \uaiehists.
Postmaster Vilas lias decided that female
clerks ma\ main ai d still retain tin ir clerkships.
I he aerolite which fell in Anisteniam, New
York, Friday weighed three tons. It fill in
Main street.

Herr Most, the New York Anarchist, hash.<
indicted tor iisinu seditious laimiinirc, am:
under lock and kr\.

i,
n

Ki”lit disjoins inspeetors in san F
have been indicted for helping; >:ini4u!i
men into the country.
Hv t.;e explosion of a boiler in
pM'seott. Arizona. Satur.lay. six
kill.-d and others injured.

mi!!

a

men

near
were

Henry Ward Uerelier’s Too;) books hrou-dit
only sio.o:in at the an tioii -ale. His hrie-.-brar
swelled tic amount to >27.000.
A Scotch linn at Greenock ha- contracted to
build the largest sailimr ship in the world. It
is to have a capacity of dOuo tons.

l’roi. >. P. i. iiu;ie\ has be. n -bos n
of tic Smithsonian institution al W
to succeed the late Prof Paint.

erctan
i-

Pi'rs'dcu! < !e\elaii l eouipl.ni. nls Mr. s
his
in lamed and imyieiduu iiit
oiii
and accepts His r. situation.

irk

°n

T;
1‘n.b
am.*

its

Fxcciitivc Colllllii! tee of tic
i'aril.' League had- mu -Ii
labor in the recent elections.

\

ibnuc.
Henry S. Ives, the ••Nnpoh-on
had to vacate ids oiiie in \a>..!ii sttv.
New York city, !»i*inpr unable t >pa the rent.
1 lie Wool uToWei's of the country propose a
**!. 'Ou
iiubt in Congress dnrin*' tie* •••.m’uj
w inter lor the mainteuanee of the
present ta; it'!'.
Tim Maritimi Ass,.ri:i!ion
N'eW Yol'l
circulatin'' a pan:; hb t outlini
Jlie eailini:
an international cou_pv
to is pro .- >j :nai
Iia.s

I Ii" Lo_!isli tislicrii
omnii-sioic.
wer- «■■■•
by the Hiitish haaimii a! W :-dhi;-uni
At noon ti;e\
eaih-d on M-eivtar'.
Havard.
s

'Vt d
I'lidiN.

n

m

comfort i.f

Mi

membi !'s
mission.

f

> for tin j
h »Hii»• l.15.:. one
!’>:i\ ard’s Fi*dnT\

->:t:

1 ’’

i'ii

v

<

tar\

Auti-> s! mu *f• p11i• Iie.in Mate
I«•:t_• 11» of N> w 'l ofk. hn- called
of I{ -publicans of the >;ate at
I>eecm!ier l.'» ami !‘b
d in-

auee

r
•!
<

I

l.uii..
conii

cnee

Mr. Pardee, tin* wenl;h\
Wilke\
he will not
demands of tin millets if he
works closed *20 ears.

U
to k.

ii i> -aid that >v.-n iary Vilas ha- be- •»a.«• aia millionaire -in. e in- entered the < ab'.md
l<\ the rapid development *f min in e Ian 1 on t he
southern short: of Lak Sup* ri *r.
■

A

rai

lioyeott auauist al! inert hunts in
Hazleton. P... dt'iue
i.tisine-' with mine
operator-, whose miners are locked out. hal »< •* 11 dee I a ret l throughout tii n_' ion.
eeiu

■

While James .Murphy wa- at work in th
Anaconda Mine, near Unite City. .Mont., larmhunks of i. re tell and dro\ a crow bar l h r*»i; h
hi> botly. Ii* did in a few moments.
■

'Hie Kniehrs of l.alior h.: \ -riven moire tha:
the strike ol plantation laborers in Lmii-i.ron
was not ordered by them, and haw m ;i.i. I ad
members of the order to return to work.
**

Over l.o:>o drummers in Texas ar
tiie decision of ib-triel < mirf JmLe >a in on
constitutionality of th. >Mj tax nnw b iar
te-ted al < Udve-tou in the
of IP (
s(
...
th

.,

toil.
1 he If ova! Clyde Yacht < ln’;> wi ! withdraw
its challenge to compete tor the Vmer
ip.
on tiie you ml that the conditions a- haiu* *i !>\
the New > oi k Yacht < lib ar im,u-i and mispot ts manlike.

The N'<

w York
Legislature pa--.d a -pc* i d
perinittiiij.' Ilona A eii < liana' to be* admit it *1
the liar, bm Judm Van Urnm refused tt»
admit him on the ytmud tiiai the < hinamnn
was not a eiti/< n.
a*'t
to

A

tlynamite bomb

the local

room

Ii
for the* reporters imt
prevent damay.

nidi;
oilier al
i.!« 1111 \ inl> i)• I.d
di-cownd in j.nu* i>*

f* uud Kriday
'state Journal

w>

of th*

Columbus, Ohio.

wawas

«

Tiie Hex', (ieilerai Asseinoly *»t \ ireii ia wilt
stand: Senate. Ihumcrals, iiii; lf« publican-.
1!: House, Ih.-uiocraii*l : Ib-pubii ao-, Js;
on
Independents, I. a I >» .:n» ; at i ru;i j-»: i■
joint ballot of JL
Th- Snperinlen*c :i! <b Public \\ rk-- in Nb \\
r k
is saitl to ta\or the pimposii ;* >u ol lii
itt-lilHirer Padroni cole ernimr the wi-ieiiine of
the Lri' ('anal air! tie bud !in_ of
eie\ ntors at Kotter'la;:..

A

*

I

The Mayor of San Antonie. Vex
:h < ity
Marshal, an ex-Alderman and nn>>'h r \ i*>mir. id citizen ha\e heeii imlicb d by a
federal
Orand Jury for cm-piriw t<* 'weak up a
prohibition meetinj.
Private letter- received in N* w York fr* m
Panama i*t
>rt that no work of any impoiiis now beiim done on the eanab
The i\n*
leading firms of contractors are -aid P* lx n
barra-sed tinaneially.
■

ance

William J. Watson lias be* n -t»x id* •; in bicconspiring t«» defraud tin A n- •n.a Watch
Company of sls.ooo. am! lined s7Yo. ip haretaliated by causing tlmanv-t of tin* company's
vice president "ii :i diary* of perjury.
ay> of

The annual report of l
>. Treasury Hyatt
shows that the re veil lie- for the tiseal y ear who h
endetl June JO wen* SJ71 .-toJ.’J'TY: ordinary
pemlitures. S*J07.‘.i:!2.I7'J: surplus receipts n\ adable for re '.uctioti of the pubic debt, spij.n.0'J7. The receipts have increased SJL'.Mid.YYn: tin
ex pent lit ure-. >'d Y. tbbol 1. an I the
urplus re\
eiuies S'P.Yl 1 .YOU.
The

Nalional
; W.

The N.m

(

Tempera me Inlon.
T. I

met

n

N\

i'

If, Trim..

1<>, with representatives from aim -t own
state ami Territoiw.
Cpon the platform w« :e
seated Mrs. .Jildp..- Thompson id *iiii•
mother ol‘ the < ru-ade in ls.-.T; I’uudita Ibunaha),
Nov.

Yiee

l*resi«lent of the

World's W. </

T'. (

for

Imlia, and the ellieers of the Naiional t'nioi..
Hannah \\ liithall Smith, lately returned from Fm;
iaml. opened the eonversation w ith .1 I’.ilie tea*!
ill.”. At tin- elo-e Mi-- \\ illanl pave tiie 11.otto ! .1
the da\- to eume ‘-There is nothing inexei-rahle
hut lo\e,” ami then veto I her annual a« hirers, whieii
w.a- fre.pirntly applauded.
Armmy other things

hard-wood

Mi-' Willar.l said: Fort\ states and Territories
have sent four lmmlre'l reprc-ei.iati ves t
tin
metropolis of Southern edm-atem. The Northern
home keepers have rroswd Mason and l>i\on
11ne to riasa hands with rl.eir Msters. No -u»\r
token tii.it we are one nation has been iriwn sinef
lst>4. si\t\.four different snirp'^tions of work are
talnilate*'! umlor the heads ot prevention, eduea
tional, evangelistic, social ami leaa! work. The
fart that no state union i- hoiimi t»\ the action of
the national society was em| lutsiz'-d. The >peaker
favor* il («|iial wap-s as \v» II as e-pial moral stand
anls for women ami men. heavier penalties for
crimes apiinst women ami the raising the nire of
protection to is years.
Miss Willartl was re elected President.

vannah News.

Temperam-i I uion of
Iowa, true to the sentiments of that noble woman,
Mrs. J. Kllen Foster, who refused to yo into third
party polities in Issi. has decided to continue its
Work as hitherto on the non partisan plan. It is a

The

House

of

the

Future.

The house of the future will have in most of its

hard-wood floors, hard-wood walls, and
ceilings. Oak, ash, mahogany, maple,
sycamore, holly, rose wood and ebony are the
woods that figure most prominently under the new
regime, ami, properly treated, they make apartments that, are not only beautiful e<thetieall\, but
hygenically good to live in. Rugs take thc'place
of carpets, and hangings are used in sufficient
quantity to give a warm, finished look, but not to
breed dust and germs. [New York letter in sarooms

a

Idle American Hank
have been canceled.

|

A

Powerful

Democrat lr

Factor.

A

Sensible

Conclusion.

The Woman’s Christian

sensible conclusion and i~ a credit to the levelheaded women who compose tin* organization.
The Maine auxilia!y mi”lit
tin!\ their example
with profit. I'lliddeford journal.

The breweries, grog-simps, and brothels are a
Rase Rail Profits?
powerful factor in New York polities, and they, a> '<
well as the third-party prohibitionists, were for i
Lowell came out *7mi behind on the season. Man“anything to beat Grant.” This of itself is the j chester ^stMi, 1’ortlaml Sl,:*eo, Salem sine and Ha
only explanation needed of the falling off in verhill $:{,2hO. Heaven and Murphy onlv know
Grant’s vote. [ISridgton News.
I how far behind Lynn was. | Lowell Times.

